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ABSTRACT
This report describes the preliminary design specifications
for an Advanced Space Transportation System consisting of a fully
reusable flyback booster_ an
and a shuttle-type orbiter
provides a comprehensive
intermediate-orbit cargo vehicle,
with an enlarged cargo bay. It
overview of mission profile,
aerodynamics_ structural design, and cost analyses. These areas
are related to the overall feasibility and usefulness of the
proposed system.
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INTRODUCTION
The support of the United States' future space station and
further space ventures prompts the need for an advanced space
transportation system which can transport cargo or passengers
efficiently, safely, and economically. The existing Space
Transportation System consists of three reusable shuttle orbiters
fueled by an expendable external tank and !boosted by two reusable
solid rocket boosters. While this system is adequate for our
present space needs, an increase in mission frequency, mission
diversity, and payload quantity requires a more economical and
flexible system with a greater payload capability.
The boosters used in the present system descend into the
ocean after staging. The expense of the retrieval and
refurbishment c0f these boosters, along with the cost of replacing
the external tank, adds substantially tc0 the cost of each
mission. When the number of missions is increased in the near
future, lowering these expenses will be of utmost importance. A
winged booster capable of flying back under its own power could
be used for a number of different missions, thus cutting dc0wn on
the cost of each mission.
With the construction and
larger cargo capability will
operation of a space station, a
be needed than is available on the
present shuttle. The creation of a new, unmanned cargo vehicle
would substantially increase the quantity of cargo that could be
transported to the station in one mission. The ability of the
system to perform such '°shipping °° missions also increases its
!
flexibility. Also, by designing a vehicle capable of
transporting cargo to an intermediate orbit, "orbital warehouses"
would be created that could store supplies for later use.
With increased space activities, a larger manned orbiter
with a larger return payload capability will be needed. An
enlarged shuttle-type vehicle with a 15' X 60' cargo bay would
improve the United States" ability to perform passenger transport
and repair missions. This vehicle could bee boosted into orbit by
the same flyback booster used to boost the cargo vehicle, thus
doubling the role of the winged booster.
The Advanced Space Transportation System described above
would more readily fulfill the needs of America's space program
in the future than the existing system. The technology required
to construct and operate this system is readily available today.
Also, the savings incurred by this system, along with the
increased compatibility with the needs of future space projects,
would more than make up _or the its cost.
GROUNDRULESFOR FLYBACK BOOSTERSTUDY
1) Two vehicles are to be developed:
* Manned shuttle II
* Unmanned carqo vehicle
2) Both vehicle will be 2-staoe vehicles utilizing the sar)_e
fully reusable, winqed, flyback booster.
3) The payload capability for each vehicle will be as
fo i iows :
* Shuttle II - 40 Klb. to space static, n orbit
(28.5 o inclination / 270 n.m. altitude)
with 4[) Klb. return to earth
* Carqo vehicle - 125-150 Klb. to 28.5 ° / 15[) n.m.
4) The payload envelope (bay) for each vehicle is
* Shuttle II - 15'D X 60"_L
* Cargo vehicle - 25"D X 90'L and 33"D X 100"L
5) Engine prc_pel lants :
* I"_ staqe - liquid oxyqen / hydrocarbc, n
* 2 _= stage- liquid ox'ygen / liquid hydroqen
6) Staging velocity - maximum of ?,000 fps
7) The manned shuttle II will see a mayimum of 3 q's
6
8) The carqo vehicle will be ready for its first fliqht in
1998 therefore technoloqy and design freeze approximately
1990
9) The manned shuttle II will be ready for its first flic_ht
in 2005; therefore technolo¢_y and desion freeze
approximately 1997
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TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
The following analysis examines the complete tra._ectory
of the flyback booster. In a general overview, the traiectory
is broken into two phases. These phases include ti_e
tra._ectory to staging and the return trajectory.
Tra._ectory to staainct
The preliminary design of the Advanced Space
Transportation System _ASTS_ is larqely continqent on data
related to the system'_s trajectory to staging. Tra._ectory
analysis allows the desiqner to generate various parameters
essential for estimating the system's thrust, mass arid
structural requirements. The most important of these
parameters are those associated with the data gathered at
o
stagino. This data consists of tlle mass, velocity, altitude
and time to staqinq. From this data the required propulsior_
parameters can be determined. It is then possible to calculate
the mass and volume of the propellant burned. Ultimately, the
dimensions of the structure can be computed from the size
requirements of the fuel ar,d oxidizer tar, ks.
As in any preliminary desicln pro.iect, it is r,ecessary for"
the designer to follow certain qrou_'_dYules a'nd to make va',-ious
assumptions. The groundrules and assumptions allow the
designer to generate data that ran then be studied f'or
validity. For the ASTS, the gr'ou_drules are listed on page 3
and the assumptions pertaining to the trajectory analysis are
listed below:
*T/W= i. 35
*3 G_s acceleration limit
*Gravity turn into orbit
*Inertial and relative frames used
*Draq neglected during boost phase
*Parallel burn
*Cross feed propellant from booster to 2rid staqe
*Thrust of both staae_is constant
*Booster characteristics
-LOx/JP4 propellant
-Isp=320 sec
-LOx/JP4 ratio=2.3
*2nd Stage characteristics
-LOx/LH20ropellant
-I sp=380 sec
-LOx/LHe ratio=6.0
Some o'f the assumptions require further examination. The
thrus_ to weiqht ratio was chosen to help maintain a G level
below 3.0 due to the human element involved. The parallel
burn allows the system to achieve the required thrust level
without putting the entire thrust demand on the booster. The
propellant crossfeed system eliminates excess structural
weight which the second stage would otherwis,_= have to carry
into orbit. Finally, the hydrocarbon fuel JP4 was chosen
because it can be used in the liquid rocket engines as well as
the air breathing engines.
The G turn is used to aid the second stage in achieving
the required relative angle of 90 degrees for a circular orbit
at a particular altitude. Figure 1 shows how the ASTS is
tracked in a relative and inertial reference frame during its
flight. Notice how the range and altitude are measured.
Coupled with the assumptions and groundrules, a variety
of trajectory, propulsion and mass equations are incorporated
into a BASIC program. Program 1, listed in Appendix B, is
similar to the one used in the preliminary report, however the
G turn is incorporated. A time increment of one second is
used to determine all the parameters during the flight. The
velocity restriction of 7000 feet per second at staging,
together with the time increment, enables the designer to
determine the time at which staging occurs.
Three variables are entered at the start of the program_
the total mass of the ASTS, the altitude for the G turn to
begin, and the liftoff thrust of the second stage. From this
data the total thrust and the thrust of the booster is
dictated. Dividing the thrust of each stage by its respective
specific impulse yields the mass flow of each stage. In order
to determine the mass flow for the ASTS, an equivalent
specific impulse is calculated by,
Ispeq=T/(MDOTI+MDOTm)
then the total mass flow is given by,
L
(i>
PHI
PHI
TMETA
RANGE THETA
ALTITUDE
FIGURE ! TRAJECTORY
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MDOT=T/Ispeq (2)
In order to calculate the change in velocity during each time
interval, the new total mass at each interw_l must first be
calculated by,
DM=M-MDOTI*DT-MDOTe*DT (3)
Using this result, the change in velocity can be determined
by,
DV=Ispeq*G*Iog(M/DM)-G*DT (4)
where G is a function of altitude and the inertial angle e.
Once the change in velocity has been determined, the altitude
can be found using,
Y=Y+.5*(2v+DV)*DT (5)
The range is given by the relationship,
RANG=RE*e (6)
where RE is the radius of the earth.
By using the above relations in a stepwise time interval
loop, the parameters at staging (V=7OO0 fps) can be
determined. From the time to staging parameter (TB) it is
possible to find the total mass of propellant burned to
staging by the equation,
Mp=MDOT*TB (7)
It follows that the total mass at staging is given by,
Mb=M-Mp (8)
It is also possible to examine the stages individually.
The respective propellant masses are given as follows:
MpI=MDOTI*TB (9)
Mpz=MDOTE*TB (I0)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the stage number.
The masses of the fuels and oxidizer are then calculated with
the use of the equation_
Mp=MOx+Mf (11)
together with the oxidizer to fuel ratios of 2.3 for the
booster and 6.0 for the second stage. Putting these relations
together yields:
Mf_=Mpl/3.3 (12)
MOx_=MpI-Mf_ (13)
Mf==Mpm/7.O (14)
MOxe=Mpm-Mfe (15)
It follows that the volumes of the propellants can be
determined by dividing the various propellar_t masses by their
respective densities.
Using Program 1 and the above relations the results
listed in Table 1 were obtained for the booster with shuttle
II configuration. A similar running of Program I for the
booster with the cargo vehicle yielded the results in Table 2.
It is evident that for both configurations_ the structural
weight of the booster remains a constant. Due to the
extremely small density values encountered by the ASTS at
staging, some problems for the return trajectory of the
booster were created. This problem could probably be solved
by incorporating a perigee injection trajectory. This is a
problem to be examined in further detail in the future.
FYLBACK BOOSTER WITH SHUTTLE II
GENERAL INFORMATION
DENSITY OF OXIDIZER (Oe) = 71.2 ibm/ft
DENSITY OF SHUTTLE II FUEL (Ha) = 4.4 ibm/ft
DENSITY OF BOOSTER FUEL(JP4) = 47.299 ibm/ft
ISP OF SHUTTLE II = 380 sec
ISP OF BOOSTER = 320 sec"
EQUIVILENT ISP = 325.1 sec
OXIDIZER TO FUEL RATIO FOR SHUTTLE II = 6.0
OXIDIZER TO FUEL RATIO FOR BOOSTER = 2.3
TOTAL MASS ON LAUNCH PAD = 7,400,000 Ibf
TOTAL THRUST OF BOOSTER AND SHUTTLE II = 9,990,000 Ibf
THRUST OF SHUTTLE II = 1,000,000 lbf
THRUST OF BOOSTER = 8,990,000 lbf
ALTITUDE OF G-TURN = 2,625 ft
STAGING DATA
TIME TO STAGING = 167 sec
VELOCITY AT STAGING = 7,076 ft/sec
ALTITUDE AT STAGING = 344,676 ft
MASS OF SHUTTLE II AT STAGING = 1,292_850 Ibm
MASS OF BOOSTER AT STAGING
(STRUCTURE + RETURN FUEL) = 1,112,810 lbm
MASS FLOW OF SHUTTLE II = 2,623 Ibm/sec
MASS FLOW OF BOOSTER = 28,094 Ibm/sec
MASS OF BOOSTER PROPELLANT BURNED = 4,b91,69_3 ibm
MASS OF SHUTTLE II PROPELLANT BURNED = 439,544 lbm
MASS OF BOOSTER OXIDIZER BURNED = 3,269,971 lbm
MASS OF BOOSTER FUEL BURNED = 1,421,727 lbm
MASS OF SHUTTLE II OXIDIZER BURNED = 376,752 lbm
MASS OF SHUTTLE II FUEL BURNED = 62_792 lbm
TABLE I. Shuttle II Configuration
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FYLBACK BOOSTER WITH CARGO VEHICLE
GENERAL INFORMATION
DENSITY OF OXIDIZER (Oe) = 71.2 ibm/ft
DENSITY OF CARGO VEHICLE FUEL (Ha) = 4.4 Ibm/ft
DENSITY OF BOOSTER FUEL(JP4) = 47.299 Ibm/ft
ISP OF CARGO VEHICLE = 380 sec
ISP OF BOOSTER = 320 sec
EQUIVILENT ISP = 327.7 sec
OXIDIZER TO FUEL RATIO FOR CARGO VEHICLE = 6.0
OXIDIZER TO FUEL RATIO FOR BOOSTER = 2.3
TOTAL MASS ON LAUNCH PAD = 7,571,000 ibf
TOTAL THRUST OF BOOSTER AND CARGO VEHICLE = 10,220,850 ibf
THRUST OF CARGO VEHICLE = 1,531,000 Ibf
THRUST OF BOOSTER = 8,689,850 lbf
ALTITUDE OF G-TURN = 1,800 ft
STAGING DATA
TIME TO STAGING = 164 sec
VELOCITY AT STAGING = 6,987 ft/sec
ALTITUDE AT STAGING = 281,390 ft
MASS OF CARGO VEHICLE AT STAGING = 1,491,380 Ibm
MASS OF BOOSTER AT STAGING
(STRUCTURE + RETURN FUEL) = 1,11e,810 lbm
MASS FLOW OF CARGO VEHICLE = 4,029 ibm/sec
MASS FLOW OF BOOSTER = 27,156 ibm/see
MASS OF BOOSTER PROPELLANT BURNED = 4,453,58,4 Ibm
MASS OF CARGO VEHICLE PROPELLANT BURNED = 660,756 ibm
MASS OF BOOSTER OXIDIZER BURNED = 3,104,013 ibm
MASS OF BOOSTER FUEL BURNED = 1,349_571 ibm
MASS OF CARGO VEHICLE OXIDIZER BURNED = 566,3&e ibm
MASS OF CARGO VEHICLE FUEL BURNED = 94,394 ibm
TABLE 2. Cargo vehicle Configuration
I¢
Notice that the staging parameters for both configurations are
quite similar. This makes the next phase of the trajectory
analysis much easier. The return trajectory of the booster
will be examined for the shuttle configuration only. However,
the results for both configurations are listed for comparision
in Tables 4 and 5 on page 24 and 25. Again the results of
this analysis would be similar for both configurations.
Return Tra._ectory
The return trajectory of the flyback booster was
simulated using the fortran program DUAL, listed in Appendix B
as Program # 2. The program was acquired by Auburn University
from Marshall Space Flight Center. This very powerful program
is outlined in the Users Manual, which accompanies this
report.
As in the trajectory analysis to staging, certain
groundrules and assumptions must be examined during this phase
of the flight. The assumptions are as follows:
*95 percentile winds at 280 deg azimuth
*MFSC flyback booster aerodynamics
*Wing reference area=15500 sq ft
*Cruise engine start at 20000 ft
*High cruise altitude=t0000 ft
*Low cruise altitude=lO00 ft
*500 ft/min descent to i000 ft
*End trajectory within i N.MI. of KSC
*Maximum angle of attack=70 deg
*Cruiseback angle of attack=6 deg
*Sea level thrust per air breathing engine=6e500 Ib
*Engine cantor=-& deg
*Launch/Landing at KSC
The MSFC aerodynamics are used because the configuration of
the booster is very similar to MSFC's booster. The wing
reference area is determined such that the wing loading does
not exceed 70 pounds per square foot. The maximum angle of
attack is related to the angle at which the most drag is
experienced by the booster during reentry. Finally, The
cruiseback angle of attack is determined by the angle which
creates the maximum lift to drag ratio.
The staging data which is of importance in the program
DUAL is as follows:
*Booster weight (including fuel)=1_li2,810 ibm
*GCLAT=2B.46 deg LONG=79.81 deg
*Relative velocity=707& ft/sec
*Altitude=344676 ft
*Relative azimuth=93.gl deg
*Relative flight path angle=53.6 deg
*TB=I67 sec
All of this data is input into the program DUAL through an
input file called ZFLY.DAT which is listed in Appendix B.
Once this data has been input, the program can run. In this
manner the entire trajectory from staging to the return to KSC
can be examined.
The return trajectory is broken into eight phases by the
program DUAL. These phases are outlined in Figure 2. The
different phases after separation include coast to apogee,
coast to reentry, altitude descent rate control, 45 degree
bank turn, engine startp idle-engine descent, high cruise,
letdown to low cruise, low cruise and arrival. During
reentry, the altitude control phase begins when the dynamic
pressure is sufficient to obtain a Constant rate of descent of
-100 feet per second. This is done by modulating the bank
angle. The constant rate of descent down to low cruise is
obtained by throttling back the cruise engines. Also included
in this analysis is the capability of flying back with one
engine out.
The program DUAL had to be run numerous times before
acceptable results were obtained. The problems encountered
included excessive G limits, inability to achieve high c_uise,
insufficient thrust levels, and high Math number when engines
are started. All of these problems were solved by adjusting
the angles of attack, imposing a dynamic pressure limit,
increasing the thrust level, and lowering the altitude when
the engines are started. The results of the program are
listed in Appendix B. Table 3 shows the values of various
parameters during the eight phases of the return trajectory.
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SHUTTLE II MISSION
PHASE t h V M _--
sec ft fps deq
Separation 167 344,676 7076 7.0 0.0
1 Apogee 367 905,151 4019 1.47 70.0
2 Alt control 6e9 34,102 e683 e.69 0.0
3 begin turn 637 e7,771 1799 1.75 0.0
4 engines on 667 20,049 797 0.75 6.0
5 high cruise 839 10,113 472 0.43 6.0
6 letdown 5889 5,526 4eo 0.38 6.0
7 low cruise 6483 1,060 391 0.35 6.0
8 arrival 6738 933 389 0.34 6.0
deq
0.0
0.0
0.0
28.7
45.0
0.0
0.0
0. c)
1.2
Table 3 : Return trajectory data for booster
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It is important to examine the maximum values of some of the
parameters throughout the flight.
are as follows:
Max QDOT
Max DYNP 36'7#
Max ACC 8.131
Max T 20593#
TOTAL FLIGHT TIME
The parameters of interest
29.4e8 btu/ft2/s TIME 613 sec
ib/ft _ TIME 6_i sec
g_s TIME 603 sec
Ib_ TIME e419 sec
1 hr 53 min 18 sec
The time specificed for each parafJ_eter above is from launch to
when the event occurs. It is evident that the dynamic
pressure and the G level are both quite high. This is a
result of the size of the booster and the hitch altitude at
which staginq occurs. The booster accelerates very quickly as
it reenters the atmosphere and experiences large forces as it
tries to deccelerate before entering the bank turn. As the
designer becomes more familiar with the program DUAL these
maximum values may be reduced by imposing additional
limitations. Regarding the thrust requirements, tl_e program
was used to size the engines and determine the number of
engines required for flight. Four 68_500 pound engines are
utilized. The engines reach a maximum throttle c,f 85 percerrt:
and can therefore maintain an enqine out capability if needed.
The total fuel requirement for the four engi_nes is 136866
pounds of JP4.
To achieve an overview of "the entire flight: five graphs
are included, which plot various parameters versus time.
17
Figure 3 shows altitude versus time. Notice that the booster
reaches an altitude of 905151 feet at apogee. Figure 4 shows
the mach number versus time. _he math number increases from
apogee but then is decrease during the controlled rate of
descent. Figure 5 shows the acceleration profile-throughout
the fliqht in terms of G's. Fiqure 6 is a _lot of the dynamic
pressure during the flight. Notice that it is a maximum
during the controlled rate of descent and then decreases to
nearly a constant. Finally, Figure 7 shows the thrust levels
achieved versus time.
In conclusion, it should be evident that the booster can
be flown back to its launch site, assuming that the structure
can be built to withstand the large forces it will encour_ter
during the critical controlled rate of descent. The booster
will not be manned as originally planned, due to the high
accelerations experienced after se_)aration.
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SHUTTLE II MISSION
PHASE t h V M _
sec ft fps deq deq
Separation 167
1 Apogee 367
2 Alt control 629
3 begin turn 637
4 engines on 667
5 high cruise 839
6 letdown 5889
7 low cruise 6483
8 arrival 6738
344,676 7076 7.0 0.0 0.0
905,151 4019 1.47 70.0 0.0
34,102 e683 e.69 0.0 0.0
e7,771 1799 1.75 0.0 28.7
20,049 797 0.75 6.0 45.0
10,113 472 0.43 6.0 0.0
5,526 420 0.38 6.0 0.0
1,060 391 0.35 6.0 0.0
933 389 0.34 6.0 l.e
CARGO VEHICLE MISSION
PHASE t h V M _
sec ft fps deq deq
Separation 164
1 Apogee 360
2 Alt control 608
3 begin turn 618
4 engines on 646
5 high cruise 800
6 letdown 5620
7 low cruise 6204
8 arrival 6454
281,390
823_557
33.848
25,703
18,,267
I0_055
5438
1,053
932
6987 I0.i 0.0 0.0
3973 1.49 70.0 0.0
2766 2.77 0.0 0.0
1660 1.60 0.0 2e.7
797 0.74 6.0 45.0
467 o.42 6.0 o.o
421 0.38 6.0 0.c)
393 0.35 6.0 0.0
391 0.34 6.0 1.2
Table 4 : Return trajectory data for booster
for both missions
PARAMETER
SHUTTLE II MISSION
VALUE UNITS FLIGHT TIME OCCURRED
Max ACCL
Max QDOT
Max STMP
Max DYNP
Max T
8.131 g's 603 sec
29.428 btu/ft_/s 613 sec
2310 OF 613 sec
3674 Ib/ft2 621 sec
205,934 Ib_ E!419 sec
FLYBACK FUEL
TOTAL FLIGHT TIME
136,866 ib_
1 hr 53 min 18 sec
PARAMETER
CARGOVEHICLE MISSION
VALUE UNITS FLIGHT TIME OCCURRED
Max ACCL
Max QDOT
Max STMP
Max DYNP
Max T
7.278 g's 594 sec
29.113 btu/ft2/s 592 sec
2303 °F 592 sec
3764 ib/ft2 602 sec
205,978 ib_ 2400 sec
FLYBACK FUEL
TOTAL FLIGHT TIME
131,266 Ibm
1 hr 47 min 34 sec
Table 5 : Return trajectory for booster
for both missions
STRUCTURES
Due to the concept of the booster burning in parallel
with the other two vehicles and haviT'_g to carry the fuel and
ot:idizer 1'or the same vehicles plus its own propellant_ during
the ascent portion of the boost, the booster needed to be
built around the propellant tanks. Since the booster and other
vehicle would be using the same oyidizer thiLs tank could be
shared. The preliminary design dictated the use of a three
tank booster containing L He, JP_ and LO_... From the _iven
data, the following tank volumes were found:
1) LH_. = _1,454 Ft =
2) JP_ = 32_952 Ft =
3) LOe = 51p551 Ft =
The three tanks were desiqned to be cylindrical tanks
with semi-prolate spheroid end caps. OrigiT_ally spherical end
c_ips were being used but by inco_"porating the semi-or'plate
sIoheroids the total tank height could be re_!uced thus
decreasing the overall heiqht of the booster. The volume of
each tank is given by equation i.
V=4/3wrb = + wr_h (1)
Whe_"e r is the radius of the inside c,f the tank, b is t;he
length of the semi-minor at:is and h is the heioht of the
c,/lindrical part o'F the tank. Knowing the volumes needed in
each tank, equation or,e can be rearranged to give the overall
tank heioht once a radius and semi-minor at'is has been chosen.
The total "tank height H can be 1=ound using equation 2.
H= V - 4/3_ rb = + _b (_)
Equation 2 was used to find the heights of all three
propellant tanks.
A radius of 18 feet was used so that the booster would be
appro>:imately the same diameter as the Shuttle and cargo
vehicles. The height of the semi-minor a>,is was determined to
be six feet. The tank heights were then calculated as
follows: The height of the LHe tank is 31 feet, the height o'f
the LOe tank is 60 feet and the height of the JP_ is 42 feet.
These tank heights were calculated using the maximum volumes
of fuel used for any mission plus all flyback fuel needed.
The remaining heiqhts of the booster sections were then
determined. The three fuel tar, ks are placed with the LHe. tank
in the -Forward position., the LO_ tank in the middle positic, n
and the JP4 tank being in the rear position near the boosters
main engines. "[he nosecone section of the booster will house
the avionics needed to run all o'f the systems on .the booster.
This section will be 33 Feet lono. Second, the structural
area behind the front tank will b_i_ used as at'tachina points
for the canards, the air breathinq enqines and the mounts for
the accompanying vehicle. Twenty feet of structure was needed
to incoroorate all of these at_;a,.Thing structures. Ten feet of"
structure was placed between the LOe and JP,_ tanks for
plumbing and insulation reasons. Forty eight feet of was need
behind the JP_ tank for the e_°q_ine thrust structure._ and aft
attaching points for the vehicles. A diameter of z_5 feet was
need around the main enqines therefor a fir_krsCl was placed
around the engines. The over'all heiqht of the booster came
out to be e#4 feet with a diameter of "36 feet aY_d a firir_g of
45 feet in diameter placed around the engines and aft thrust
structure. Figure I# shows a three view drawing of the
bc.oster.
The booster system will be determined by trer_ds and load
analysis used on the X-15., the Saturn and the Space ShL._t'tle
programs. The ground rules for the analysis stated that no
thermal protection will be used. _he concept of a "Heat Sink"
will be ba_,ed upon the use of new hiqh-temperature metals.
Initial temperatures set for a warm windy day are as follows:
--50 Deg F L.iquid Hydrogen Tank Wall
0 Deq F LOX lank Wall
1_0 Deg F Other Surfaces
['he maximum allowable temperatures are as follows-
350 Deg F Aluminum Lithium
800 Deq F Titanium (l.oad Structures)
1000 Deg F Titanium (Non-Load Structures)
1200 Deq F Inconel X
The basic concept of the heat siT1k booster is to allow
the booster to act as a sink to store heat as it is qenerated
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during ascent and reentry. The location of these materials c,r_
the booster are shown in fiqure 8.
The basic structure is a semi-mo_o(zoique design_ ir_ which
the primary loads are carried in the external skin of the
fuselage. The fusela(_e skin also forms the outer shell of the
propellant tar_ks. Thus, it must withstand the str'esses from
the propellant weight as well as from interF_al tank
pr essur i z a t io n.
The primary structure desiqr, will be aluminum skin arid
concentric strinqer shells which are straiqht cr,lumns tied
together by skin ar,d frame. The tar, ks should be separated by
a honeycomb construction with alumir_um face sheets arid thermal
barriers. The nose will be constructed o'f" an alumir,um
honeycomb structure capable of wi'thsta__di_g the hiclh
aerodynamic, pressures o'f reentry. The shell has t_.',be
desiqned to withstand external pressures introduced by
shockwaves. The propellant tar, k walls also) have to be
designed to resist the "l_c,llowinq loads due to, surJpc, rting mass,
draq loads, bendin_ compressive loads, e',',qine thrust ar,d
i_nter'r_al tarfk pressure loads. Assu_ing mai.:imum shear loads
a'nd maximum bending moments to be a't liftoff prerelease ar,d at
maximum q(alpha) where the dynamic pr'essure is or'eatest. The
required wall thick_'_ess and stif"i_ness can be established "form
these maximum loads.
For further studies, the winqs, fin, al'_d ca__ards will be
analyzed. However the fuselaqe, which make:s up the maiority
of the bonste_ _ surface a_'_dheat sink weight was analyzed i_'_
this study.
AERODYNAMICSAND DESIGN OF THE FLYBACK BOOSTER
Further chanqes in desiqn required the recalculation of the
aerodynamic and control characteristics. The main changes in the
desiqn were an increase in _overall size, the addition of one
rocket engine, and the addition of a faring over the rocket
engines. The aerodynamic and control characteristics calculated
at subsonic speeds include
center, the static mar'gin, CL,
supersonic speeds CL and
locationthe
CD and
CD versus
of the aerc, dv_amic
CM versus alpha. _¥t
alpha at differerst Math
numbers were determined.
DESIGN
It is necessary for the booster vehicle to carry three
propellar_t tanks, avionics equipfnent, matinq =_truc:tLrres, internal
supports and other necessary components. Uoon sizinq the
componer_ts and assembling them_ the final booster lenoth is 24t÷
•feet. The diameter of the booster is 36 feet. In addition, a
/
faring with a diameter" of 45 feet was placed around the rocket
b
eno ines.
The final cor,'fiquration is shown ir_ fiqure 9.
= 244 feet
= 7,161 feet8
= 625 feet2
= 1926 feet2
important desiqn dimensions are:
Overall Length
Wing Area
Canard Wing Area
Tail Area (wet)
Cross Sectional Bodv Area = 1017.9 'fee're.
3_
Some of the
Diameter of Body
Wing Span (main)
Wing Span (canard)
Air Foil
Thickness ratio
Sweep Anqle (LE)
Aerodynamic Center
Aspect Ratio
Roott Chord
Tip Chord
Taper Ratio
Mean Aerodynamic Chord
= 36 feet
= 175 "fee't
= 106 feet
= NASA 0012 64
= le%
= 45
= 45.055% o'F the chord
= 5.04
= 85 feet
= 8 feet
= .094
= 47.5 feet
SUBSON IC AERODYNAM ICS
CL, CD, and CM versus alpha were calculated for this
cc,nfiquration. The aerodynamic r-er_ter and static mar'qin were
also calculated. The method for "finding the aerodyr,a_i, ic center
is outlined in Appendix A. The aerodynamic: center was calculated
to be 45.055 percent of the winq"s mean aerodynamic chord. The
static mar'qin on the pad, before staginq, afteT' staqing, and at
landing are listed in Table 6.
Table 6
Static Margin in Percent Mean Aerodynamic Chord
Fueled For At Lift-off At Staginq At Landing
Cargo Vehicle 1.0e5 0.'73e4 0.871_,
Shuttle II 1.0G6 0.'7324 0.8758
em
a.
o
I-'
a_
These values were calculated
weiqhts section.
The method of calculating
angle of
tnanua 15.
Appendix A. The values
cr,nfiquratioY_s are plotted ver'sus
plots have negative slopes and
using the c.g. values found in the
pitching moment -coefficier_t with
attack was determined using the Air For'c:e's [_).A!ICOM
The ma.)or equatior_s used in this method are included i_7
of CM for
alpha
Cross
the six different
in Figure 10. These
the x'-axes at positive
ar_gles c,f attack; therefoY'e the confiquratior_s _:_re stable aY_.d
t r imab ie.
In order to find the subsonic lift and drao coe'fficiervts of
the booster ,st various a;-_gles c,_ _"ittack._ it was necessar'v to
write a computer program (shown in Appendix' B). The equations
used i_ the proQram are referenc:ed fr_z,m Ja_, Roskam_s _Mc!_!F,ds For
E st_ima_L_i_g_D_Eag ___Pe!aEs__f___Sk.!bs_:,n_.:_.c__Air_laDe., s . (See AppeY_d i ".:A
for" the ,0a .ior equat ions L_Sed i_7 _he SL_bSo) )ic aer odyr)am ic:_s
program. )
The calculations o'F CL and CD _aere made starting at a Math
number o'f 0.7 a_Td an altitude of 35,()0() feet. This is the po_._Tt
a't which the jet enqines aYe engaged. These values _-_ere
calculated at angles of attack Y'a'nqinq from -5
deqrees in 2 degree inrremer, ts.
The i:o i iowinq assumptions _Jer'e _ecessary
progr am :
deorees to +!9
ir_ writir_g the
(I) Mach 0.? was main'tair,ed from ,:3,b,000 feet (tl,e
appro>.'imate heioht were the r,etur'__inq booster
reaches roach 0.7) dc,wn to 15,000 feet (the
altitude at which the bc,oster will cruise tc, :its
dest ina't ic, n ).
(2) The weight change at this poir_t i_ the
tra_ectc, ry is neoliqible.
(3) The density is based on the standard atmosphere.
(4) The.wave drac_ coefficient 'is r_egli_ible at Math
0.7.
(Additional assumptions are listed in Appendix' A)
The results c,btained fc, r CL versus alpha and CD versus CL.
are listed in Table 7. These values are graphed in Figures II.
The maximum lift to drag ratio, was found to:, be 5.211 at. a_
ar,qle c,f attack of 6.0 degrees. Therefc, re, the suggested an_le
c,f attack fc,r the cruise bac:k c,f the bc,c,ster is 6.0 declrees.
SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMICS
In the supersc, Y_ic range, CI. versus alpha a_.d CD versus al_lha
were calculated using the Air Fc_rces "_ DATE()M. The me'bhod used is
c,utlined in Appe_di>.' A. CL versus alpha was i:c,u_d fc,r' a wi_Tg
body-tail configuration. A proqr'am was writte_Y to calculate CL
versus MatTh number. (Fc, r" the prc, qram listi_g and c:alculati(-,r_s (:,f
constants "fc,r prc, gram, see Apper,dix B.) CI_ as a functic, n of
Math number" calculated usir_q _)ATc!_]M is plc, tted in Figure I;__.
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Table 7
Subsor_ic CD and CL vs. Alpha
Alpha (deq) CO CL
-,5.0 0. 874 - 1. 688
-3.0 0,8"73 -I .674
-i .0 0.87_ -I .686
1.0 0.8'73 1. 686
3.0 0.873 1.687
5.0 0.875 1 .&89
7.0 0.877 1.691
9.0 0.881 1.695
11.0 0. 886 1. 700
13.0 0.893 1.707
15.0 0.901 1.715
1 7.0 0.918 1. '7_25
19.0 0.9e4 1.737
OG
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In the calculation of the supersonic zero lift drag
coefficient, four different calculations of Mach number ra_oir_o
from 1.5 to 3.0 in increments of 0.5 were perfr, rmed while leavi_
all equations as functions o'f alpha. Calculations of CD were
performed in a prooram foLmd in Appendi v B where alpha was varied
from I0 to 6(:) . The data found using _.D._$)]_.C.OMis found if. Table
8. Values of CL versus Alpha are plotted in Ficlure 13.
From the super.sonic booster group's program, the mai.,'imum CL
was fou_Td to be at an a_gle of attack of 50 deqrees. Therefore,
the suqgested anqle of attack for reentry is 50 degrees.
Table 8
Supersor, ic CD vs. Alpha
Math # = 1.5 Mach# = 2
CD Alpha (deq) CD Alpha (deg)
.384 0.0 0.404 0.0
0.714 i0.0 0.901 I0.0
0.493 20.0 0.556 20.0
0.990 30.0 l.e19 30.0
0.708 40.0 0.853 40.0
i.e68 50.0 0.551 50.0
0.787 60.0 0.88_ 60.0
CONCLUS IONS
According to this analysis, the choseY_ booster cc,n fi(:_urati(-,n
is feasible with today's technolocly. The values that weYe
calculated for the moment coefficier, t a_Td static margin ir,dicate
that the desiqn is stable and trimable. The lift a_Td drag
coefficient plots have fairly starJdard slopes and the suoqested
anqles for fl iqht are
design would lead to
characteristics.
feasible. More detailed study of 'this
further improvements in its f liqht
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FIGURE 14. 3-Views
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LIQUID ROCKET ANALYSIS
The principal objectives in the desiqn of" the rocket
engines for the wir_qed flyback booster are re].iability aY_d
simplicity. With the forementioned in mind, a].c:,_cl _,_.ith the
thrust requirement of approximately nirse million pounds aY_d
the L_c,st c,f developing an enqine from the conceptional stage_
the group decided to modify Rocke'tdyne'_s F-I enqirse for use as
•the booster'_s launch to staainq e_clines. ]"he basic components
of the F-I e__qine are a tubular-wall thrust chamber, a
direct-drive turbopump._ a clas qe_er'ator._ and their controls.
Figure #15., on page 45 gives a schematic representatic, r_ of "th_
F-I enaine. As depicted in Fiqure #15., i_h"e turbo pump is
o.
mounted directly on the thrust chamber. All other comoonents
.. • . -, .
are either mounted on these two assemblies or are in the
plumbinq system between them. We have determined that this
layout is perfect for our applica'tior_. O'ne ,:,f the principal
advantaqes r,f oackaging the compo'nents in this manner is that
the high-pressure propellant ductinq does not need to be
flexed as the enqine is qimbled. Figure #15 on pa_e 45 shows
a simplified schematic of the F-I enqine.
An ideal rocket ar_alysis approach was chosen to decide or_
s_ec:ific modifications to be made on the c,rd!Lnar:y enQine. The
choice of ideal rocket aY_alysis was appropriate sir,ce it has
become acr'epted practice to use ideal rocket parameters which
are then modiEied by suitable cr.,rrectiors factors.
!°
OR/GINAL FAGE IS
OF. POOR QUALITY
,./_.---
A list of assum_tior_s for ideal rocket a_alysis alonq with a
derivation of the necessary equatior,s car_ be fc,ur_d in Appendi>"
A. Furthermore, we have desi_te-d the enqines "to have an
optimum thrust at both 30,000 and 60,000 feet. This is to b_-::.
accompar_ied by the use of e>,te_ding nozzles. Optimum thrust
occurs _#_en the exit pressure o'f the rocket nozzle equals the:.:.
atmospheric pressure.
.FUEL
The fuel selected for the booster is 3F:'-4._ aT"_d the
oxidizer clnc,sen is liquid o>"/c4en. The reasc, n fcq- choosir_q
this combinatior_ is two-fold. First., the grouted rules
obtained fr'om NASA stipulated the use of liouid oxycler_ and
hydrocarbon as the propellant fc,r the first s'taqe. Secor_d._
the choice of JP-4 allows both the booster enoines a_d the air
breathir,g er_qines to utilize the same fuel._ thus savinq we.ic_l,t
in the form or a fuel tar_k and structural supports. In
additior_ to the reasons stated above._ JP-4._ a noncryc, genic
fuel_ has a qood storability which means it can be stored ir_
ordinary tanks over iono periods of time and at various
temperatures withc, ut decomposition {::,_-chanqe of state. Based
OT3 irsformatior_ obtained from Jim Sanrlers._ MSFC (NASA)
E'nqir_eer._ the prooella__t has a s'.pe{-iric impulse (Iso) of 3_0
secor_ds at sea level. As sho_r_ i__ Fiqure #16._ "the vacuum
specifi_ impulse is a function c,f' i,l_e percent _ei(_ht {::,f'l:'uel
in the propellant.
• .°
_ _ 370
'_350
330
E 310
290 0
_--" .... _ Equilibrium_
- _
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l l
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40
FIGURE # 16. Vacuum Isp of 3P-A and Oxygen Rocket
From this figure the best oxidizor to fuel ratio is 2.3 and
the corresponding vacuum Isp i_ approximately 340 seconds.
The sea level Isp is aooroximately :320 seconds, as stated by
Jim Sanders. The ratio of specific heat is represented by
gamma, , and is equal to 1.24. The propellant products have
an average molecular weight of 2_.0 Ibm/Ibm-mole, and the
propellant itself has an adiabatic "flame (theoretical
combustion) temperature of 6230 ° R.
.!N3EC!OR ANALYSIS
The in_ector sorays fuel and oxygen into the thrust
chamber in a oattern to calculate the most efficient
co#Jbustion. The injector face as showr, in Fioure #17 or, the
combustion side, contains the injector o_-ific:e pattern,
determined by alternatina fuel and oxygen rinos.
ORIGINAE FAGE IS
OF POOR QUALIT_
The in._ector confiquration can affect _:he local wall
temperature in the combustion chamber and throuqout the
rocket. The in._ector pattern must be controlled. Proper
control will result in a layer of relatively cool gas near the
wall. Poor in i_ction will result in hot spots or possible
burnout of the wall material.
FIGURE # 17. Flat-Faced Injector
The mass flow rate of propellant and the pressure drop
across the in_ector are related by the fo!lowinq equations:
= Cd*_ *Ai (2*(_P/B) Iv= (1)
where _ d_notes the promellant density, Cd denotes the
discharge coefficient, Ai denotes the in_ector nozzle area,
and _P d_not_s the pressure drop across the injector nozzle.
The discharg_ coefficient, Cd, can vary in value
depending on the type injector nozzle beinq used. Figure #18
on paae 49 illustrates various tyO(_s of injector nozzles and
their respective discharge coefficients.
ORIGINAL F&GE IS
DE POOlk QUALIT_L_
IMta_" D_r F.oe_edN_
L/D • 3.o
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FIGURE 18. Injector Discharge Coefficients
In qeneral, in0_ector nozzles characterized by short tubes
with round inlets have discharge coefficients in the range Of
0.97 to 0.99 and in,_ector nozzle characterized by sharp
cornered tubes have a discharoe coefficient in the range of
0.6 to 0.8.
Typical pressure drops for most in,_ectors are of the
order of several hundred :si. A larqe pre:Isure drop p_'omotes
good atomization and tends to control combustion instabilities
that are associated with oressure o0_cillation i_n the
combustion chamber and in the propellant supD1y system. A
larQe pressure droo also induces hiqh prooellant inlet
velocities. However, it should be noted, it is desirable to
have a pressure drop that is consistent with good atomization
and combustion stability.
The in i_ctor analysis performed on the modified
Rocketdyne F-I engine required three critical assumptions.
fhe first assumotion was that the total fuel area and total
o>cygen area were equal to one another. The second assumption
was that the injector orifices wmre sharp edqed orifices with
a discharoe coefficient of 0.61. The third assumption was to
assume that the in iector utilized a doublet impinoinq stream
in_ection pattern with the anale of the o>:vgen stream equal to
20 . Ba_ed on the basic ideal rocket analysis results, a mass
flow rate of 4685.7 lbm/sec w_s found along with a fuel to
o>:idizer ratio (r) of 2.3. The fna_s flow of o>:yqen (_'n°) and
the mass flow rate of fuel (i_) was found by usinq the
@
O-D
following equations.
6==(r/r+l) m (2)
_=(1/r+l) m (3)
The result of equation (2) was mo= 8267.045 lbm/sec and the
result of oquation (8) was m_= 1420.455 lbm/scc. The same
number of fuel orifices and oxidizer orifices were used as in
the original F-1 engine. They are 3700 and 2bOO respectively.
The area of one fuel orifice was calculated to be 0.1698
inches s_uared and the area of one oxygen orifice was
calculated to be 0.2147 inch_s squared. Referring to Figure
noting that the areas are above 0.1 inch squared a discharge
coefficient of 0.61 was chosen. Using equation (1) and
rearranoinq terms, the pressure drop across the in,_ector was
found to be 82.2139 psia. In order" to find the anqle of the
fuel flow, the following equation was used.
t o
i_ *Vf*sin(_) = m_*Vo*sln(_o) (4)
In order to determine the fuel flow anale , an arbitrary angle
of 20 ° was selected for the o>',ygen flow and an impingement
anale of 0 ° (axial flow) was s_lectod at the point in which
the fuel and oxyqen intersect. The velocity of the fuel and
b
oxidizer was determined by the following equations:
Vo = Cp*(2_qc*_P/_=) _m (5)
Vf = Cd*(2*qc*_Pl _) __= (6)
The velocity of oxidizer was fouled to be 10.!516 ft/sec and the
velocity of fuel was found to be Ie.903 ft/s,ec. The fuel
anqle was found to be 69.595 usinq equation (4).
GAS GENERATOR
The power necessary to drive the turbine is obtained from
the qas qenerator, which qenerates qases by a chemical
reaction of propellants similar to those in the thrust
chamber. The qenerated qases have to be cooler than thrust
chamber reaction gases, since excessive temperatures will
cause failure in either the turbine nozzles or the turbine
wheel. The gas generator burns a fuel-rich mi>.ture of the
same propellants used in the thrust chamber. It burns
approximately two percent of tho total propellants used in the
enaine. The qas generator used for the modified F-I enqine
will be the same one used in th_._ Rocketdyne F-1. It is
partially _pherical in _hape and is appro>'imately ten inches
J
in diameter. The basic desiqn of the F-I gas q___nerator
incorporates a doubled wall combustion chamb_._-, throuqh which
fuel flows to reqenerativelv cool the body.
_ANK PRESSURI 7ATION. AND PUMP ANALYSIS
The main obojectives of tank pressurization is to keep the
components so small and as li_htw_iqht as possible. On
account of this, the pressure_ in the tank must be much lower
than _ressures requir_.d at the in._ctors. To perform the task
of developinq these large pressures., turbo-centrifugal pumps
are used to transport the propellants from their tanks to the
in_ector. These pumps, one for the fuel ar,d one for the
oxidizer, provide a dynamic puf_p head (TDH) which is
proportional to the pressure difference between the injectors
and propellant tanks.
The propellants are supplied to their respective pumps
throuQh a sina'le inlet., in line with the main shaft, and is
discharged radially through dual outlets. The dual outlet
desiqn provides a balance of the centrifugal loads in the pump
which, in turn., minimizes the pump diameter, see Figure #19 .
The pumos are powered by a turbine. The turbine is
driven by hot fuel gases that are heated in a small gas
generator., discussed in the forementioned section, rhe
turbine gives approximately 55.,000 brake horsepower to the
oxidizer turbopumD and about 25.,000 brake horsepower to the
•uel pump.
_he turbine exhaust gases., which are gaseous fuel, are
collected by a manifold and ducted through a nozzle skirt
into the er,gine exhaust plume. Using a circumferential
manifold the turbine exhaust aases introduce a cooler boundary
layer to protect the wall o'F the nozzle. This idea allows for
a comoaratively liaht weiaht s.vs_em with no need for turbine
exhaust ducts and other attachments.
ORIGINAL F_GE IS
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FIGURE # 19 Turbopump Assembly
Given specifications of an F-1 turbopump and turbine are
given b_Iow:
g
Q
P
8HP_
BHP_
= 24811 gal/min
= 15741 gal/min
= 3729.9 psia
= 55000 hp
= 25000 hp
To find the pressure of the propellant tanks:
TDH = _P*(2.31) = (BHP*N_*39bO)/Q_SG
3
where TDH is the dynamic pumohe_d, _P is the pressure change
from tank to injector, and Q is the volumet_ric flow rate. For
the oxidizer liquid oxygen, the density is '71.2 sluos/ft ._
therefore, the specific gravity equals 1.141. Assuming a pump
efficiency of 80Y., _'P = 2664.4 psia.
P_k _.-_ = P,_.=_=_ - _P= 1065.5 psia
For the fuel 3P-4, the density is 47.3"sluq,._/ft ._ therefore,
the soecific gravity equals 0.758. Assuminc; the same
efficiency, _P = 2873.5 psia.
P_._k _._._= Pi_.t-=_=_ - _P = 855..4 psia
]'HRU.S.T. CUA.MBE .R_AN,D_.HEA T__TRA NS F.E R
In the drive to produce large, high-pressure engines., a
ma:_or problem was a satisfactory meaY_s to cool the thrust
chamber. Therefore, this section will discuss the
confiquration of the thrust chamb___r, the strength of the
thrust chamber material, and how the heat transfer o'f _ur
rocket was determined.
The thrust-chamber assembly consists of a tubular-wall,
reqeneratively cooled chamber with an uncooled extension, a
double-inlet oxidizer d_me: four integral fuel valves, and a
flat-faced in._ector. The cooled portion of 'the thrust chamber
has a 40 inch combustion chamber diameter, an 8 foot nozzle
exit diameter, and is 11 feet in lenoth. The chamb__l'" is
designed for an uncooled extension which willl be deployed at
45,000 feet.
Combustion chamber temperatures of rocket propellants
typically are hiqher than the melting points of most common
metals and alloys. However, at high temperatures the strength
of most of the_e materials decline rapidly. This can be seen
in the figure below.
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FIGURE # 20 Variation of Tensile Strength with Temperature
Since the wall thickness of the thrust chamber depends
strongly on the stresses which it car, support, it is desirable
t
to use highly stressed materials. The wall should be cooled
•to a temperature considerably b_low its meltinq point, and
below the propellant stagnation t_mperature.
A'Fter researching several different materials, the rocket
propulsion group decided to use stainless steel as the
material for the combustion chan_ber. Two ma_or reasons for
this choice a_'e economically f_asible and it is _-eadily
available.
Since a liquid rocket is being used, it bas already been
stated that it will be reqeneratively cooled. This means that
the fuel or o_:idizer will flow in tubular passaQes directly
outside the chamber wall. These tubes reduce wali thickness
and thermal resistance and, more importantly, increase the
coolan_ velocity in the throat section.
For our liquid rocket, we selected liquid hydrogen as the
coolant. After careful research of the thrust chamber wall
material, stainless steel, it was decided to use a wall
thickness of 0.125 inches.
In order to determine the heat transfer, it is first
possible to find the total heat absorbed per second in the
Pthrust chamber. The calculated value for this is:
q = 8164.8 BTU/s_c (7)
Then the average thrust chamber area can be found by
interQrating from the combusion chamber area to the exit area
of the cooling section o'f the nozzle.
area is:
A = 4536.0 in2
The calculated average
(8)
Now_ by dividinq equation ('7) by equation (El) it is possible
to find the average heat transfer of the combusion chamber.
The calculated heat transfer is:
q/A = 1.8 BTU/in2-sec (9)
From the calculated average value oF the thrust chamber, it is
easy to see that the heat transfer rate is hiah.
CO, BUST.! oN I NSTAB ILI T.! ES
Rocket enqines are sometimes subject to combustion
instabilities in the form of larqe pressure oscillations
within the chamber. Such instabilities can cause engine
failure either throuqh excess oressure, increased wall heat
transfer, or a combination of the two. Because combusion
instabilities cannot often be observed on smaller-scale
models, the full scale mod_l .would have to be t_sted to d_tect
any instabilities. Moreover_ it is imoossible to determine
instabilities analitically ar,d experimental[ test must be
performed to insure that no instabilities exist; therefore_ we
cannct evaluate this area of the design at this stage of
conceotual d_si_n.
Nf_ZZL.E.A._IAL.YS I S
The design of a nozzle requires taking into account
variations in velocity and pressure on rout'Faces normal to the
streamlines. Improper shapinq of the nozzle can result in
shock Formatio_ and substantial oe.rformance loss. It has been
_ound empirically that simple conical divergent nozzles
provide best perfo_-mance when their half-a_ngles are betwwen 1_
and 18 degrees. (10:193) Furthermore., the br.ll shaped
nozzle permits additional advantaq_s in _-educing size and
weight when compared with the standard 15 deqree hal_-angle
conical nozzle. Without any reduction in performance, the
bell shape also permits a 20 percent reduction in length.
( 10:194 )
The F-I engine currently features a bell-shaped nozzle.
the proposed modified F-1 engine will feature a conical
nozzle to satisfy the mission requirements. Through the use
of the program in Appendix A, the area expansion ratios were
found to be 55 and for altitudes of 30,000 and 60,000 feet
respectively. As shown by Figure #21, on page , the thrust
is to be optimized at 30.,000 and 60,000 feet. Thenozzles
will be optimized for an altitude of 30,000 feet at the
launch. Once the vehicle has reached approximately an
altitude of 45,000 feet, the nozzle extension will move down
to an area expansion ratio which aires optimum conditions at
60_000 feet. The nozzle will remain at this position until
staging. Once the liquid rocket enginos are shut down and
staging is complete, the nozzles will be retracted to their
initial ar,'._aexpansion ratio. In doing this the drag will be
slightly reduced.
.T..H_UST ..VECTORING
The thrust-vector control is achieved by gimballing the
entire engine. The hiah-oressure Fuel is used as the
hydraulic actuating medium. Although this is an
unconventional approach, it was ths method used on the Saturn
V's first stage. The use of the fuel has its drawbacks:
however, it eliminates a separate hydraulic system.
/FIGLIRE # 21. Thrust Coefficient Versus Altitude
_0
Parameters at Optimum Altitude
30,000 feet
Pa=4.3b psi
P_=3731.17 psi
T _m=6230 oR
T.= 1800 =R
T*=5563 _R
M.=4.53
A*-2.01 ft:
A.=86.59 ft =
E=43
60,000 feet
Pa=l.04 psi
P_=3731.17 psi
T_=6230OR
T.=15V2OR
T.=5563eR
M_=4.97
A*=2.01 _t2
A,=145.37 ft2
E=72
Nozzle Dimension
Half-Anale
Length of Cooled Nozzle
Lenoth of Unextended Nozzle
Length of Extended Nozzle
16.22 °
11.00 ft
15.30 ft
20.63 ft
3@
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The basic parameters of the modified Rocketdyne F-1
rocket engine have been determined. These parameters include
the following: the temperature and pressure of the combusion
chamber, the temperaturep pressure and area of the throaty and
the exit area of the rocket nozzle. The rocket features an
expandable nozzle that is optimized at twodifferent heights.
These h_ights are 30,000 feet and &O_O00 feet. The analysis
of the engine also includes and in.iector an_alysis, turbopump
analysis, and a heat transfer analysis based on data obtained
from trajectory analysis. The decision has been made to use 6
F-1 engines to satisfy the booster's thrust requirement. _e
Rocketdyne F-1 engine will be used; however, there will be a
few modi'Fications made to the nozzle, injectors, and turbopump
based on our data. The F-1 was chc-T-sen since it is economically
_easible and readily available. A second reason the F-1 was
chosen was because the research and development cost for a new
rocket engine are astronomical and the development time is in
excess of five or more years."
It is the recommer, dation of this group that Rocketdyne be
6
awarded the contract to redesign the F-1 engin_ to meet the
requirements specified by both the cargo and shuttle missions.
It is estimated that the redesigning and testing of the F-I
engine will take approximately two years. The proposed cost
of one of these engines in 1986 dollars is approximately 64.2
millior, dollars. It is also recommended that the modified
engines be tested at either Edward's Air Force Base or
Rocketdyne_s Santa Susana facility. Both facilities are
capable of handling 1.5 million pound-force thrust levels.
AIR BREATHING JEt PROPULSION
After the flyback booster reaches 7.,000 feet per second,
the rocket engines of the booster will shut down. At this-
time the manned Shuttle II or the unmanned cargo vehicle will
separate from the flyback booster. The flyback booster" will
then return to a landing destination powered by turbofan
engines. While the flyback bc_-_ter is in 'this boosting..staqe,
it will reach velocities that would destroy the turbofan
enqines. Therefore, it is necessary to protect the turbofans
from damage with the use of inlet/outlet enclosures. "[hese
protecting enclosures, during reentry, will open when the
booster's velocity has decelerated to subsonic speeds. At
this point, the turbofans will fire up and power" the booster
to a predetermined landirsg destination.
A_N.A_L_Y_SIS: The main information which will be fc.uY_d in this
section of the report is: (i) the total thrust of._ the weight
o'f., and weight of fuel used by the enqines, and (e) the desiqr,
a_d placement of the specialized cowlinos needed on the
enqines. To determine the this it,formation, General Electric
and NASA were consulted. See references 12. and 13.
The first step in this analysis was to, determine which
type of ,_et engine should be used. Since one of the
specifications for this vehicle was to fly at low velocities
(Mach Numbers less titan 1.0) durinq powered flight, a turbofan
engine would be best suited for this particular case. This is
due to ti_e fact that turbofans have a hiqh *_hrust to weight
ratio, and at low specific fuel consumption at low velocitie_s.
]"he Y1e>'t step in the analysis was to determine which
bypass r-atio was best suited for tl,is case. NASA suggested a
medium bypass ratio of appro>'.imately two. General El_.ctric
has in operation two engines with a bypass ratio of two, with
one augmented with an afterburner For hiqh i_hrust output. For
comparisc.n, further analysis was performed on three types of
Ger_e_-al Electric engines, with two dit't'er'ent bypass ratios:
(1) CF&-803e (5 bypass), ([_) FI01. (,_ bypass]), (3)
FlOl-augmented (2 bypass).
In determining the type of enqine, the number of engi_',e._,
and the amount of fuel use by the eY_gines best suit_.d for the
flyback application, a program, obtained from NASA, was put
into operation (program e). This p_'ogram cc:,nside_-_d a
particular- f].yback vehicle f_'om staging position and
deter'mi_ed the flying characteristics of th_._ return
tra,_ectory. 3o make the program fit this particular booster,
engine performance and aerodyna_nic data werE_ needed 't;o b_.
ir_putted into the program. The engi_"_e perfc:,rf1_ance co_'isisted
of thrust, and specific fuel consumption, at dif'l:erent Math
Numbers ar,d at different altitudes. Also, the pr-ogram had a
built in enqi_e-out and ten minute qo-around the.. la_ding f'ield
capability. NASA'_s program had the er_gines iqnite at an
altitude of 35,000 feet. The vehicle would then begin a high
cruise at 15,000 feet and let down to a low cruise of 10.`000
feet before landing. The engines would run at a maximum time
of 3.`175 seconds (53.4 minutes).
In determining the performance of each engine in the
analysis.` information again obtained form NASA and General
Electric was used. General Electric furnished the dimensions.`
sea level static thrust.` and specific fuel consumption for
each of the engines. NASA furnished the equations and data
necessary to change the sea level thrust and specific fuel
consumption for different altitudes and Math Numbers. The
following equation was used to convert the sea level thrust to,
different altitudes:
_LT = _SSL --FaUT
To find the thrust at different Math Numbers., data from NASA_s
generic engines was used (reference 13). The following ratio
equation was applied:
The above relation is an approximation which does have some
error.` yet, according to NASA.` the error should be small.
specific fuel consumption also used a ratio assumption "to
determine its chanoe due to Math Number and altitude.
The
The ne>:t step in the analysis was to determine where the
engines would be installed on the booster. Because of
aerodynamic stability, the engines will be installed over the
canards towards the front of the booster. Because, when the.
bc,oster is powered flight, it is a flying empty fuel tank with
500,000 pounds of dead rocket engi_es on the tail eyed. The
weight of the jet will help bring the center of gravity
towards the nose of the booster resulting in a more stable
flight.
One of the key poir.ts it, the i._stallation of these
engines is the design of the specialized cowlinqs. Fhe
cowlings must accomplish tw(:, different tasks, li: should
enclose bhe enqines completely during the high Mach Number
boosting stage, yet it must be made streamline to. reduce
aerodynamic draq. Fiqure 22 illustY'ates one possible design
that this rer_ort recommends. The engines will Y'esemble this
figure urrtil an altitude of 35,000 feet. At this point, the
welded seams oY_ the blow-off caps will split. ]'hen the cbne
shaped enclosures on the inlets and exits of the cowling will
divide up into four different slices. Immediately after, each
piece o'f the cone will retract quickly inside the inner sleeve
in the cowling (Figure 23). The enclosure cones and the
cowli'ng should be made of the same material as the booster's
outside skin, and sprayed with a carbon-carbon composite;
since, i;i_e curvature of the cc,r_e is relatively blunt. This
should protect the cor, es from the high temperatures during the
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boost inq. staqe.
The most important part of this section's analysis is to
decide on which engine to use on the booster. To make this
decision, three importarrt aspe("'ts shc, uld be vi.ewed.
aspect is the total weiQht of the enoines al_d fuel.
second aspect is the aerodynamic drag. Since 'the aerc, dyr_amic
drag is directly proportional to the frontal area, the "
following equations were used:
The first
]he
Drag_ Frontal Area
9--
S =_d/4
Drag = (0.50 C_V
Or D _ S
) _'d/4
The last aspect is the number of engines. The more
engines used, the more money, structures, e]Lectr'orr_cs, pumps,
feed lines, and mechanical parts will be needed to supply the
system. So, the above three factors will have to be weiqhed
c_qainst each other on deciding on the type o'f enqine.
In addition, the engines will be ru_ning on the same fuel
(JP-4) as the main rocket engines. 'The JP-4 will be pumped
from the booster:'s main tank. When install!Lnq the engines,
the nc, zzles should be anc_led six degrees downward from the
longitudinal axis for maximum ;_eY_c,r_;_ance; since, the booster
will cruise durin_ i_lyback at an a_Igle of attack, of six
d eq rees.
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RE_SUL_TS_; After reading in the three different engines" thrust
a_d specific fuel co_sumptions i__to NASA'_s program, the
following data was outputed:
Er_q ir,e Engine Weiclht i'c,tal Frontal Number
Weight of Fuel Weight Area of Er_gines
(Ibs) (Ibs) (Ibs) (ft"'2)
CF6- 3ee05 10e587 13479e E_.73.68 4
80c2
FIOI 31680 52113P 552812 1,91.45 8
w/ AB
F 101 4633e 130449 176"781 311.08 13
w/o AB
Table 9: Turbofan Engine Output Data
From these results, the CF6-80ce is the best; engine to use for
the flyback booster. The CF6-80C2 is better than the FIOI
(without a'fterbur'r_.er) in all cateqor'ies, yet the auqmer_ted
FIOI seems to, give the CFe-OOCe a challenge. ]he FIOI with
afterburner is liohter in enqine weiclht by 5e5 Ibs., and also
has a smaller frontal area by 8E_ square feet. However, "the
CF6-80C2 uses 80% less fuel, (418,545 Ibs. less) which makes
•this the decidi_qa factor in the determinatic, n of the engir_e
•type. After taking all the cateqor'ies into accc, u__t, the
CF6-80C2 is the better selectior,.
Below is the data or_ the CF6 .80ce furnished by (3e_erai
Electric (Figure e4).
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O'f POOR qU_
Bypass Ratio
Fan Tip Diameter
Length
Weioht
Thrust
Specific Fuel Cnspt.
Thrust/Weight
Fuei
Max. Cowling Dia.
Frontal Area
5.09
93 in.
160.9 in.
** 8,946 Ibs. **
** 62,500 ibs. **
0.40
7.763
JP-4
I 12 in.
9,85£: ir_."'2
(*.* 10% chanqe due to techr,ological advar,cemer_ts)
Some o'F the data above was chanqed f'ror_ the 1986 data due
to future "techr,oloqical advancements. These advanceme_ts were
sugqested throuqh Ms. Mary Prvor at General Electric. See
Appendix C for calculatior,s.
The booster will require four CF6-80C2 turbofan engir,es.
If all engines fire up, each engi'ne will run at a maximum of
85% power. If one enqine fails, tt,e remaininc_ three will run
at over ._,. power for 30 minutes. A'fter 30 minutes the
engiY_es will throttle down to ur,der 9()% power for the rest o_
the fliqht.
In table 10, a summary c,f the thrust performance is
preserrted, fhis data was inputted along with the specific fuel
cor, sumptio_, data, in table iI, irrto NASA"s proqram. ]he
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}ALTITUDE
(FEET)
0
1524
3048
4572
6096
10668
M=O. "...
62500
5= 45,39
5&459
53569
50637
43351
M=O. 2
55000
53738
51447
49743
45137
38967
• M=0.4
5!8,7
53034
51447
50702
46234
i 40116
i
M=O. 6
5(}627
53738
5231(:)
53569
48435
42¢09
M=O. 8
500 (:)0
56459
56459
57395
52839
447(::1
TABLE 10: Thrust at Different MaEh NumOers anO Aiti_uoes of
the CF_-80C2.
/calculations for both tables is presen'ted i_ Appendix C.
}
ALT ITUDE S. F. 13.
(feet) (Ibmllbf-hr)
0 .3321
1524 .3985
3084 .4151
4572 .431'7
6096 .431'7
10668 .431"7
Table 11: Specific Fuel Consumpt_ons at Di'fferent Altitudes
CONCLUSION:_With weight, cost, drag, electronics, and other
data takinq into account, the CF6-80C2 is the obvious choice
of the engines analyzed.
In the designing of the enclosure cowlings, testing will
have to be an inteqral part in the design. This is mainly due
to the high complexity of the opening device. Also, the four
piece cone may under qo flutter as the blow-off cap releases
its tension. The design of the enclosure cowling may also
have some drawbacks in weiqht, yet they are completely
reusable. On the other hand, if the cones iwere blown off
completely, they miqht risk damaoing the wing, fuselaqe, or
vertical tail on their tra,_ectory towards the ground. Because
of the above reasons, enclosure cones which retract or ,_ust
ooen would be prime answer to the problem of enclosing
turbofan engines durinq supersonic fliqht.
L_
WEIGHTS
When a major project like the flyback booster is
attempted, a beginning point is needed. In most cases the
starting point for a technical project begins with weights.
Weights set the parameter each project engineer must work
under and also are used when estimating the cost of the entire
project.
For the flyback booster, a weight specialist has two main
objectives. First, a complete breakdown of component weights
is needed. Weights are assigned to various components of the
booster and that information is passed to the various
engineers working on the project. Once a component is
assigned a certain weight, the engineer must complete his
project under that weight. If the engineer finds it
impossible to stay under the assigned weight, the weight
specialist must recalculate all numbers and asslgn new
weights. The second objective is to calculate the cutoff
weight. ]his is essential for the performance engineer.
A computer program was obtained from MSFC called Ascent j
Vehicle Interactive Design (AVID) and was used to accomplish
both objectives. AVID is preliminary design software used in
establishing performance capabilities over a wide range of
aerodynamic designs.
Before AVID can be used, a preliminary vehicle must be
-constructed, and its dimensions must be fed into AVID.
Information oY_engine type, propellants used, material
constarrts, a_d modes of operation must also be fed to AVID.
After this i_'_formation has been entered, the di'ffererlt weiqhts
of the booster can be calculated.
To calculate the di'ffereY_t weights certain formulas are
implemented. Some of the formulas are shown below.
"[he °fuselage weight is calculated by:
W(fuse )=A (5 )*SB (we t ) _ -o,_..a.(RS FR )
where A(5) is the fuselaqe wei.qht cor, stard;
SB(wet) is the body wetted area
The thrust structure weight is calculated by:
W (thrust )=A (6 )* (T'H1*er,.q+FHE_*enq ) _ -o-._,_.(RSTR )
where A(6) is the thrust w.eiqht constant
-THI is the mode 1 engine vacuum thrust
enq is "bhe _umber of enaines
TH2 is the mode 2 enuine vacuum thrust
The landing gear weiqht is calculated by:
W(Ing) =A (le)*W( Ind )A< _'*(RSTR)
where A(12) a_d A(13) are landincl qear
constants
lhe reaction co'ntr'ol system weiqht is calculated by:
W(rcs)=A(16)*W(ent)*(RSS)
where A(i&) is the rcs weiqht consta_t
W(ent) is "the vehicle erstry weight
RSS is the subsystem weioht re,ductior_.
AVID can calculate the weights for thirty componer_ts
of the flyback booster. See Table I_ for a list of the
components and their weights.
CeT_ter Of Gravity Calculations
As irl all flight vehicles it is imperative that the
vehicle"s center c,f qravity (c._.) location be withir_ a
certain range along the vehicle's longitudi_rsal a;'is. 0_7 the
flyback booster this ranQe must be located suci_ that the
vehicle is controllable at all 'times during the trajectory.
I_ order to keep the booster's c.q. within this ranqe, the
location of each item is carefully considered.
The foll¢-,wi_Tq method is us c:d to fi_Td the c.q. along the
lor,gitudir,al a.,'is.
I. Determine a datum or re_eren_:e from which the e.g. of each
compor_ent will be measured. The tip of the boc, s ter:'s
r,osecone is used for the da'tu_i.
e. List each compc, r_er_t arid its _ei_ht.
•3. Measure each component"s c.q. it,cation7 from the datu_l_ t(_,
obtain the lever arm.
4. Multiply each component"s weiQht by its lever arm ler_gth
to c,b tair_ the mo_e_It arm.
5. Sum up all the weights to obtair_ total weiohts arid
moments to obtain total momerst.
6. Divide the total mc,me_t by tl_e tc,tal weioht to obtair,
the c._. location as measured from the datum.
These calculatioY_s are showr, it, the follc, wi_(4 table for
the location of thethe booster with all propellants removed.
c.g. is shc,_n in Figure 25 or, paqe 81.
COMF'ONE.N r ..............................WE.! 6HT. ................ g I STANCE ..............................MOMEN.'[
(LBS ) (FEET ) (FOOT-LBS/1000 )
Nose Structure
with Avionics 8131.0 20.0 162.e
Canard 4000.0 '74.0 296.0
Structure 1 95700.0 29.0 _£775.3
Str'uc ture 2 _20()()0.0 74.0 16_f-]0. ()
Structure 3 156000.0 149.0 e3244.0
Structure 4 190000.0 206.0 39140.0
Nose Wheel 1513.0 74.0 112.0
W in_ s e4_9e. 0 e20.0 5344.0
Ta i i 33"78.0 229.0 773.6
Thrush Structure &
Therm. Protect. 18488.0 144.0 P66P. 3
LH2 Tank I_2010.0 48.5 58_.5
L02 Tank 28'764.0 114.0 32'79.0
JP4 Tank 17880.0 125.0 3129.0
Ma in Gear 7533.0 2()4.0 1536. '7
React. Cont. S,/s. _.000.0 20.0 40.0
Air Breath. Eng. 3e064.0 74.0 23'7E'.7
Rocket Enq inos 121200.0 23e.8 28PL15.4
Engir_e Gimbling ,_100.0 214.0 449.4
Vehicle Mc,unt s
For e 7000.0 74.0 518. (-_
Aft 7000.0 206.0 1442., 0
Engine Plumbing 8344.0 175.0 1460.2
Hydraulic Syst. &
Control Surfaces 5547.0 175.0 970.7
Rocket Engine
Ferr inO 3000.0 2_4.0 6'7_..0
TOTAL WEIGHT = 975944 Ibs
CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATII]N = 138.8 feet
TABLE 1£__. List o'f Structural Components arid Weight
I_.e_.
f -_lJ. '1
t'/
In addition the e,g. was calculated at lift-off,
separatioY_, and at landing. These calculations were necessarv
in order to see how the propellant weights would affect the
c.g. at various tinges durir_g the tra,)ectory. Since the
booster is used for two different missio_is, to boost the
shuttle vehicle arsd to boost the cargo vehicle, it is
necessary to find the c.q.'s at various times in the two
missions. These c.g. calculations are shown on the followir_c_
table.
_A.RGO VEH!CL.E ....................................................................................................................SHUTTL.. E_YEI:I.I.CLE
weight = 6,_27150 ibs
c.q. -- 131.69 feet
.AT L. IFT-OFF
BEFORE-/AFIIER, .SE-PARAT ION
weioht = I112810 ibs
e.g. = 14.5.61 feet
weight = 981544 Ibs
e.g. = 139.01 feet
AT. LAN.D I NG
weiqhi; = 621:.'.405_2Ibs
c.o. = 1.3r_..61 feet
weioht = III_810 Ibs
c.q. = 145.61 Feet
weioht = 9'75944 Ibs
c.q. = 138.8() feet
TABLE 13. Weights and C.G. At Lif't-o'ff,
Separation, and La_Tdinq
COST ESTIMAlION ANALYSIS
This cost model contains nc,r'mall,._d Cost Estimating
R(._z.la-tionships (CERs) for the Flyback Booster V_.:_hicle System,
The cost model was developed f_:',r the Enqineerinq Cc_st Gr'oup
(PP03) of NASA'_s Marshall Space Fliqht Center (MSFC) by PRC
system see'vices., a Plannin_ Researt::h Corporatic°n Company.,
located in Huntsville., Alabama., and is applied to, the Flyback
Booster/Shuttle Orbiter (FBSO) pro.iect of ° Auburn University "_s
Aerospace Enqineerinq._ AE4t:9 FBSO qroup.
'[his model provides the FBSO qroup witln the CERs r'equired
to prepare the estimates of' the Design., Develc.,pment._ Test arid
Evaluation (DDT & E) and Fliqht Hardware (FH) manufacturir_q
costs o'f the Flyback B_-,oster Vehicle System (FBVS), To this
end CERs have been provided using data fr_.:,m histc, ric.al
oI:Jera'tions o-r previous Launch Vehicle : Aircraf"t._ Spacecraft._
Boc°ster's._ Liquid Rocket Motors arld Propellarrt Tank data. rhese
data weYe used to augment launch vehicle data i_"sseveral o'f
the subsystei_i CERs. All data used in this model were eytracted
frc,m MSFC'_s REDSTAR(REsource Data Arid F(etrieval)data base
system in Hu'f'rtsville., Alabama.
The recommended CERs contained under each individual
subsystem area are the result of ro(.Iression combina__ic__s of X
and Y values for the entire data base. ]o formulate the
recommended CERs the data r'ecc_rd_:_d consisted o'f two
parameters., cost and weight., which were graphically presented
c,l_ log-log format. From these plots the CERs are determined as
a result of curve fitting and determinir_g the mathematical
equatior_ for each curve with supporting statistical data. If
in the case due to the limited data available._ slopes of 0.5
for D _ D aY_d0.7 Fc,r FH _. A were assume.d.
With all the required CERs determirJed, the Launch Vehicle
Cost Model (LVCM) was generated ar,,d is shown ir_ Fiqure e6. The
LVCM is arranged in spreadsheet form using the program "LO'IUS
le3". At this point it is __eces_.ar,¢ to analyze the basic
structure of the LVCM., in order to gain insight on the
fur_.damentaI operation.
The LVCM structure allows the user to develop cost
estimates at the subsystem a_nd system-levels., sepaYat'ad
b_.t_een Non-recurring Design, Developmerrb., Test and Evaluatic, Y_
(DDT & E) a_d Recurri_g FliqIYt I.lardware (FH) ur_it cost. It
serves to cateqorize those hardware (--c,mporsents., subassembli(-?s_,
and assemblies i_tc, oe_neric hardware oroups or subsystems. TI_e
primary function of the cost mc,del structure is to establish a
fuvnctional commc,r_al ._.ty of both system and subsystem-level
eI eme.:.nts.
Ar_plication of the model is based on the buildin(_!-blc, ck
approach. A seque_Ice of calculations._ utilizing the CERs._ are
made by the user for each subsy_'tem arsd system-level element.
The known performar_ce characteristic (ir_dep.e_de__t vari,-ible c,r'
CE-Rparameter') is ir_troduced as 'rise irfput irvtc, the v_c,rksheet.
All i_nde_er_,der_t variables (CER :i.np_..vt) are subsystem dry weiql"rt
COSTELEMENT
STRUCTURES/I'PS
THEI_L CONTROL
ENUIRONHERrALCUN'rROL
BASEHEATSHIELD
WING/TAIL/LEADINGEDGE
L_DIN6 GEAR
AVIONICS
ELECTRICALP_ER
PROPULSION(LESSENGINES)
SEPA_TIONPROVISIONS.
SURFACEFL]G_ C01_TROLS
ALrXI_.R_P_ER _IT
_DRAULICS
LAUNCHVEHICLECOSTMODEL
STA6EONE
COSTESTIMATE
DATE: 22-Mar-G7
INFLATION : 1.229 FROM825TO 865
WTRESERVE: 1.23
CER'S COMPLEXITY
INOEP.VAR. FACTOR
DDT&E TFU DBT&E TFU
734354.00 734354.00 1.00 1.00
3358.00
18488.00
31670.00
9046.00
8131.00
10639.00
13444,00
2134.00
2129.00
6387.00
5547.00
COST
(86 $ MILLIONS)
DDT&E TFU
1112.42 1104.14
3358.00 1.00 I.OO 17.32 1.68
18488.00 l.O0 1.00 44.15 12.10
31670.00 1.00 1.00 478.30 86.92
9046.00 1.00 1.00 63.68 15.95
8131.00 1.00 I.O0 1171.69 119.98
10639.00 1.00 1.00 439.15 113.02
13444.00 l.O0 1.00 262.40 34.13
2134.00 1.00 1.00 41.51 16.49
2129.00 l.O0 1.00 185.33 50.78
6387.00 1.00 1.00 252.51 81.36
5547.00 1,00 1.00 112.64 28.06
SUBTOTAL 815686.00 615686.00 3326.70 1453.78
STRUC.TOOLIN6
SYS.TST. HROW.& ASSEMBLY
S¥S. TST. OPS.
1104.14
1453.78
1817.65
1.00 1631.19
1.00 1817.65
1.00 520.45
£UG_OTAL 7295.99 1453.76
GSE 7295.99 1.00 875.05
SUBTOTAL 9171.04 1453.78
SE&I 8171.04 1453.78 1.00 1.00 663.66 94.64
SUBTOTAL 8834.70 1548.42
PROGFC,OI'IM_I_Q_G_ETT 8834.70 1548.42 1.00 1.00 233.96 41.12
SUBTOTAL 9068.66 1589.53
ENGINES_J-_Tv_ISP*Pc) 21706454000.00 130238720000.001.00 1.00 91.21 0.21CE
SUBTOTAL 9159.87 1589.74
FEE(l_X)
PRO6.SUPPORT(_ DEV., _ PROD.)
1282.38 222.56
313.27 36.25
SUBTOTAL 10755.52 1848.55
COSTCONTINGENCY(I_)
TOTAL
1613.33 277.28
12368.84 2125.84
FIGURE 26. Launch Vehicle Cost Model
with the exception o'f rocket eno. ir,es which require a composite
variable o'P" engine dry weiqht X vacuum thrust X Isp X chamber
pressure. Thc subsystem dry weights are the result o'f weight
estimation performed o_ the FBSO, which are also documented in
this report. The resultir_g output of each subsystem eleme_Tt is
per_ormed and a cost estimation of DD & E and Theoretical
First Ur, it (TFU) cost is calculated. This is preser_ted in the
I:ar r'i_:.#rthand column of the LVCM worksheet. "('he fc,l lowi_Tg
documeT1tatioY_s are a simplified break dowr, o'f all the
subs.vstems used in determination of the cost estimation of the
FBVS. Each subsystem i_icludes all the historical data utilized
to determine the recommencled CERs ar,,d iY_cludes a basic break
dr,wr, and description o'f' what each subsystem consists of:
(i) STRU['FURES/THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM:
All CERs are the result o°f historical s'tru_:tures data
From the S-IC, S-II, S-IV8 ar_.d ['entaur boosters, Shuttle
Orbiter, E_'tej-nal Tank and IUS. All visible toc, linq cost have
been removed fr'o_ the structures/TRS cost to Qive a r,_or'e
arcurate DesigY; and Development Co,st (D _ DC:).
This e].,_._me_rtincludes the forward, mid, aft fuselaqe a_d
crew module, °frame structure, i_Ttertank, thrust strur-'ture,
tar_k suppr, rt structure and cc,r_bir_,ed i..OX and 1:'uel tanks.
Thermal corrtrol related to these elements is it}Eluded it} the
wei_:.d_t a_Td cost.
J_
(2) THERMAL CONTROl..:
lhe CERs are the result of historical data frc, m S..-IC,
S-II and SO. This subsystetn c:c,ver's those thermal cc,ntr'ol items
Y'sot i_l the other subsystem. Due to limited data available_ all
slopes have bee_ assumed to be 0.5 for D&D and 0.7 i:'c,rFH & A.
This subsystem is bYc, ken i_ni;¢_ t_c, parts:
Base_ Heat.. Shield.: This elemer, t protects the thrust
structure, propel lar_t tanks a_d c,ther elements From ex_cessive
heat and gases given off by the er,gir_es duri__q their burn.
E_]_ir_c_,r_mental.. Cc!_tr'c,l: This element prc, vides temperatures,
humidity_ arid hazardc, us gases c_::,ntrc,l to, the fc,rv.,ard a_-_d aFt
moursted ecluipmeT_t cc,Y_tainers.
(3) WING/TAIL/LEADING EL)GE:
These CERs are from his'torical data from tt,e C-SA,., C.--1AI_
KC-135._ C-130_ aircraft and Shuttle Orbiter.
this elemeY_t provides the FBVS with aerodynamic liFt ar,d
stabilization fur_ctic, ns. Ma,ic,r e].e,le_ts included are _-Jinqs,
tail and leading edqes. This system cc,r_sists o'F the v_ir_g box
structur'e_ leadir_q and trai!ir_q edcle structure a_d leadir_g arid
trai].inm edge c(-,Y'strc,l surfac:e_.
(_) I_ANDING GEAR':
The CERs are from histc.,rical data from the C-5A._ C--141._
KC-135, C-130A aircraft and Shuttle Orbiter.
This subsystem provides the laurm, h vehicle with the
3capability to land. Major elements included are;
* Landing Gear
* Supports
* Landing Gear Hydraulics
(5) AVIONICS:
Historical data from numerous space pr_oqran_s were used to
develop these CERs.
This subsystem serves as the control element of the FBVS.
Its functior_s include quidance, navioation _._nd contr'ol;
display and control of vehicle °Func'tior_s and status; sensir_g
to monitor vehicle operations; aqd communications and data
handling to assure proper operatior_ of the vehicle subsyste_
during its missio_. The Avionics Subsystem is composed o't" four
f_ain elements;
* Guidance., Navigation, and Control
* Display arid Controls
* Instrumentation
* Communications and Data Handling
(6) ELECTRICAL POWER:
Histc.rical data from S-IC, S-II, S-IVB, Cr_ntauY.-D, ]'.US
and Shuttle Orbiter were used to develop these CERs.
This element includes the power source; electrical power
air-conditionino, distribution, and control equipment. The
subsystem provides the power, fron', batteries or fuel cells
--%
throuc!h power distribution system, to operate the
pressurization., propellant management., engi,ne controls,
staging and separation systems._ c:ontrols for hydraulics
systems., telemetry., display aY1d cc,ntrols, data harJdling, and
communications systems.
(?) PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM (LESS ENGINES):
These CERs are develop from historical data from
Centaur.-D., S-IC., S-II_ S-IVB, External Tan;.'. arid Shuttle
Orb i ter.
lhis subsystem provides the launch vehicle rc,c;.'.et engiYies
wibh fuel. Ma._or elements included are;
* Propel lar, t Feed System
* Recirculation System
* Propellarst Manaqement System
* Pressurization System
* Plumbing, Valves and Lirses
* Fuel Fi I I, Drain and Vent System
(8) SEPARATION SUBSYSTEM:
Historical data from the Shuttle Orbiter -F] Separat.io_
System._ S-II Separation S,/stem ar_.d the Shuttle SRB were used
to develop these CERs.
The subsystem provides a mear_s of separa'tinq the shuttle
orbiter or from the FBVS as their r'equirement 'for the missio_
ends.
J(9) SURFACE FLIGHT CONTROLS:
Historical data from the Shuttle Orbiter surface fliqht
cor_trols arsd actuators were used to develop these CERs.
_'his subsystem provides the f'liclht control surfaces and
the mechanisms required for proper control of the FBVS duri_Tq
atmospheric fliqht.
(10) AUXILARY POWER UNIT:
Historical data from the Shuttle Orbiter auxiliary power
unit were used to develop these CERs.
This subsystem provides the power to drive the hydraulic
pumps which provides the power for the TVC and other hydraulic
power mechanisms.
(ii) HYORAULIC SYSTEM:
The reouired CERs are developed from historical data from
the Shuttle Orbiter hydraulic system. Due to the limited data
available assumed slopes of 0.5 for D & D and 0.7 for FH _ A
were performed.
This subsystem consists of components required 'for
generation, co;7trol distributio_ mor_itoring, and use of
hydraulics. The hydraulic power operates the aerosurface
controls (ailer'or_., eler'o_n._ rudder/speed brake, and body
flaps); the FBVS main ersqine cc0ntrol valves, lockup aYld unlock
of la'ndi'nq qear; operate mai_ wheel brakes and provide r_ose
wheel steering.
At this point it is necessary to recognize that all
estimated cost of each subsystem are based upon certain
assumptions and groursd rules established pri, or to the ir, itial
study, This is mainly attributed to the amount of pr'oor'ess
obtained so far in the design of the FBSO pro,_ect and not all
needed information is available at this time. For a list of
all ground rules and assumptions made iT_ determining the LV(]M_,
see Appendix A . It is anticipated that., as the Space
Transportation System (STS) proo.resses, these data will become
available to supoort a more accurate cost estimation.
After all assumptions were established the LVCM needed to
be updated to represent current dollars., since all the
recommended CERs were determiT_ed using $82.. ]his was
accomplished by intr'oducina an inflation fac'tor of I._-_29. Upon
usino this value all DDT _ E and TFU cost estimation were
automatically updated to $86. _ This factor was "_:'ound using the
NASA R&D Inflation Indices provided by MSFC,.
Another item of importance c,f the LVCM is a ract('°r
titled., Complexity Factor (CF), These CFs have a direct
multiplicative effect upon the cost and determine the
complexity c°f the structure to that of normal histc0rical
experience, It has been determined from previc, us r-r°st models
from NASA"s MSFC._ the CFs were "typirally found t(-0 be 0.75 <
1.0 <1,2.5, Since at this point in time little is knot._n on the
complexity of the structure, a CF o°f 1.0 was used.
Once the basic procedures are defined for the cost model,
the application of the CERs to, obtain both DD & E aY_d]FU cost
is straiqht forward. First the analyst obtains both D_D ar_d
FH&A subtotals by exercisiTlg the subsystem-level CERs
contained in the LVCM. Using these subtotals as a starting
point, the analyst ther_ estimates the total DDT &: E aY_dTFU
cost by varying the peri:ormance character'ist, ics (subsystem dr,/
weights). SubsequeT_tly, this produces an accurate
Yeprese_tation of the final cost estimation of the FBSO
pro ,)e(t.
3CONCLUSIONS
The results of each of the subqroup'_s studies have been
tated. From the tra_ectory analysis., it is evident that the
ITS achieves a substantial altitude of nearly 52 nautical
'_es before staging occurs. This high altitude tersded to,
s te some difficulties i_ the return tra._ectory a_alysis.
booster coasts to an apogee altitude of nearly 138
cal miles. Due to low density values at such high
_des., the booster experiences little aerodynamic drag and
"ates rapidly during the ballistic reentry. As a result
acceleration high G levels are experienced when the
ed rate of descent is imposed. As mentioned earlier,
,lem might be simplified by using a perigee in_ectior,
, and should be examined in further detail in the
_spite the minor problems., the booster:'s re'turrs
i was successfully modeled by the proqram DUAL.. The
b_ .._s found to be capable o'f boostinq either of the two
second staqes to a desired orbit and returning to the launch
site for a horizontal landing.
From the structures qroup it is apparent that the shapes
and dimer_sions o'f the booster's propellant tanks car_ easily be
determined. From the tank sizes the dimensions of the
booster's fuselage were dictated. The booster was calculated
to be 193 feet in length with a diameter of 3e feet. The
materials for the booster'_s structure together with the
allowable temperature extremes are also determined by the
structures group. The booster is capable of cornpletiT_g the
entire tra.iectory without exceedi_g the temperature extremes
calculated.
The performance analysis arid configuration design of the
booster is conducted by the aerod,/nan_ics group. The booster"
is very similar in design to the o_e created by NASA. Due
this fact, the aerodvnamic data u_ed by NASA is also used in
this analysis. The mao_or difference in the design is the mass
of the booster'. The aerodynamics qroup qives a detailed
report on the performance characteristics of the booster. It
is apparent that the booster is capable of producing the
required li'ft necessary for the return tra._ectorv, despite its
large mass of 880,110 pounds. .An attempt is-made to calculate
the required performance coefficients without the use of
NASA"s valuos. This will be an are,-_ for f'utur'e work.
The propulsior_ groups successfully calc:ulated the thrust
requirements during both phases oi: flight, and found pr'ese_-_t
engi_es to fulfill these requirements. Studies were conducted
on 'the desiqn and operating characteristic:s of the enqines.
Both the rocket enqines a_d the air breathinq enqir, es are
capable oF propellinq the booster as dic:tated by the
tra,_ectory ar_alysis.
The final analysis deals with the weiqhts aY_d costs of
the booster. Both areas of study are conducted with the use
of NASA programs. The booster was broker_ iYM, o its various
components and each component examined for its value of
weight. The weights were then totaled and found to match the
880100 pour_ds dictated by the traiectory analysis. The cost
analysis shows that the booster, despite it,s high cost, is
finacially feasible.
Irs an overview, the booster designers have generated the
necessary parameters, equations and program,.s to provide the
prelin_iY,ary analysis of the flyb_ck booster's potential for
design and development. This advanced booster design is fou_Td
to hr.: very practical for the missions preselr_tly beir_g designed
in the ._spacefield. 'The booster is lar(_er than expected, bto_t
the tochnology presently exists for it to be desiqr_ to
withstand the forces which result from its large mass. The
r_0sults o'f this paper prove promising for °future analysis of
an Adva_,TeJdSpace rransportation System.
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APPENDIX A
(Derivations and Assumptions)
q_
9Aerodynamic Theory and Equations
I.) Method for Fi_iding Aerodynamic Center
The aerodynamic center location of a winq-bod,/ confiquration
is given as follows:
.Xac,LCr.e-_(Xac_/Cre!N+(.Xac"/Cre!W(B),CL W(B)+.(Xac'_/Cre..).B(W);_[_L B(W
CL N + CL W(B) + CL B(W)
where
CL N = (CN)B * (*d**2)/(4*Sw)
CL W(B) = KW(B) * (CL )e * (SelSw)
CL B(W) = KB(W) * (CL )e * (SelSw)
Here KW(B) and KB(W) are interference factors obtained f_'om
Figure (27). The subscript W(B) refers to the exposed winq in
the presence of the body and B(W) refers to the body in the
presence of the wing.
The static margin, (hn - h), is used as indication to "the
stability of an aircraft, where_
hn is defined as the non--dimer,siona] dista_ce from
_eutral point or aerodynamic center to some
reference point.
h is defined as the non-dimensional distan(-e "f'rom
center" of gravity to the. same reference point.
If (h_'l - h) is positive the plane is statically stable.
II>) Method for Finding Moment Coefficient
The following equation is used to find the pitching-moment
coefficient based on the product of the planfor'm area and root
chord:
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o
Interference Factors
Cm = CmNO + (XmlCr - X(zplCr) * CN" (6)
wher e
CmNO is the zero nc.rmal force pitching moment
coefficient. For symmetrical confiqurations,
as in our case, CmNO = 0.0
XmlCr" is the distance from the nose of the
configuration to the desired moment reference
center measured in root chords
XcplCr is the distance from the nose of the
confiquration to the center of pressure
CN" is the normal force variation with anole o'f
a t tac k
III.) Method for Calculating Subsonic Characteristics
l')ue to the numerous equat ions nec essar'v to wr i te the
program., only the most important equations will be mentic, n,._}Yi
here, The draq coefficient at a qiven anc]le of attack is given
bv:
CD = (CDO)wb + (CDi)wb + (CD)misc (i)
where (CD)misc takes into account draq
/Ol
contr ib_.rt o r s. The
parasite drag coefficient for the wing body combination
frr, m -
is f O LL'_'_d
(CDo)wb = (CDo)w + (CDo)b * Sb / Sref (2)
The i_iduced
•found from:
dra_ coefficient i;or bhe W!knq body combinatic, r_ is
(CDi)wb = (CDi)w + [CD( )]b * Sb / Sref (',d
After calculatinq CD, CL was fou__.d b,/ rearranqing the equatior's:
CD = CDob + CL2 / ( pi * A * E ) (A)
to qet:
CL : sqrt [ ( CD -- CDc.wb ) * pi .* A * E (5)
IV.) Method for Calculating Supersonic Characteristi¢:s
]he main equatioT1 for this calculation is g:i.ver, by._
where
CL = (CL )'e [KN + KW(B) + KB(W)]:'Se'/S :'
+ (CL )''e [KW(B) + KB(W)]''q_,S'_Se[_
q S' S''
+ (CL )W'_(v)
CL is the lift-curve slope o'f the wing-body tail
(CL)e
S
S__
(,)
(.-,)
comb i nat i on.
is the lift-curve slopes of the exposed
forward and aft surfaces.
is the averaoe dynamic-pressure ratio actinq
on the aft surface.
is.the pro,_ected wing area.
is the exposed wing area.
denotes the canard.
denotes the wing.
was_
The equation of supersonic zero lift drao coe4:ficient used
CD = (CDo)WB + (CDL)WB
where
CD
(CDo )WB
(CDL)WB
is the draq coef'ficier_t at supersoY_ic speeds
is the zero lift dr'an of the wi_70 body
configuration
is the drao due to lift of the, wing body
configuration
? LIQUID ROCKET ANALYSIS
ASSUMPTIONS & DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
The use of ideal rocket analysis takes into consideration the
following assumptions for the thrust chamber:
i. The working fluid (propellant products) is a
perfect gas of constant composition.
2. The chemical reaction is equivalent to a
constant pressure heating process.
3. The expansion process is steady, one-
dimensional,and isentropic.
4. Chemical equilibrium is established within the
combustion chamber, and does not shift in the
nozzle.
With these assumptions, equations for the analysis of the
chamber can be developed. Through the application of the
energy equation:
Q + W = (h+V_/2+gz)pV dA (I)
in combination with the heating process, the following
equation is obtained.
Ttm=Ttl + Qr/Cp (2)
This equation can be further developed assuming an isentropic
nozzle expansion.
Ue 2 = 2 Cp Ttm [l-(Pe/Pt) _-I_] (3)
Assuming that the nozzle exit pressure is equal to the
r_
atmospheric pressure at sea level, the exit velocity can now
be related to the specific impulse by:
Ue = Isp*g= (4)
thus, an expression is obtained for the total chamber
pressure.
Pt= = Pe/(1 - Ue: / 2 g= Cp Tte) _-_ (5)
From the calculation of the total chamber pressure, the exit
Mach number can be evaluated by:
Ptm I Pe = {1 + [(_ - I)I 2] Me2 }_--_ (6)
solving for Me, the following relation is found.
Me = {(21 • -1) [(Pt= IPe) _-I_ -I]} 1_e (7)
After calculating the exit Mach number, the nozzle areas at
the throat and exit can be determined using the law of
conservation of mass.
m = p V A = constant
assuming: p = P / R T and
m = ( P / R T ) a M A
V = a M
(8)
(9)
Putting both static condition pressures and temperatures into
stagnation quantities using these equations:
P = Pt= {1 + [(_ - 1)/ 2 ]M_} _-_ (10)
T = Tte {! + [(_ - 1)/ 2 ]M } 411)
the mass flow rate can be written now in te_rms of stagnation
conditions.
m = (Pt / R Tt) a M A {1 + [(_ - 1)/ 2 ]M_} _-_ (12)
Using the definition of the speed of sound
a = (_ g= R T) _la (13)
a = • g= R Tt {i + [(_ - i)I 2]M2} zle (14)
the mass flow rate can be written as:
m = Pt A (_ g=/R Tt) _le {I+[(_-I)/2]M2} _÷_lac_-1_ (15)
Realizing the mass flow rate is:
m = (T IIsp) ( g= I g. ) (18)
the area can be evaluated in terms of the mass flow rate.
A = m /(Pte M)*(R Tte/_ g=) {i+[(_ -I)/ 2]M2} (17)
After further algebraic manipulations, and using throat
qualities of M = 1 and A" = A, the throat area is equal to the
following expression.
A* = (mlPtu) [R Ttmlg= • (2/_+I)_÷I/_-:] _Im (18)
Now using the ratio of mass flow rates at the throat and the
exit an equation results which relates the exit area to the
exit Math number and A_
Ae = (A*/Me) [(2/_+1) {1+[(_ - 1)/2]Me2}]_I=_-_ (19)
From these areas the diameters of the throat and exit can be
calculated.
d = 2 (A/_) _= (20)
Thrust chamber characteristics can be written in terms of the
characteristic velocity, C" , and the thrust coefficient, CT.
C* = (Pt_ A_ )/(m) (21)
and
CT = T/(Pt A* ) (22)
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* All cost and equations are shown in 1986 dollars
(in millions).
* The complexity of the structure has the same complexity of
normal historical experience.
* Flight Hardware and Assembly costs are included in the
Flight Hardware cost at the subsystem level.
* Systems Test Hardware and Assembly costs, Structural Tooling
and Systems Test operations are not addre,ssed in the cost
model at this time.
* Slopes for the FBSO subsystems were assumed by utilizing
data from Aerospace Corporation SRM cost model and PRC
developed CERs from other cost @odels.
* The inflation factor is based on NASA Comptroller Indices,
date January 1986.
* An historical cost data utilized in this model are contained
within the REDSTAR Data Base System.
* No institutional cost are included.
* Contractor (Prime) fee and/ or profit is excluded.
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PROGRAM DUAL
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HPO-Z)
INCLUDE "DUAL.CHN"
CHARACTERS11DUM
CHARACTER$8 HNH(5)
CHARACTER$12 FNH,GNH
DATA HNH/'PLOT1 "_'PLOT2 ','PLOT3
26 AUG 1986
i
",'PLOT4 ",'PLOT5 "/
WRITE(IOUT,200)
READ (IIN,210) FNM
WRITE(IOUT,220)
READ(IIN,210) GNH
OPEN(UNIT=ICR,FILE=FNH,STATUS='OLD') "
OPEN(UNIT=IPR_FILE=GNM,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(UNIT=IMT,FILE='SCRATCH',STATUS='SCRATCH',FORM='UNFORHATTED')
WRITE(IOUT,230)
READ(fIN,210) DATE
CALL EDATA
NPLOT=O
10 DO 20 I=1,96
20 A(I)=ZERO
REWIND IMT
! INITIALIZE INTEGRATION ARRAY
READ TITLE
READ OPTIONS
POSITION AND VELOCITY
FLY ALT,ENG ON ALT,GUIDE CHECKS
ALP,ALPC,ALPHA PROFILE
ALIM,ALPHADOT PROFILE
BET,BETC,BETT,BETM,BETL,BETX
BLIM,BETADOT PROFILE
THRUST PROFILE,ENGM,ENGF
WEIGHTS-EMPTY,FUEL,ON ORBIT,RESERVE RATES-APU,VENT
ACC LIMIT,AERO PERTRB,FLY THRST PERTRB,SITE 8
TIME,DT_FLY DT,PRINT TIME_DTP,FLY DTP
CARD 1
CARD 2
CARD 3
CARD 4
CARD 5
CARD 6
CARD 7
CARD 8
CARD 9
CARD 10
CARD 11
CARD 12
READ(ICR,210,END=50) TITLE
WRITE(IOUT,215) TITLE
READ(ICR,IO0) NABT,NATM,NFLY,NLIM,NLND,NPRN,
1NPLT,NPUT,NQAL,NTRY_NTYP,NVNT,NWIN,NMET
READ (ICR,101) FLAT,FLON,R,V,GAM,HDNG,
1ALTH,ALTE,RDTN,TCON,TSTG,VTST,
2ALF,ALFD,BETA,BETAD,THRF,
3WGTE,WGTF,WGTO,WGTR,FMDA,FHDV,
4ACCL,DCD,DCL,DTH,XLLA(S),XLLO(8),
5T,DT,DTF,TP,DTP,DTPF
IF (NABT.EQ.2) FMDV=ZERO
IF (NLNDoLEoO) NLND=I
IF (FMDA.GToZERO) FMDA=-FHDA
IF (FHDVoGT°ZERO) FMDV=-FMDV
IF (FMDV°EG°ZERO) NVNT=I
! CHECK CROSS COUPLING
NPG=I
CALL HEADER
WRITE(IPR,217) FNM,GNM
IF(NPLOT.GEo5) NPLT=I
! RESET CASE PAGE NUHBER
! PRINT TITLE AND CASE DATE
/13
000010
000020
000030
000040
000050
000070
000080
000090
000100
000110
000120
000130
000140
000150
000160
000170
000180
000190
000200
000210
000220
000230
000240
000250
000260
000270
000280
000290
000300
O00310
000320
000330
000340
000350
000360
000370
000380
000390
000400
000410
000420
000430
000440
000450
000460
000470
000480
000490
000510
000520
000530
000540
000550
000560
000570
000580
000590
DO 25 J=1,2
WRITE (JPR,IO2)NABT,NATMPNFLYPNLIM,NLND,NPRN,
1NPLT,NPUT,NQAL,NTRY,NTYP,NVNT,NWIN,NMET
25 JPR=IOUT
WRITE(IOUT,140)
READ (IIN ,210) IDUM
WRITE(IOUT,215) TITLE
! OPTION TABLE
WRITE (IPR,103) FLAT,FLON,R,V,GAH,HDNG,
1ALTH,ALTE,RDTN,TCON,TSTG,VTST,
2ALF,ALFD,BETA,BETAD,THRF
WRITE (IPR,104) WGTE,WGTF,WGTO,WGTR,FMDA,FMDV,
1ACCL,DCD,DCL,DTH,XLLA(8),XLLO(8),
2T,DT,DTF,TP,DTP,DTPF
! PRINT INPUT
CALL HEADER
WRITE (IPR,105)
TBEGIN=T
CALL TYPE
CALL RDWIND
CALL INITIAL
CALL FUN
IF(NPRN,EQ,3) CALL HEADER
CALL DRIVER
! SAVE INITIAL TIME
000600
000610
000620
000630
000640
000650
000660
000670
000680
000690
000700
000710
000720
000730
000740
000750
000760
000770
000780
000790
1
2
3
4
END IF
IF(NPLT°EQ.I°AND.NPRN.EQ.2) GO TO 40
IF(NPLT°EQ°2) THEN
NPLOT=NPLOT+I
OPEN(UNIT=IFL,FILE=HNM(NPLOT),STATUS='UNKNOWN')
WRITE(IFL,'(A60,A12)') TITLE,DATE
IPTS=23
WRITE(IFL,'(I6)') IPTS
WRITE(IFL,'(IOA8)') 'TIME-SEC','LONG-D ','GCLAT-D ','ALT-KFT ',
"ALPHA-D ",'BETA-D ','ACCT G''S','DYNP-PSF','Q-BTU/S ",
'QSUM-BTU','MACH ','VREL-KT ",'THRUST-P','WEIGHT-P',
"FUEL-P/S','RANGE-NM','FPA-D ','AZM-D ','ACCX G''S',
"WPOS G''S','ACCT I ','THR-Z ",'Q_ALPHA '
ORIGINAU PAGE I8
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REWIND IHT
NBLKS=15
30 READ (IMT,END=40) T,ACC,ACCX,ACCZ_DACZ,ALP,ALT,BETpCD,CL,CRNG,
1CTMPPDRTG_DYNP,FLATPFLON,GAMpGAMR_HDNG,NHDP,QALFpQDOT,QTOT,
2RDOT,RHO,V,VMACH,VRLPWGT,WDOT,XDRGM,XLFTH,XTHRM,THRTL,ACCI
IF(NPRN.EQ.2) GO TO 34
IF(NBLKS.GE.IO) THEN
NBLKS =0
CALL HEADER
WRITE (IPR,106)
END IF
000830
000850
000920
000930
000940
000950
000860
000870
000880
000890
000900
NBLKS=NBLKS+I
WRITE (IPR,107) T,ALT,V,GAM,DYNP,QDOT,ALP,FLAT,DRTG,ACCZ
WRITE (IPR,108) NHDP,RDOT,VRL,GAMR,VMACH,QTOT,BET,FLON,HDNG,QALF
WRITE (IPR,109) RHO,XTHRM,WGT,WDOT,CD,CL
PLOTTING
000910
000960
000970
000980
001040
34 IF(NPLT°EQ.2) THEN
ALT=ALT/IO00.
VRL=VRL/1o68781 //_
GPOS=-ACCZ
WRITE(IFL,'(5E16°7)')T,FLON,FLAT,ALT,ALP,BET,ACC,DYNP,QDOT,
_OALF
END IF
GO TO 30
40 CALL HEADER
DYNPH=DYNPH/47.88025
QALFM=CNV*OALFH/47.88025
FUEL=WGTE-WGT
! LBS/SQFT
! DEOS_LBS/SOFT
JPR=IPR
WNEG=-ACZPH
WPOS_-ACZNH
DO 45 K=1,2
WRITE (JPR,110) QDOTH,TQDOT,CTPH,TCTPH,STPH,TSTPM,DYNPN,TDYNPN,
1QALFH,TQALF,ACCTH,TACCT,ACCXH,TACCX,ACCYH,TACCY,
2ACCZR,TACCR,WNEG,TACZP,WPOS,TACZN
IF(NFLY.NE.1) WRITE(JPR,130) FUEL
JPR=IOUT
45 CONTINUE
IF(NPLT.EQ.2) CLOSE (IFL)
GO TO 10
50 STOP
100 FORMAT(2012)
i_101 FORMAT (6E13.8)
102 EORHAT (//52X,'OPTION TABLE'//
130X,8H
230X,SH
330X,8H
430X,SH
530X,SH
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NABT =,I4,4X,'HAIN ENGINES OFF / MAIN ENGINES ON'//
NATH =,I4,4X,'PRA63 ATHOS / STD US62 ATHOS'//
NFLY =,I4,4X,'NO FLYBACK / FLYBACK / FLYBACK t G.S.'//
NLIH =,I4,4XP'NO G LIMIT / EXP LIMIT / FIXED LIMIT'//
NLND =,I4,4X,'CAPE KEN / HOUSTON / EDWARDS / HICKAN"
6 /,46X,'NAS CECIL / CHERRY POINT / AZORES / INPUT'//
730X,8H
830X,SH
930X,8H
*30X,8H
130X,8H
230X,SH
430X,SH
530X,SH
630X,SH
NPRN =,I4,4X,'FULL PRINT / STATE ONLY / TABLE ONLY'//
NPLT =,I4,4X,'NO PLOT FILE / WRITE DATA TO PLOT FILE'//
NPUT =,I4,4X,'INERTIAL / INERTIAL AND ENC / RELATIVE'//
NQAL =,I4,4X,'NO LIMIT / Q ALPHA LIMIT'//
NTRY =,I4,4X,'BEGIN AT THIS SEGMENT'//
NTYP =pI4,4X,'BOOSTER / ORBITER'//
NVNT =,I4,4X,'NO VENT / VENT'//
NWIN =_I4P4X_'NO WIND / 95Z INPUT / 95X IN+HEAD'//
NMET =pI4,4X,'INPUT ENGLISH / METRIC')
103 FORMAT (/P5X,'INPUT VALUES'/
16H
26H
36H
46H
56H
66H
76H
86H
96H
$6H THFACF12.3,3(6X,F12°3),GH
LATF12.4,6H LONF12.4,6H ALT/RF12,2,
VVVF12.3_6H GAHF12.3,6HEN/HDNF12°3/
ALTHF12°2,6H ALTEF12°2,6H RDTNF12°2,
TCONF12°3,6H TSTGF12.3,6H VTSTF12°3/
ALPF12.3,6H ALPCF12.3,4(6X,F12.3)/
ALIMF12.3,5(6X,F12.3)/
BETF12.3,6H BETCF12.3,6H BETTF12.3,
BETMF12.3,6H BETLF12.3,6H BETXF12.3/
BLIHF12.3_5(GX,F12.3)/
ENGHF12.3,6H
104 FORMAT (
16H WGTEF12.2,GH
26H WGTRF12°2,6H
36H ACCLF12°2,6H
46H DTHF12.2,6H
56H TF12.2_6H
66H TPF12.2P6H
105 FORMAT(15XP'OUTPUT UNITS'//
1 10X,'TIME',16X,'SEC'/
2 lOX,'ALTITUDE',12X,'FEET'/
3 10X,'VELOCITY',12X,'FEET/SEC'/
ENGFF12.3)
WGTFF12°2,6H
FHDAF12.2,6H
DCDF12.2,GH
LAT8F12.2,6H
DTF12°2,6H
DTPF12.2,6H
WGTOF12°2,
FHDVF12.2/
DCLF12.2,
LON8F12.2/
DTFF12.2,
DTPFF12°2)
001060
001070
001080
001090
001100
001110
001120
001130
001140
001150
001160
001170
001180
001190
001200
001210
001220
001230
001240
001250
001260
001270
001280
001290
001300
001320
001330
001340
001350
001360
001370
001390
001420
001430
001440
001450
001460
001470
001480
001490
001500
001510
001520
001530
001540
001550
001560
001570
001580
001590
001600
001610
001620
001630
001640
001650
001660
5 lOX_'RATES'_15XP'FEET/SEC'/
6 10XP'RANGES',14X_'NAUT MILES'/
7 lOXy'WEIGHT'_14X_'LBS'/
8 10XF'THRUST',14X_'LBSF'/
9 IOX,'HEAT IN'_13X,'BTU/FT==2"/
IOXP'HEAT RATE',11XP'BTU/FT_2/SEC'/ ORIGTNTAI; PAGE
1 10X,'PRESSURE'P12X,'LBS/FT*2"/ D_ POOR QUALIT_
2 IOX_'ACCELERATIONS',7Xp'Gs'/
3 IOXp'Q ALPHA',13XP'DEGSSLBS/FT$2')
106 FORHAT(
$ //,40X_'ENGLISH UNITS"
1 /,31Xp'TIHE'p2X,'ALTITUDE'P3X_'VNRT GAHNRT',3XP'DYNP'P3XP
2 "QDOT'P2X,'ALPHA',4Xp'LAT'p3X,'DRTG'P3XP'ACCZ'/
3 41Xp'RDOT'p3XP'VREL GAHREL'_3X,'HACH',3X,'QTOT'P3X,'BETA',4X,
) 4 "LON'P3X_'HDNG'_3X,'QALF'/
5 42X,'RHO',8X,'THRUST'_11X,'WGT',10X,'WDOT',5X,'CD',5X,'CL')
107 FORMAT ( /25X,F10o3,F10.O,F7.0,F7.2,4F7.1,F7oO,F7o2)
108 FORMAT (33X;A2,3X,2FT.0,2F7.2,F7.0,2F7.1,F7.0,F7.0)
109 FORMAT(35X,ElO.3,2(5X,F9°O),5X,F9.2,2F7°3)
110 FORMAT(//15X,'MAXIMUH VALUES'//
$18X,lOHHAX QDOT
118X,lOHHAX CTMP
218X,10HHAX STHP
318X,lOHHAX DYNP
418X,10HHAX QALF
518X,10HHAX ACCT
618X,10HHAX ACCX
718X,10HHAX ACCY
SISX,IOHMIN ACZR
918X,10HWING -G
_18X,10HWING +G
,F7.3,16H BTU/FT2/S TIME ,FS°I/
,F7.0,16H DEGS F
,F7°O,16H DEGS F
,F7.0,16H LB/FT2
,F7°O,16H D*LB/FT2
,F7.3,16H GRAVS
,FT°3,16H GRAVS
,F7.3,16H GRAVS
,F7.3,16H GRAVS
,F7°3,16H GRAVS
,FT.3,16H GRAVS
TIME ,F8.1/
TIME ,F8.1/
TIME ,F8°1/
TIME ,F8.1/
TIHE ,F8.1/
TIME ,F8°1/
TIME ,F8°1/
TIME ,F8°1/
TIHE ,F8°1/
TIME ,F8.1)
115 FORHAT(6X,'TIHE',TX,'VRL',7X,'FPA',2X,'ALTITUDE',
._ 14X,'ATTACK',6X,'BANK',6X,'DENSITY'/
25X,'(SEC)',2X,'(FT/SEC)',SX,'(DEG)',6X,'(FT)',
35X,'(DEG)',5X,'(DEG)',6X,'(SLUGS)')
120 FORMAT(FlO.3,FlO.3,FlO°4,FlO°2,2FlO°3,E13°5)
130 FORMAT(//15X,'FLYBACK FUEL',FIO.2//)
140 FORHAT(//IOX,'HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE')
:_200 FORMAT(//IOX,'INPUT FILE ",$)
205 FORMAT(IX,A60)
210 FORMAT(A)
215 FQRMAT(/,5X,A60/)
217 FORMAT(15X,'INPUT FROM "_A12_5X_'OUTPUT TO ",A12)
220 FORMAT( IOX,'OUTPUT FILE ',St
:_30 FORMAT( IOX,'DATE ",$)
END
SUBROUTINE DRIVER
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
INCLUDE "DUAL.CMN'
EXTERNAL FUN
ILINE='BEGIN ENTRY '
NHD=2
NHDP=2HBE
IF(NABT.EG°2) GO TO 3
IF(NVNT°EO°I) GO TO 6
TT=-WGTR/FMDV
TV=T+TT
IF(TT°GT.ZERO) GO TO 4
3 IF(FMDV.NE°ZERO) THEN
NHD=2
NHDP=2HVN
ILINE='END VENT
FMDV=ZERQ
! VENT CONTROL
//6
001680
001690
001700
001710
001720
001730
001740
001750
001760
001770
001780
001790
001800
001810
001820
001830
001840
001850
001860
001870
001880
001890
001900
001910
001920
001930
001940
001950
001960
00197O
001980
001990
002000
002010
002020
002030
002040
002050
002060
002070
002080
002090
002100
002110
002120
002130
002140
002150
002160
002170
002180
002190
002200
NVNT=I
GO TO 6
4 IF(TV-T.GT.DT) 80 TO 6
NVNT=3
FHDV=(TV-T)*FMDV/DT
6 IF(NABT.EG.2) GO TO 30
10 CALL GUIDE
CALL FUN
CALL TSTMAX
IF(NEND.EG.2) GO TO 40
20 CALL PRINT
TF=T+DT
IF(TF.GT.TP) TF=TP
CALL RUN(A,T,TF,FUN,7)
IF(ALT.LT.IOo) THEN
ILINE="CRASHED
NHD=2
NHDP=2HZZ
GO TO 40
END IF
GO TO (6,4,3),NVNT
! CONTROL LOOP
ORIGINAl; PAG]_ I_
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30 GO TO (31,32,34,36),NSTG
31 NSTG=2
ILINE='THRUST EVENT"
NHD=2
NHDP=2HTE
WTST=WGTE+WGTR
32 IF(TSTG.GT.T) GO TO 34
ENGM=ENGM/TWO
NSTG=3
NHD=2
NHDP=2HTE
34 FISP=FISPL+BEX_DELP
THRST=(THRSL+AEX$DELP)$THFACSENGH
FHDH=-THRST/FISP
WGT=FMASS_GO
IF (WGT+(FMDA+FMDH)_DToGT°WTST) GO TO 39
NSTG=4
FHDH=(WTST-WGT)/DT-FMDA
THRST=-FISPSFHDH
GO TO 39
36 NABT=I
FMDM=ZERO
THRST=ZERO
IF(WGTR.LE.ZERO) GO TO 38
! THRUST CONTROL
FHASS=FMASS-WGTR/GO
ILINE='WGT DROP
NHD=2
NHDP=2HWD
GO TO 39
38 ILINE="THRUST EVENT"
NHD=2
NHDP=2HTE
0 39 XTHRH=THRST/FHASS
GO TO 10
40 TP=T
CALL PRINT
RETURN
END
G SUBROUTINE INITIAL
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
! DROP PERFORMANCE RESERVE
002220
002230
002240
002250
002260
002270
002280
002290
002300
002310
002320
002330
O02340
002350
002360
002370
002380
002390
002400
002410
002420
002430
002440
002450
002460
002470
.002480
002490
002500
002510
002520
002530
002540
002550
002560
002570
002580
002590
002600
002610
002620
002630
002640
002650
002660
002670
002680
0O2690
002700
002710
002720
002730
002740
002750
002760
002770
002780
002790
002800
002810
002820
002830
002840
002850
INCLUDE 'DUAL CHN"
• ,n.,_,_ .... 002860
TACCR=T
TACCT=T
TACCX=T
TACCY=T
TACZN=T
TACZP=T
TCTPH=T
TDYNPN=T
_ TQDOT=T
TSTPH=T
ACCTM=ZERO
ACCXM=ZERO
ACCYM=ZERO
ACCZR=ACCL
ACZPM=ZERO
ACZNH= ONE
CTMP=ZERO
CTPM=ZERO
DACZ=ACCL
DYNPM=ZERO
QALFM=ZERO
QDOTM=ZERO
STPM=ZERO
ORIGINAE PACE [_
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002920
002930
002940
002950
002960
002970
003010
003060
NBET=I
NBLP=4
NEND=I
NSTG=I
NTF=I
NTR=I
IF(NHET.EQ.1) THEN
R=R$FTH
V=V=FTH
ALTH=ALTHSFT H
ALTE=ALTE=FTH
RDTN=RDTNSFTH
END IF
DO 2 I=1,6
ALF(I)=ALF(I)/CNV
ALFD(I)=ALFD(I)/CNV
BETA(I)=BETA(I)/CNV
2 BETAD(I)=BETAD(I)/CNV
ALP=ALF(1)
SALP=SIN(ALP)
CALP=COS(ALP)
BET=BETA(I)
SBET=SIN(BET)
CBET=COS(BET)
DALP=TWO/CNV
XLAT=XLLA(NLND)/CNV
XLON=XLLO(NLND)/CNV
SLLAT=SIN(XLAT)
CLLAT=COS(XLAT)
RLN=RE/SQRT(I°+GF_SLLAT_SLLAT)
XL(3)=RLN$SLLAT
FLAT=FLAT/CNV
SLAT=SIN(FLAT)
CLAT=COS(FLAT)
! CONVERT ENGLISH TO HETRIC
! CONVERT CONTROL ANGLES
t SET INITIAL CONTROL ANGLES
! LANDING SITE
# INITIAL LATITUDE
./1[
A_I i| Id_'IP_'IPI
003150
003160
003170
003180
003190
003200
003210
003220
003230
003240
003250
003260
003270
003280
003290
003300
003310
003320
003330
003340
003350
003360
003370
003380
003390
003400
003410
003420
003430
003440
003450
003460
003470
003480
003490
003500
003510
003520
003530
0O3540
SLON=SIN(ALON)
CLON=COS(ALON)
GAM=GAH/CNV
SGAM=SIN(GAM)
¢CGAH=COS(GAM)
! FLIGHT PATH ANGLE
HDNG=HDNG/CNV
SHDN=SIN(HDNG)
CHDN=COS(HDNG)
# HEADING(AZIMUTH)
NPUT= 2, HEADING COHPUTED ASCENDING FROM INPUT INCLINATION
-2, HEADING COHPUTED DESCENDING
IF(ABS(NPUT).EGo2) THEN
SHDN=CHDN/CLAT
CHDN=SGRT(ONE-SHDN$SHDN)
IF(NPUT°LT°ZERO) CHDN=-CHDN
END IF
ORIGIN,&L PAGE IS
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REI=RE$SQRT(lo-GF$SLAT_SLAT) ! OBLATE EARTH RADIUS
IF(R.LT.REI) THEN
IF(NMET.EQ.2) R=R$1000.
R=REI+R
END IF
# ALTITUDE INPUT
! KM
X(1)=R$CLON_CLAT
X(2)=R$SLON$CLAT
X(3)=R$SLAT
# INITIAL POSITION
XDA(1)=-X(2)$OHEGA
XDA(2)= X(1)_OMEGA
XDA(3)= ZERO
! ATMOSPHERE VELOCITY VECTOR
CALL COMPASS
DO 4 I=1,3
4 XD(I)=CHDN_AA(I)+SHDNZBB(I)
CALL VUNIT(XD,XD)
DO 6 I=1,3
XD(I)=(CGAMSXD(I)+SGAM$CC(I))$V
6 XDW(I)=ZERO
DIR=ZERO
CDIR=ONE
SDIR=ZERO
VWIN=ZERO
! NO WIND
ALT=R-REI
IF(NWIN°NE°I) CALL WIND
IF(NPUToEQ°3) THEN
DO 8 1=1,3
8 XD(I)=XD(I)+XDA(I)+XDW(I)
END IF
! INPUT WAS RELATIVE VELOCITY
DO 10 I=1,3
10 XDR(I)=XD(I)-XDA(I)-XDW(I)
A(1)=X(1)
A(4)=X(2)
A(7)=X(3)
A(2)=XD(1)
A(5)=XD(2)
A(8)=XD(3)
# INITIAL INTEGRATION VARIABLES S
XS(1)=X(1)
XS(2)=X(2)
! SAVE INITIAL POSITION
003560
003570
003580
003590
003600
003610
003620
003630
003640
003650
003660
003670
003680
003690
003700
003710
003720
003730
003740
003750
003760
003770
003780
003790
003800
003810
003820
003830
003840
003850
003860
003870
003880
003890
003900
003910
003920
003930
003940
003950
003960
003970
003980
003990
004000
004010
004020
004030
004040
004050
004060
004070
004080
004090
004100
004110
004120
004130
004140
004150
004160
_AA4_
CALL VCROSS(XN,XDR,X)
CALL VUNIT(XN,XN)
! ENTRY PLANE NORMAL
TOTAL WEIGHT = BASIC WGT + ASCENT FUEL + ORBIT FUEL + RESERVE
WGT=WGTE+WGTF÷WGTO÷WGTR
FMASS=WGT/GO
FMD=ZERO
FMDF=ZERO
FMDM=ZERO
SFC=ZERO
THRST=ZERO
XTHRM=ZERO
RETURN
END
004180
004190
004200
004210
004220
004250
004240
004250
004260
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CD = COEFFICIENT OF DRAG
CD2 : SECOND METHOD FOR FINDING DRAG
CD3 = CO2 CORRECTED FOR ERRORS MENTIONED IN ASSUMPTION 13,
COO =. ZERO LIFT BRAG COEFFICIENT
CL -- COEFFICIENT OF LIFT
CFW _ FLATPLATE .CKIN FF'ICTION COEFFICIENT OF THE WING
Cr[: TUi,._ULENF FLAT ;'LATE S_:IN 'rRIFTION COEFFTCIEM.T OF I'HE _ _:_[ _1_
.;CDF_W - _KIN F_ICTTO_J ['RAG COEFF!CI,_NT 9F _HE WIHO
:::':F';_-_'"E$,S'.;RED:"4C OF IHE _!.JD_
-".; " - ;.'_,SE ...iT::,'_G*'S-_F._-''TL:I'J_ ._ACED C:H'TH[' _'<:_,':.T",l:,,'i
!:T. -..n : _L .....
•:U:i:6 ; " "- --.', . ,- ": "'' ",;",a " :; I '" ."F,:_G :..'OEFF.IC[,:.,.T OF :!"E o..,O,
- _,.., c, ..,r ;:IE .'..'!.rL_ . :'i< ::
.. :r r _. _l _ l,l._., i ;.' ,..*i- .,i ._ ..,. I_l -" ,':" _-. _,,'.._:, OF tHE ..:,,.t., . ,
"" r .._. #_ T ,,r":/--?'F;'_ -- "-_;'_.''_;::;:¢'O COEFF':;;,_.,., .,.', ":I";F. ;J_,CELLES
•'_.:;'_.,.-.E DRAC' C"IEFFZCI,_T [IUE ""'NA.C. r'* "_LZ,;,4._ F .... .... ,U .........
CDIH - I:IIERF'ERENCE DRAG COEFFICIENT OF THE NACELLES
:,',,-,-- -:I "" M 3GUAREZ', _* 0.5
A - .-:,SF'E.."TRATIO
AL - ANOL c CF ATTACK (IN RADIAN$)
__ - WING 3PAN
CL -; COE.-':ICIENT OF LIFT
S _ WINO .AREA
= :- OSWALD EFFICIENCY FACTOR
E2 = 2r.._ METHOD FOR FINDING OSW.EFFIC. FAC. I
F : E_UIVALENT PARASITE AREA "
SREF = WING PLANFORM OR REFERENCE AREA
SS : BODY WETTED AREA
SB : BODY FRONTAL AREA
SNWET = WETTED AREA OF THE ENGINE NACELLES
RHO -_ AIR DENSITY
NOTE - RHO DEPENDS ON ALT WHERE M=0.7 IS BEGUN; IN ADDITION,
ITS CHANGE, IE- RHO(1) TO RHO(2), DEPENDS UPON THE SHIP'. (
RATE OF DESCENT !!
V = CRAFT VELOCITY
DP = DYNAMIC PRESSURE
L = LIFT (=WEIGHT)
MU = VISCOSITY
LL = AIRFOIL THICKNESS LOCATION PARAMETER
RE = REYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON THE WING CORD
REB = REYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON THE BODY LENGTH
REN : REYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON THE ENGINE N_CELLES
ASSUMPTIONS :
;. WEIGHT CHANGE AT THiS POINT IS NEGLIGIBLE.
_. THE CRAFT I3 FLYING THROUGH AN IDEAL STANDARD ATHOSF'HERE
3. EACH ITERATION IS A 500 FOOT INCREMENT (30 SECOND INTERVAL
4. SPEED RE_AINS AT MACH = 0.7
5. WAVE DRAG COEFFICIENT IS NEGLIGIBLE AT M=0.7
• 6. THICKNESS RATIO (t/c) IS 0.12 AND IT IS LOCATED @ 0.5C
7. BODY LENGTH USED 192.7 FEET
G. SHARP LEADING EDGE (ie - R1LER = O)
,
1o
I c ++++. :-,,. ,m m m=+..
DZH£NSZON RO(50) ,+LT-(50) ,CCDt50) ,U£L(50) ,T(50) ,HU(50),
I RE (50), CFM (50) PCDFM(50), CDOW(SO), REB(50) ,CFB(50), CDFB(50),; CDPB (50), CDB2(50), CDOB(50) , CDOWg(50), CLAW(50)
REAL LAM, L, M, MU, LL p LODMAX, LOD
C
C
P_
+;+ _._+
++++;_+
i;_+';i:++++++a
+,. :++_ +...'_,+_%:'.
C..
I:
PI=3.141572654
LODMAX'O.O
DO 1000 J=14,16,2
AALT=35500
PP=J
.P=F'F'-I_.O
AL=F'*PI/I_O.O
BAL=AL_180.O/PI
_+ITE (6,5)BAL
FO_NAT('I',T40,'ALF'HA = ',F5.1,/_ .l
WRITE(6,10)
F OR_AT_TS,'ALT [FT]',TIP,'VEL [FT] ,T_O,
T52, DYN F'_ESS
+_ ,Tq+, ATH
[LBS/FT+_2]',TT_,'CD',T87,
TEMF' [R]',/)
DENS
DO 500 I=1,41
M=0.7
_APF'A=I.0
ALT(I)=AALT-500.O -
TlI)=518.6?-(O.OO356)_(ALT(I)) "
HU(I)=1.458E-6_T(1)l11.5/(T(I)÷110.4)
RO(1)=O.OO23769,(T(I)/518.69)_5.26669
VEL(I)=M_(1.4_1617.01T(I))$$0.5
RE(I)=RO(I),_EL(I)_47.3329/MU(I)
REN=RO(1),UEL(I)$30.O/MU(1)
REB(I)=RO(I)*UEL(I)_192.7/MU(I)
CFW(I)=-O.OO14_(LOG10(RE(I))-9.0237)
CFB(I)m-O._O1945_(LOGlO(RE_(I))-8.419)
CFN=-O.OO197_LOGlO(REN)÷O.01613
F'I:3.141592654
A=3.0511 +.
B=154*0
L=880110
S=7773.04625.0
• "_SB=PI$(18.0*$2)
SS=2_F'I_18.0'192.7 '"
SP=6937.2
SNWET=6785.85
S=10545.0+1525o0
LL=I.2
DP=O.5_RO(I)_(UEL(I)_$2)_S
CL=L/DF'
E=I.0/(1.0/0.85÷1.0/1.4÷1.0/0.05)
F=28.0
CLAW(1)=(2_PI_A)/(2.0+SQRT((A_BETA/KAF'F'A)_2_
(1.0+I.0/BETA_$2)÷4.0))
E2=I.I_CLAW(I)/(ASPI)
CDL=GL_2/(PI_A_E2)
SREF=7773.0÷625.0
5:10545.0+1525.0
+ .'+
; ,+ /
[SLUGS.'FT_+3]'
• CDFM(I)=CFM(I)I(I,O+LLIO.12)I2,OI?223,0/I0545,O :'_';:
CDOU(I)mCDFW(Z) • . .:,:.
CDFI) ( I ) =CFB ( Z ) 188181 :
CDPB ( Z ) =OF! ( ! ) I ( 60 • O/( 192,7136 • 0 ) 813÷0,00251 ( 192 • 7/36. O) ) IS8/88
CDB2(Z)=O.O291(CDFD(I)IIO.5)
CDOB(I)=CDFB(_)+CDPB(I)+CDB2(I)
@
¢,
..
250
t
500
1000
120
I
CDOWB(I)=CDOM(I)+CDOB(I)ISB/SREF
CDAB=2_ALIZ2+O.6251.2SSPISBSAL$_3
CDZWB=CDL+CD6B_SB/SREF
CDFN=CFN_SNWET/(PIZ36.016,0)
CDPN=CFNl(60.O/(30.O/6.0)_3+O,O025_(30.O/6;O))
$SNWET/(PI_36.0_6.0)
CDIN=O.085_6.0
t
C:;2_-CPOW_: :I7_CDTWI_CDIN+CDF'N+CDFN .
,....:_4.E_ "' ),'_0 5_RC_:)_L'EL_I)_2_SREF _
_=CL3/CC,3
.,L...H..=_L. _oO.O/F'I
CL4_SO_T _ :CD3-CX_OWB( I :, ) _F'I_A_E2
IF (AL .LE, 0.0_ CL4=-CL.4
LOD=CL 4/CD3
IF (LO_' .GT. LODMAX) 6LF=ALPHA
IF (LOD .GT. LODHAX) LODMAX=LOD
AALT=ALT(I)
WRITE(6,250)ALT(I),VEL(I),RO(I),DP,CI'3,CL4,T(1)
• FORMAT(T6,F7.1,T1?,F6.2,T34,FIO.9,TSB,F6.2,T74,F6.3,
TS5,F6.3,T100,FS.1) ".
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,120)LODMAX,ALF
FORMAT(///,T30,'(L/O)me_< = ''F7.3,T58,'AT ALPHA = ',
F5.2,' [DEG]'_//)
STOP
END
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10 REM
820 REM
30 REM
40 REM
50 REM
60 REM
70 REM
_71 REM
72 REM
73 PEN
74 REM
75 REM
76 REM
_77 REM
78 REM
79 REM
80 REM
140 SEC
150 SC
160 KWBC
_170 KWBW
180 KNC
190 ;bRAT
200 IVW
210 BC
220 BW
_230 DC
240 DW
250 AW
Chuck Barnden and Mike O' connor
CALCULATION OF CLALPB AT DIFFERENT MACE NUMBERS
CLALPHW = LIFT CURVE SLOPE OF WING •
CLALPEC = LIFT CURVE SLOPE OF WING
KNWB, KNBW, AND KNC ARE WING BODY INTERFERENCE FACTORS
SEC = EXPOSED WING AREA OF CANARD
SC = PROJECTED WING "AREA OF CANARD
SEW = EXPOSED WING AREA OF WING
SW = PROJECTED WING AREA OF WING
QRAT = AVERAGE DYNAMIC-PRESSURE RATIO ACTING ON THE AFT SURFACE
BC = WING SPAN OF CANARD
BW = WING SPAN OF WING :
DC = DIAMETER OF FUSELAGE AT CANARD :
DW = DIAMETER OF FUSELAGE AT WING
AW = CROSS SECTIONAL AREA OF FUSELAGE
ORIGIN,_ PAGE Ig
OF POOR QUALITy
i00 CLALPHW = 3. 364
II0 CLALPHC = 3.3315
_120 SEW = 7181
130 SW = 10545
135 PI = 3. 1452
= 625
= 1849
= .96
= .99
= .0845
-- .9
= -3
= 86
= 190
": 36
= 36
= 3.42
260 INPUT "KBWC=" ;KBWC
265 IF KBWC=0 THEN 430
270 INPUT "KBWW=" ;KBWW
C 280 INPUT "Math Number =";M
300 INPUT "BVW" ;BVW
310 A=CLALPHC_ (SEC/SC )_CLALPHW_QRATIKWBC* IVW_ (BW/2-DW/2 )
320 B = (2_PI*AW*(BVW/2-DC/2))
330 CLALWCV = A/B/57.293
340 C = (CLALPHC/57. 296 )* (KNC+KWBC+KBWC)*SEC/SC
350 D = (CLALPHW/57. 296 )z (KWBW+KBWW) zQRAT*SW*SEW/(SCsSW)
360 E = CLALWCV
370 CLALPH = C+D+E
380 PRINT "Math number =";M
390 LPRINT "Math number =";M
400 PRINT "CLalpha = ";CLALPH
_:410 LPRINT "CLalpha ="; CLALPH
420 GOTO 260
430 END
O
Math number = 1.5
CLalpha = .2361887
Math number = 2
CLalpha = . 2126911
Ha(:h number = 2. §
CLalpha = .206774
Math number = 3
_ CLalpha = .202602
_°
@
|/t,,_."_ / ,/ '"?t /
/
30 REM
40 REM
50 REM
80 REN
70 REN
_'80 PEN
90 REM
ft._x.,P...,v__/
CALCULATION OF DRAG COEF. AT AS A FUNCTON OF ALPHA AND MACH NO]
CDO - DRAD COEFFICIENT AT ZERO LIFT
CDOWB - ZERO LIFT DRAG COEFFICIENT OF WING BODY COHBINATION
CDOP = ZERO LIFT DRAG COEFFICIENT OF THE EXPOSED TAIL PANELS
CDOW - ZERO LIFT DRAG COEFFICIENT OF THE WING
CDOB - ZERO LIFT DRAG COEFFICIENT OF THE BODY
100 REM SB/SREF = THE RATIO OF BODY BASE AREA TO THE REFERENCE AREA
110 SWETE=14322
115 SREF -10545
120 LAMALE=. 7854
,,_130 TOC=. 12
140 SWE-7161
150 SS-19079.52
160 SB=1017.87
170 INPUT"MACH#" ;M
175 IF M-3.5 THEN 300
180 INPUT"CFW" ;CFW
190 INPUT" CDLE" ;CDLE
200 INPUT" CFB" ;CFB
203 INPUT"AIpha" ;ALPHA
205 CDOB=CFBzSS/SB+. 125
210 CDWW=CDLE+16/3_(TOC)"2_SWE/SREF
215 CDFW=CFW_SWETE/SREF
220 CDOW-CDFW+CDWW
230 CDLWB=. 07039+. 6791_ALPHA"2+. 00081_ALPHA"4
240 CDOWB=CDOW+CDOB_SB/SREF
250 CD=CDOWB+CDLWB _-
260 PRINT "Math number =; M "*
_' 261 LPRINT "Math number -;M
270 PRINT "Alpha =" ;ALPHA
271 LPRINT "Alpha =" ;ALPHA
280 PRINT "CD = ";CD
281 LPRINT "CD = ";CD
290 IF ALPHA=l.0472 THEN 170
_ 293 GOTO 203
300 END
O
®
H,I
Math number = ;M |,_
Alpha = 0
CD = .3837323
Math number =; M 1;_
Alpha = .17453
CD = .404419
Math number = ; M _.[
Alpha = .34907
CD = .4664926
Math number =; M _
Alpha = .5236
CD = .5899733
Math number = ;M _,
Alpha = .69813
CD = .7149083
Math number =; M $_
Alpha = .87266
CD = .9013608
Math number =; M _.
OA1pha = 1. 0472
CD = 1. 129428
Math number = ;M 5_
Alpha = 0
CD = .4728455
Math number =; M _;F_,[
Alpha = .17453
CD = .4935321
Math number = ;M 9_ _,_°
Alpha = .34907
CD = .5556057
Math number =; M £"
OAlpha = .5236
CD = .6590864
Maoh number =;M 5,
Alpha = .69813
CD = .8040214
Math number =;M i,
_Alpha = .87266
CD = .9904739
Maoh number =;M _-
Alpha = 1. 0472
CD = 1.21854
Maoh number =; M _. •
Alpha = 0
CD = .5218952
Math number =;M 3,
Alpha = .34907
CD = .6046555
Math number =;M (._"
_Aipha = .5236
CD = .7081361
Math number =; M _*
Alpha = .69813
CD = .8530711
Math number =; M l-
OAlpha = 1.0472
CD = 1. 267589
Math number =; M _-
Alpha = .87266
CD = 1. 039524
Math number =; M to_-
GAlpha = 1.0472
'CD = •1.267589
Ma_h numbe_:M_._
!
°
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CD = .55123
Maoh number =; M _,f
_ Alpha : .17453
CD : .5719166
Math number =;M _.
Alpha = .34907
CD = .6339903
Mach number = ;M 9.>"
_) _ Alpha = .5236
CD = .7374709
Math number =; M
Alpha = .69813
CD = .8824059 '
Math number =; M _-_
_> _ Alpha = .87266
CD = 1. 068858
Math number = ;M _
Alpha = 1. 0472
CD = 1. 296924
., ..,
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PROGRAM ¢
PROGRAM FGR FLYBACK BOOSTER
PI=3o14159
XISP=320.O
TBOOS=1500000°O
TTOT2=6230.O
GeMMA=l.24
XMBAR=22.0 _ .
GC=32.2
GE=32.2
RLITT=2o3
04
RBAR=I54_oO
DOTMB=(GC_TBOOS)/(XISF'_GE)
R=RBAR/XMBAR
CF'=(GAMMA_R>/(GAMMA-I,O)
CV=CF'/GAMMA
UE=XISP_GE
F'E=F'A
LIQUID ROCKET ANALYSIS
• . • .
F'TOT2=F'E/((loO-((UE_2)/(2.0$GC_CF'_TTOT2)))_(GAMHA/
(GAHMA-I.O)))
XME=SQRT((2oO/(GAMMA-I.O))$(((PTOT2/F'E)_((GAHMA-loOI/GAMMA))-loO))
TE=TTOT2-((UE_2)/(2o_CP_GC))
A=SQRT(GAMMA_GC_R_TE) .. .
TSTAR=TTOT2/(lo+((GAMMA-I°)/2°)) ' ""
ATHGA=SQRT(GAMMA_GC_R_TSTAR)
USTAR=ATHOA ..
QR=(UE_2)/(2o_GC_(lo-(TE/TTOT2)))
QRBAR=QR_XMBAR
GAMMI=SQRT(GAMMA_(2.0/(GAMMA+I.O))_$((GAMMA+I°O)/(GAMNA-I°O)))
WRITE(6,7??)TBOOS,XMBAR,RLITT
FORHAT('O',5X,'Thrust=',FB.l,1X,'Ib¢',5X,'H=',F4°I,17X,'r ",
F3°1)
WRITE(6,BOO)R'CP,CU
FORMAT('O',SX,'R=',FG°3,17X,'CP=',F7°3,13X,'Cv=',FT°3)
WRITE(&,SO1)XISP,UE,XME
FORMAT('O',SX,'IsP=',FS°l,lX,'sec',12X,'Ue=',FB.3,1X,'ft/sec',
4X,'Me=',F5°3) •
WRITE(6,802)DOTMB,PA,PE
FORMAT('O',5XP'm='_FB°3,1X,'lbm/sec'_GX,'Pa=',F5°2,1Xp'Psi',
llX,'Pe='_F4.1_lXP'Psi • )
WRITE(&,803)PTOT2,TTOT2,TE
FORMAT('O',5X,'Pt=',FB.3,1X,'Psi',?X,'Tt='_FG.I,IX,'R',
12X,'Te=',F8°3,1X,'R')
WRITE(6,804)TSTAR,USTAR,QR
FORHAT('O',5X,'T =',FS.3,1X,'R',12X,'U =',F8.3,1X,'ft/sec',
5X,'Qr=',F12.3)
DGTM=DOTMB
I. 1I /I " I I: "i
• /
: . .
.°
!
-3
--)
@
809
810
811
ASTAR=(DOTM/GAMMlZSQRT((RSTTOT2)/OC))/(PTOT25144.0)
ASTAR=1o55
PTOT2=(DOTH/GAHH1_SQRT((R_TTOT2)/GC))/(ASTAR_144)
DSTAR=SQRTCASTAR_4oO/PI)
GAMM2=(GAMMA+loO)/(2oO_(GAMMA-loO))
AEXIT=ASTAR/XME$((2o/(GAHMA+lo))_(lo+((GAMMA-lo)/2o)_XME_2))_GAMM_
DEXIT=SQRT(AEXIT$4oO/PI)
N=5
WRITE(6,80?)N j
FORMAT('O',5X,'Numbe_r of enSines ',I2)
WRITE(6,810)ASTAR,DSTAR "
FORMAT(7X,'A =',F7.3,.IX¢'s_
WRITE(6,811)AEXIT,DEXIT"
FORHAT(7X,'Ae=',F7o3,1X,'s_
•STOP
END
ft ',5X,'D =',F6.3,1X,'¢t')
ft ',5X,'De=',F6.3,1X,'ft')
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ABSTRACT
Work was completed this quarter on the design
Shuttle II orbiter. Included in this final report is a
explanation and continuation of the preliminary
intermediate design phases. During the final phase of
project, the trajectory analysis was finalized. Also,
A.S.T.S. groups agreed upon respective masses with regard
of the
brief
and
the
all
to
the center of gravity locations and vehicle mating. Overall
e.g. locations for assorted weight conditions were determined
for Shuttle II. Nonintegral versus
structures, one-plece wing planform,
structural makeup were investigated.
integral internal tank
and differing internal
An overall cost analysis
was also performed to complete the Shuttle II project.
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V
INTRODUCTION
The information contained within this report deals with a
design effort which was carried out on a new_ improved Space
Shuttle Orbiter, known as Shuttle II. This project was
undertaken as part of a design
preliminary, intermediate, and final
stages are now reviewed.
study consisting of
design stages. These
Is
Design was begun fall quarter
specifications set forth by NASA for
for:
I Two-stage vehicle utilizing a fully
flyback booster.
Review of Preliminary Design Stage.
1986. Initial
the Shuttle II
reusabl e,
design
called
winged,
the Booster group.
determined that the
Design work was coordinated with
Using a gravity turn analysis, it was
_°
Payload capable of 40,000 lb. transported to space
station orbit (28.5 degree inclination at 270 NM altitude).
Z 40_000 lb. payload return capability.
Cargo bay having dimensions of 15 ft. diameter X bO
ft. length.
I Engine propellant (second stage) of liquid oxygen and
liquid hydrogen.
Maximum velocity of 7000 fps. for staging.
Maximum acceleration of 3 G_s during ascent into orbit.
Projected first flight in 2005; therefore_ technology
and design freeze approximately 1997.
Shuttle II should have an initial mass of one million pounds.
A Shuttle II vehicle weight was theh calculated using a mass
ratio of 4.5.
It was subsequently found that the calculated final
velocity was not great enough to achieve the specified
in-orbit altitude. Because of this, thrust and velocity were
varied with values for velocity and mass ratio being tabulated
in an unsuccessful attempt to achieve the correct final
velocity.
By taking into account the determined initial mass of one
million pounds, the Shuttle II was tentatively dimensioned
with increased wing and fuselage areas. A computer program
was written which utilized the assumed mass ratio of 4.5 to
calculate the mass of the Shuttle II, mass of the fuel, and
the corresponding fuel volume.
II. Review of Intermediate Design Phase.
Work on the Shuttle II design continued into
intermediate phase winter quarter 1987. Trajectory
finalized for the ASTS by use of the
Through this program, it was found that
the
was
program S2TRAJ.BAS.
Shuttle II achieved
its desired
investigated
utilizing a
(Appendices A,E)
Also written
trajectory and orbital requirements. Briefly
also was a secondary trajectory into orbit
technique similar to a Hohmann transfer.
were computer programs which calculated
2
masses and volumes of the propellants as well
lengths and diameters of the propellant tanks.
empty and full tank masses were also calculated.
B,C)
as possible
Corresponding
(Appendices
A propulsion system for the Shuttle II was selected based
on such criteria as: number of engines required, engine c.g.
locations, and required firewall thicknesses. An Orbital
Maneuvering System (OMS) and a Reaction Control System (RCS)
were also selected.
Finally, structural design was undertaken to determine
such considerations as: selection of construction materials
with respect to vehicle structural loads, material cost
comparisons, and overall Shuttle II configuration.
III. Review of Final Design Phase
Work on the final design phase began spring quarter 1987.
All ASTS groups agreed upon respective masses with regard to
launch by use of the program S2TRAJ.BAS. Weight and center of
gravity locations were calculated by use of the program
ACCEPT.FOR. A cost analysis on production of the Shuttle II
was also performed. Nonintegral versus integral internal fuel
tank structures were investigated with a decision being made
to use nonintegral structures. Alternatives were considered
such as different placement of cargo bay and fuel tanks to
facilitate a more advantageous e.g. location.
3
THEORY
A. Trajectory
Initial design specifications call for the Shuttle II to
achieve a circular orbit at a 270 NM altitude. To reach this
orbitj a direct powered ascent was chosen. Important
parameters of the trajectory such as time of flight_ velocity_
range_ altitude_ thrust_ and G-forces were continuously
calculated at time intervals from launch until attainment of
desired orbit. These values were calculated using an
iterative-type program_ S2TRAJ.BAS. S2TRAJ executed these
calculations with input of initial mass of the Shuttle II_
engine thrustp and the altitude at which the gravity turn was
initiated. (Fig. 1A, 1B)
A secondary method was considered which
ascent up to some elliptical orbit with
nautical miles and an apogee of 270 NM.
apogee_ an impulse is applied using the
elliptical orbit into a circular orbit. The maximum
change required for this maneuver would be 376 fps.
at this valuep necessary velocities for orbits with
from 55 NM to 110 NM and apogees from 220 NM to 270
calculated. This value was compiled by the program ORB shown
in Appendix E. As can be seen from the section in this report
concerning propulsion_ this velocity change is within the
capability of the OMS. It is hoped that this method will
used a powered
a perigee near 60
Upon reaching this
OMS to adjust the
velocity
To derive
perigees
NM were
4
-o
reduce the fuel required to attain orbit and in turn, the
total mass required for the shuttle system.
The program mentioned, which determined the actual
trajectoryp can also be used to determine the elliptical orbit
for this secondary method. In order to determine if the
burnout data supplied by this program actually attains orbit,
the program ASTRO can be used (see Appendix F). This program
takes burnout data and calculates the orbital elements. The
burnout data can either be in the 3-dimensional celestial
system mentioned previously, or in the 2-dimensional system
used by the trajectory program. Pertinent results of
importance for this program are as follows:
H@(NM) HB(NM) _(NM) •
355. 185. 3710. .0229
350. 190. 3710. .0216
345. 195. 3710. .0202
340. 200. 3710. .0189
Vave(_ps) Vdiff
24723 285
24739 2a8
24755 252
24772 235
TABLE 1
5
Data found in this table conforms to the necessary orbital
requirements as set by NASA. These necessary requirements set
by NASA for the circular orbit phase are as follows:
a
e
J_ _Omega
3710 nautical miles
0 (circular orbit)
261 degrees (longitude of
node)
i 28.5 degrees (Iati rude of Cape
Kennedy)
0 to 360 degrees (circular orbit)
0 to 360 degrees (circular orbit)
• ;Theta
pomega
ascending
However, because of the uncertainty involved in this procedure
and the deduced assumptions, it was decided to proceed with
the direct powered ascent trajectory. It should also be
stressed that a Hohmann transfer be considered and analyzed
for the Shuttle II's final orbit achievement.
6
B. Propulsion
From trajectory analysis, it was found that
will be required to supply one million pounds
liftoff. The engine chosen for Shuttle II was
rocket engine. (Fig. 2) A minimum of three of
Shuttle II
of thrust at
the STME 481
these engines
will be necessary to produce the required liftoff thrust. The
Shuttle II will be equipped with four of these engines to
provide an engine-out successful mission capability, and also
to increase the lifespan and reliability of the engines since
they will not be required
capability.
The examination of the
to operate at their maximum
efficiency of the Shuttle's
planning andengines becomes a pertinent matter in mission
cost analysis. Each engine is capable of producing 396,492
pounds of thrust. The flight configuration with four engines,
three engines, and two engines (an impossible configuration as
shown below), have been tabulated as follows:
Number of Enoines Thrust Each Produces % pf Max Thrust
4 250,000.33 63
3 333,333.33 84
2 500,000.00 • 12a
TABLE 2.
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As can be seen by the four and the three engine cases, the
percent of the maximum thrust necessary to complete the
mission are 63 percent and 84 percent, respectively. The
percent difference between these two cases is 25 percent. The
overall advantage yielded by the three engine versus four
engine case is that more missions can be performed per engine
in the four engine case. This can be seen in that the 25
percent difference between the operating thrusts of the two
cases yields that for every four three-engine missions, five
four-engine missions can be performed. Another important
difference, as mentioned above, is the safety factor. The
engine-out possibility for the three-engioe mission would be
fatal to the mission as can be seen from the two-engine data
in Table 2. However_ the engine-out possibility for the
four-engine case would allow, with 16 percent reserve thrust_
the success of the mission. Therefore, with the discussed
advantages and the comparison of data in Table 2, it is
intuitively obvious that the four-engine case be implemented.
The engine configuration decided upon utilizes a
rectangular engine placement. (Fig. 3) The dimensions of this
rectangle are approximately 35 ft. in the vertical, and 32.5
ft. in the horizontal direction.
The maneuverability of the Shuttle II will be assisted by
this rectangular engine configuration together
gimbaling. The engines will be gimbaled 10.5
pitch control and 8.5 degrees for yaw control.
with engine
degrees for
The limiting
$
area that the end of each nozzle can traverse is indicated by
an ellipse with eccentricity of 0.3843 with reference to the
nozzle as the center of the ellipse.
Investigated also was an Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS)
for the Shuttle II. The OMSfor the current orbiter consists
of two 6000 pounds force engines. This system carries enough
fuel to produce a total velocity change of 1000 fps.
shuttle mission requires a velocity change of less
fps., allowing 600 fps. as needed for any
circumstances. On performing a mass analysis for Shuttle II
it was decided to keep the OMS at two 6000 Ibf. engines with
an increased fuel capacity. It should be noted that with the
increased mass of Shuttle II maneuver time will be increased.
(Fig.4)
The Reaction Control System
altitude correction of Shuttle II.
A normal
than 400
abnormal
was recommended that the existing RCS in use
orbiter be utilized for Shuttle II as well.
(RCS) is utilized for
After investigation, it
on the present
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C. Aerodynamics
The aerodynamic considerations for the Shuttle II are
based upon its reentry requirements. These requirements
dictate that Shuttle II be able to fly in the speed range of
Mach 25 at reentry to Mach 0.28 at touchdown. This range
demands hypersonic, supersonic, transonic_ and subsonic flight
configurations.
The hypersonic flight regime_ with a speed range of Mach
5 and higher, is the least explored regime of the four. The
accumulated data retrieved from the vehicles that have flown
in this regime is limited.
The supersonic regime (with Mach numbers from 5 to 1.2)_
the transonic regime (with Mach numbers from 1.2 to 0.8), and
the subsonic regime (with Math numbers below 0.8) are all
speed regimes which have been thoroughly explored for many
years by many flight vehicles. Because of this_ data
concerning flight configuration and parameters is easily
obtained. However, it should be noted that the shape of
Shuttle II will be heavily dependent on the characteristics of
the reentry (hypersonic) regime.
In consideration of the effects that the .hypersonic
regime had on Shuttle II's aerodynamics, it is important to
note that the key point concentrated upon in this regime was
overall shape. (Fig. 5) A breakdown of Shuttle II's key
components and why they were shaped and sized as they were is
listed below:
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I Nose Cap - Contoured for hypersonic trim, performance,
and heating
$ Fuselage - Sized by payload requirements
Z Double Delta Wing - Sized by 188 kt. landing design
speed
I Vertical Tail - Sized by subsonic stability
Flared Rudder - Speed Brake - Rudder sized by crosswind
landing
S OMS Pod - Sized by OMS required fuel tankage
$ Aft Fuselage - Sized by Shuttle II main engines
$ Body Flap - Sized to protect main engines from reentry
heating
$ Full Span Elevons/Ailerons - Sized by hypersonic trim;
pitchdown maneuve_
It is important to note that the shape of the Shuttle II
wing was determined through reference to previous NASA studies
on shuttle concepts. (Ref. 2) The planform shape decided
upon was that of an initial sweepback angle of 79 degrees with
an outboard sweepback of 63 degrees. (Fig.
It is also important to note that
component shapes were a function of the
phase, that the subsonic and hypersonic regimes
stability and control analysis of Shuttle II.
An important component of the
analysis is the correct determination
gravity location. A breakdown of
b)
although the main
hypersonic reentry
dictate the
components by individual c.g. location is necessary
stability and control
of overall center of
all major Shuttle II
in order
that the overall c.g. location may be determined.
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To analyze the major components, a total weight breakdown
of all major structural sections of the existing orbiter (ie.
wing group, tail group, etc.) was obtained from the Marshall
Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama. (Appendix G)
By considering only the major components, an estimated
weight analysis was determined by a ratio method. This method
included comparison of the existing orbiter mass-to-area
ratios to Shuttle II mass (unknown)-to-area (known) ratios.
From this comparison, approximate component and section masses
were found. (Fig. 7)
A similar method was utilized in the calculation of the
approximate e.g. locations with reference to an origin located
at the Shuttle II nose. By utilizing geometric configuration
comparisons, e.g. locations relative to the nose are
represented with a rectangular coordinate system, XYZ.
Two extreme conditions were considered for calculation of
the e.g. locations. The first was that of launch with a
40,000 pound payload, full fuel complement, and all provisions
and support equipment. The other condition was that of
landing with no cargo, all fuel expended, and minimum amount
of provisions and support equipment to contribute to weight.
(Figs. 8,9)
Also considered was a third condition of landing with a
40,000 pound payload, all fuel expended, and minimum
provisions and support equipment. (Fig. 10) Figure 11
illustrates the reference coordinate system and the resulting
12
e.g. shifts taking into account the above three conditions.
In conclusionp it is important to realize that although
the Shuttle II design was based upon all four flight regimes_
each regime in itself was a contributing factor to the success
of the overall design configuration. The hypersonic regime
dictated the shape and sizep while the sub-hypersonic
dictated the location and size of components which
affect the stability and control of Shuttle II.
regimes
in turn
D. Materials and Structures
In selecting the materials for the airframe of the
Shuttle IIj the conventional tradeoff studies considering the
weight and cost of production had to accurately reflect the
compatibility requirements demanded of the structure by the
external Thermal Protection System (TPS). The very low
strength_ brittle TPS tilesp when bonded to Shuttle II's skin_
demand that when exposed to 115 percent
loads during ascent and 100 percent
reentry_ that the skin not buckle.
of maximum expected
during atmospheric
This skin-buckling
requirement mak_aluminum and titanium equivalent in terms of
weight criteria since both materials have a ratio of
compression modulus to density approximately equal to 10(10E7)
inches. Since fl'ight loads can accumulate high stresses_
Shuttle II's structure favored the high-strength material such
as titanium. Another consideration for selection of the
structural material involved the
atmospheric exit and entry at elevated
considering such factors as TPS
thermal effects at
temperatures. After
compatibility_ heat
capacitance_ and strength as set forth by the
requirements_ titanium proved to be the best rated
for the primary structure in terms of limiting total
However, the cost of titanium is approximately 300
buckling
material
weight.
percent
greater than that of aluminum. Therefore_ in terms of
economic practicality_ the selection of alumin_ us _a_ a_
the primary structural material for Shuttle II resulting from
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these cost and production risk comparisons.
A major area of the structure where aluminum is not the
primary structural material is the main engine thr-ust
structure. The thrust structure supports one million pounds
of main engine thrust and distributes the vertical stabilizer
loads onto the fuselage.
compression/buckling was
structural supports.
From Reference (15), NASA
structural concepts were observed.
Here, the possibility of truss
much too great for tIn_ al_mi,num
studies in minimum weight
These studies id_,.t:i_ied
tradeoff allowances for the orbiter structure. Some of these
studies also proved beneficial to Shuttle II's structure. For
Shuttle II, a space frame concept for the thrust structure as
an alternative to the competing plate girder concept together
with an aft carrythrough spar with the bulkhead instead of a
floating carrythrough was found to all_viate much unneeded
weight. Through these weight and cost studies, NASA engineers
selected the composite material systems used in the payload
bay doors, the OMS pod external shell, and thrust structure.
However, the graphite-epoxy composite used in the payload bay
doors was found to fail due to moisture
diffusion, accompanied by degradation at
250 degrees Fahrenheit. For Shuttle II's
being absorbed by
temperature_ ....._ve
structure_ it was
decided to us aluminum-lithium honeycomb panels in p_mc_ _f
the graphite-epoxy composite. Figure 12 displays the primary
structure with the corresponding materials used.
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Also considered was the interrelation of the structure
and aerodynamic characteristics. Emphasis was placed on such
concerns as the size and mass of each fuel tank and its
effects on the structural weight. Another concern was Lhe
required increase in wing area and thus an increase in total
material and weight of Shuttle II.
Also investigated were the advantages and disadvantages
of nonintegral as compared to integral internal
structures. The results found are as follows:
I. Nonintegral Internal Fuel Tanks
Advantages
due to thinner
with reliable,
2. Reduced tank masses
possible by insulation of tanks
mater ial.
fuel tank
1. Allows expansion space due to changes in temperature.
shells made
light-weight
3. Allows space for conventional
spar/stringer structural configuration
support of wing/fuselage junction.
airplane-type
beneath tanks for
Disadvantages
1. Propellant tanks develop exterior
necessitates adequate plumbing and drainage
moisture from tank section.
moisture. This
vents t_ _om, _ve
2. Required truss support systems result
structural mass.
in increased
3. Enlarged fuselage diameter also results in
structural mass.
increased
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I I. Integral Internal Fuel Tanks
Advantages
1. Less structural materials required for truss support.
2. Reduced fuselage diameter results in less
mass of fuselage.
structurai
3. No moisture removal system will be necessary because
moisture will form on exterior of fuselage.
Disadvantages
1. No available space for spar stringer structural
supports of wing/fuselage junction.
2. Increased mass of tanks due to corresponding increase
in shell thickness of each tank necessitated by thermal
protection requirements.
3. Additional fuselage structural supports necessary to
accomodate the increased tank masses.
By comparing the advantages and disadvantages associated
with these two concepts, it was determined that the
nonintegral internal fuel tanks proved to be the most
advantageous even though a moisture removal system is
necessary.
After aerodynamics had determined the best location
within the fuselage to balance the center of gravity, the fuel
tanks had to be positioned so as not to alter this
The tanks will be made of 2219 Aluminum alloy with
thickness of 0.03166 ft. The four fuel tanks give
empty mass of 32, 301 pounds. The diameter and length
three oxygen tanks are 15 ft. and 80 ft., respectively;
location.
a skin
a total
of the
while
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those for the hydrogen tank are
13,14) Using these dimensions
found that Shuttle II will
present orbiter in not only
structural masses.
30 ft. and 80 ft. (Figs.
as design criteria, it was
definitely increase over the
material masses but also in
Accompanying this mass increase due to placement of fuel
tanks within the fuselage, it was necessary to increase the
wing area in order to supply the required lift. Again, this
increase in structure demands additional material, and thus,
more weight.
Additionally considered was the wing/fuselage junction.
It was decided to utilize a conventional airplane-type of
design of spars and stringers continuously connected to form a
single wing planform which the fuselage would then be set
upon. (Figs. 15_16)
It should be noted that at this point the Shuttle II
structure consists of a significant amount of unused internal
volume for which a suitable purpose has not yet been found.
With the advancement _f new technology and the discovery of
new composites, the additional mass resulting from this unused
volume may be diminishedp thereby enabling more favorable
performance characteristics.
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0Discussion/Summary
Final design for the Shuttle II was
with finalization of trajectory, agreement
groups on respective masses, weight and e.g.
weight and cost considerations with respect to
structures.
primarily concerned
between all ASTS
analysis, and
materials and
the
The use of the program S2TRAJ enabled the finalization of
Shuttle II trajectory. Knowledge of this precise
trajectory into orbit provided important values such as:
initial mass (M), mass at separation from booster, Shuttle II
liftoff thrust, orbital inclination angles (_, _), and final
velocity and altitude. Use of S2TRAJ by the other ASTS gr.;ups
(Booster and Cargo Vehicle) enabled agreement on such issues
as duration and magnitude of thrust during launch and correct
vehicle mating locations with respect to weights and c.g.
locations. The values obtained through the trajectory
analysis dictated important design considerations such as:
total amount of fuel required, overall configuration size, and
required structural materials.
Research into the desired propulsion unit for Shuttle II
had to satisfy certain specifications, among them being the
capability of successful completion of mission after one
engine loss. Therefore, a total of four main engines for
Shuttle II was decided upon. Slight redesign to the Orbital
Maneuvering System in the form of increased fuel capacity was
18
decided upon for maneuvering of the enlarged configuration.
This decision for added fuel rather than an additional engine
is also cost effective in terms of final weight. One
disadvantage to this choice is the increased time required for
each maneuver.
The design phase concerning aerodynamics for Shuttle II
was primarily concerned with the reentry portion of the
mission profile. The main consideration was the shaping and
sizing of the major Shuttle II components with respect to the
particular speed regime through which the vehicle is
traveling. Another major consideration was that of stability
and control analysis. This analysis depends heavily upon
correct determination of the overall vehicle c.g. location
which was found using the program ACCEPT.FOR.
The main guideline followed in the selection of materials
for Shuttle II was a comparison to the existing orbiter and
modern material technology. Taken into consideration were
compatibility requirements, thermal effects_ and . costs.
Comparisons between aluminum and titanium were investigated_
with aluminum being chosen as the primary structural material.
Selection of composite materials was not made in. favor of
aluminum honeycomb panels for certain areas of Shuttle II such
as: payload bay doors and the OMS external pod shell. Also
investigated were nonintegral versus integral internal fuel
tank structures with the decision being made to utilize
nonintegral tanks. A cost analysis was performed for Shuttle
19
II which indicated that an
development and production would
(Fig. 17)
Finally_ it should be noted
(Fig. 18) is a major change over
change in not only dimensions_
concept to a degree.
approximate total cost of
be 6.558 billion dollars.
that this design proposal
the existing orbiter. A
(Figs. 19_20)_ but also in
The Shuttle II will hopefully prove to
be a much more adaptable_ multi-role oriented component of the
Advanced Space Transportation System than the present orbiter
was ever envisioned to be. In conclusion_ it is hoped to one
day see the Shuttle II and Booster (Fig. 21) lifting off
together bound for another successful mission in space.
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FIGURE 1A: GRAPHICAL REF'RESENTATION OF TRAJECTORY
ITY: 23,66B ft/sec
UDE: 27O NM
MASS: 241,898 l_mMASS: 40,000 Ibm
INITIAL MASS_.7_4Op,O00 ibm
(Shuttle II and _ooster)
SHUTTLE II THRUST: 1,000,000 lbf
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PERSONNEL PROVISIONS
:,, i_m--m
t::>ERSONNEL
m_mm-- mm_mmmmm--_ mm--
!_ESIDUAL FLUIDS
" . "ilil Ill I llillllillllli ! !!
t_RCS PROPELLANT
mmn,m
!.3MS PROPELLANT
mm mmmmm ml
23.00 -3,00
m _---- m_----m mm_
24.00 4.00
m------ ---- mm--mm m--
125.00 -1.00
mmm_----_
172.00 3.00
mmmm_-- m
15.00 0.00
18.00 -5.00
m _--mm-- m-- m m_mm
18.00 7.00
m_ m
18.00 0,00
II m ll m_--
18.00 -6.00
_mmmmm
165.00 8.00
m _ -- m mm--mm m-- _
168.00 -6.00
m
-6.00
-5.00
mm--m m_--
-8.00
-10.00
5.00
10.00
2,00
9.00
7.00
5.00
mm_--m m
5.00
THE COORDINATES WITH RESPECT TO THE SHUTTLE NOSE,
Pc THE SHUTTLE OVERALL C.Bo ARE AS FOLLOWS:
: C.O. - 75.39
l::I c:.: - -o.=o
,, C G = 2,74
:_-t"OTAL HASS " 1270040o00
f-_.
It.
ORIGINAL PAGE I$
.OE POOR QUALITY
i );
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ml
655.00
675.00
8476.00
3932.00
mm_m_
4956.00
4625.00
794.00
2873.00
15227.00
2923.00
28237.00
::;_ FIGURE 9 : CASE #2r CARGO W/NO FUEL
!.:3ENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATION CHART WITH DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENT AND ITS MASS.
r:OESCRIPTION OF COMPONENT
....CARGO
t"_3XYGEN TANK • 1[;,.......................
OXYGEN TANK • 2
.........
HYDROGEN TANK
_THE_ ENGINE • 1
,Bm m
[I:;3TME ENGINE • 2
,.._.....
STHE ENGINE • 3
K "_ _ll _ ,m, al ,m Im
_, _ ................
I'_THE ENGINE • 4L ............
OMS ENGINE • 1
.......................
t:'JMS ENGINE # 2
:_I_EACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
WING GROUP
mmmmm_maDamm m
TAIL GROUP
r'.:
_/:I"HRUST STRUCTURE
t_ODY FLAP
r-.
_L:RONT LANDING GEAR - -L'_................
RIGHT LANDING GEAR
_,EFT LANDING GEAR
=UEL CELLS
..............
'_'_EACTANT DEWARS
i.-it,j
p'L:
X-COORD
61.00
59.00
59,00
59.00
130,00
172,00
172.00
174.00
e
174.00
173,00
173,00
165,00
131.00
94.00
169.00
e
165.50
183,00
18,00
n_
21,00
131,00
131,00
22,00
21,00
32
Y-COORD Z-COORD MASS
0 • O0 10 • O0 40000 • O0
-9,50 2.00 5210.00
0.00 3,00 5210,00
9.50 2.00 5210.00
0 *O0 5 *O0 16338 •O0
am ,m_mD_ am
-8,00 - 2,00 7140.00
8,00 - 2,00 7140.00
m--m
8.00 4.00 7140.00
-8 * O0 4 • O0 7140 • O0
13.00 4.00 1050.00
lllllll
-13,00 4,00 1050.00
0,00 9,00" 1404,00
_e m_
0°00 -12.00 15950.00
0,00 -5,00 37455.00
0 * O0 34 * O0 7828 * O0
0 • O0 6 • O0 3874 • O0
0,00 -10.00 939.00
O. O0 5, O0 30230 • O0
O. O0 -5, O0 2245 • O0
m_,mm,mmi _
24,00 -10.00 2600.00
-24 • O0 -10 • O0 2600 • O0
8 •O0 -5 •O0 276 •O0
-8, O0 -5, O0 498 •O0
mmimm_m m----
_:L_EACTANTS •
!!i/.. .....................
BATTERIES
I:I_LEC. CONV. AND DIST.
SURFACE CONTROLS
_!....
)II_VIONICS
I_NVIRONHENTAL CONTROLS
PERSONNEL PROVISIONS
_:_;I?ERSONNEL
k ._----_--mi------mi--i_m--mmmimm--
RESIDUAL FLUIDS
_'ll--_mmm_,lmmm----emm----mm,mlmm--m
!'iii:i_CS PROPELLANT
_DHS PROPELLANT
t!!_".......................
||mmmm|
23,00
24,00
125.00
172.00
-- mmm --
15.00
18,00
18.00
18.00
18.00
165.00
168,00
m m-- mmmm --
-3. O0
mm mm_m
4*00
--g
-1,00
3.00
---- ------Imn
0.00
-5 •O0
-- ----B--_,De,B
7,00
,lw_ em
0.00
--ell, ImleJl
-6 * O0
---- --me
8.00
,BBID
-6 • O0
"_:3E COORDINATES WITH RESPECT TO THE SHUTTLE •NOSE,
OF THE SHUTTLE OVERALL C.8, ARE AS FOLLOWS"
) -);<c.8.- 89.25
"Y C.G. - -0.45
_ C.G. = 2.57
,.:_]'OTAL HASS - 249946.00
r__-
:i!•'t
;;/
i:::.
_ 3 3
-6.00
-5.00
-8.00
-10.00
5,00
10.00
2.00
9.00
7.00
5.00
5.00
ORIGINAL PAGE I_
OF POOR QUAI_
--m _n _ m--m
655*00
675.00
8476.00
3932.00
4956.00
4625.00
0,00
2873.00
15227.00
0.00
0,00
FIGUREIO : CASE 13, MINIMUM LOAD
** .,......,.**...+.......+ ,.......,..,+............*.....+.. *,;..*....''*''" "
_,ENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATION CHART WITH DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENT AND ITS MASS.
+DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENT
..................
n imill! iilllllli
_'_]XYGEN TANK # 1 WO/FUEL
t_!_.......................
OXYGEN TANK # 2 WO/FUEL
HYDROGEN TANK WO/FUEL
l_i_._-_;;_,+,, ........
)iilll I llmll mm |||
+_THE ENGINE # 2Li+;++;;+;+;;
OMS ENGINE # 1
<:_EACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
II_;-F,;o_F-..........___
I+,,r_ ,,,_uc,u;_.........
TAIL GROUP
,+..
i+i:,mRu+, .....STRUCTURE
F .BODY FLAP
. .. ------_------------ i---------- _
_i_------i--mm--------mm_
r",
+=RONT LANDING GEAR
_:_ ........ - ........
RIGHT LANDING GEAR
_EFT LANDING GEAR
--m_--m----_m --m------_m m-- mmm
li_UEL CELLS
':_REACTANT DEWARS
_:_
X-COORD Y-COORD
61.00 0.00
59.00 -9.50
59.00 0.00
59.00 9.50
130.00 0.00
172.00 -8.00
172.00 8.00
174.00 8.00
174.00 -8,00
173.00 13.00
173.00 -13.00
165.00 0.00
131.00 0.00
94.00 0,00
169.00 0.00
165.50 0.00
183.00 0,00
18.00 0.00
21.00 0.00
131.00 24.00
131.00 -24.00
22.00 8.00
---- ___
21.00 -B.O0
34
Z-COORD
10.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
5.00
- 2.00
- 2.00
4.00
---- ---
4.00
4.00
4,00
9.00
-12.00
-5.00
34.00
6.00
-10.00
5.00
-5.00
-10.00
-10.00
-5.00
-5.00
MASS
0.00
5210.00
5210.00
5210.00
16338.00
7140.00
7140.00
7140.00
7140.00
1050.00
1050.00
1404.00
15950.00
37455.00
7828.00
3874.00
939.00
30230.00
2245.00
2600.00
2600.00
276.00
498.00
] m I m m mm!- .................
i q:i_EACTANTS
_ _ATTERIES
-
I_LEC. CONV. AND DIST.
,ll--mlll l_llil_--ll
f_URFACE CONTROLS
'AVIONICS
_I_!:_NVIRONHENTAL CONTROLS
PERSONNEL PROVISIONS
i!;i"ERSONNEL
mmmmllm I m m mm mm m m mlm m mllm
--_ESIDUAL FLUIDS
{_i_ .......................
_Rcs PROPELLANT
..........
m mm m _ Imm l mm m m
23.00 -3.00
24.0O 4.00
125.00 -1.00
172.00 3.00
15.00 0.00
18.00 -5.00
18,00 7,00
llllllm
18.00 0.00
llWmm_m mm mml
18.00 -6.00
-- mmmml_
165.00 8.00
mmm m mm m mlm l_ _ m
168.00 -6.00
m ml mmmmm mm
I'_HE COORDINATES WITH RESPECT TO THE SHUTTLE NOSE,
pc THE SHUTTLE OVERALL C.8. ARE AS FOLLOWS**
C.G. : 94.63
,_Y C.G. = -0.53
, c. 0. = 1.15
_COTAL HASS - 209946.00
li;
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-5.00
-S.O0
-10.00
5.00
10.00
2.00
lll----ll
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3932.00
4956.00
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2873.00
15227,00
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FX6UR£ 17 :
_HIC3.E COSTMOB.
_ME
COSTS_'ImTE
INFLATI_ s 1.229 FMI 625 TO855
I_S_. 1.23
COST[I.EI_
_S/TPS
11E]tW. C_'mt0L
ENI R(ltEI_AL _ 4625.00
MS[ HMT SHIB.0 939.10
WII_/TAIIJI.E_IIM _ 23743.00
L,M01m _ 7445.01
#JI_ICS 4_.g
B.[CTRI_L I_ 9151.|0
PIt0PULSlOt(LESSi_lSl_S) 275.00
SEIMMTI_ I_OVISI(DG 1.153,00
S0RFAC[FLISSTCONTROLS 3FJ2.N
NKILARY_ UNIT 1.0l
i_I)MULICS 1_4.MI
WBTOTN.
5'TROC.TOOLDM 195.,43
S_J. T_. HI_. i _OLY 455,39
5YS, ?ST. OFS, _13,_
WDTOT_L
_E 3581,62
SUm'OT_.
S_I 4245.56
WSTOTAL
PROG_ _ 4655.81
NSTOTN.
EMIIMS(O_,,_uTvJiSP_Pc)
St_ITOT_L
I:_ (IG)
Pli0_. $tPP0fl? (_ 0_., _ PROD.)
SUBTOTAL
COSTCOHTIIMSVT((1_.)
TOTAL
¢8_'S C_l_.8(l'rY
Dt_. _Nt. FACT0_
MTii_ TFU OOTIE TFU
m m m m
7"J_.lll 732Y7.00 l.O0 1.00
462'5,00
FJ_.|!
_743.00
7445.00
4f34.01i
9151.01
275.00
1153,00
3932.00
0.00
1404.00
124156.00 1241_5.00
455.3_
502.70
3912545_.50 1545018782.00
C0ST
" (86 $ HILLIOHS)
OOT_ TFU
6M.84 195.43
1.N 1.00 20,33 2.10
l.g 1.00 9._ I.M
1.00 1.00 358.15 65,95
1.00 l.O0 _.33 14.11
1.|l 1.00 914.74 84.84
1.00 1.00 408,14 99.47
1.00 1.00 37.dO 1,88
1.00 1.00 29.97 9.85
1.00 1.00 251._ 78.02
1.iO 1.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 1.00 35.67 10,72
2428._ 455.39
1.0t 426.04
l.# 603.40
1.0| 222,57
3580,62 465.39
1.tO 555.05
4245.54 455.39
1.U 1.lIO 411.14 37.31
.4655.81 502.70
1.00 ! .00 157.75 17.84
4013.55 _0._
1.00 1.00 42.94 0.04 I_
48_.50 520.5_
679.91 72,88
156,09 II.87
5"/02._ 605.34
42 !_.37 90.80
6557.87 &96.14
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SHUTTLE II
PRESENT SHUTTLE
FIGURE19:
21 FT
/\
78 F'I"
17 FT \/
DIMENSIONAt- COMPARISON BETWEEN
EXISTING SHUTTLE AH[I SHUTTLE II
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110 FT
.'% _
jr.,.`"
I?!
fi !
jr:" •
SHUTTLE II
PRESENT SHUTTLE
FIGURE20:
%.
60 FT
I
!
I
198 FT
I_ - 60 F1
I_ 2( ,6 FT
122 FT
57 FT
DIMENSIONAL COMPARISON BETWEEN
EXISTING SHUTTLE AN[I SHUTTLE II
4S
r._,_
l'-Li71
t
I_!i.
I_!i
FIGURE 21 :
i-gllp_ _IQ
FLYBACK BOOSTER AND SHUTTLE II
HATING CONFIGURATION
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAH 1 MITH FLOMCHART
_-:/1o
15
,_20
i..i_3o
:.: 40
50
-:60
..65
70
_:. 75
_/so
_90
95
IO0
120
[_!;iz:so
L.: 140
150
160
::_180
190
_.:!200
i_210
220
.--_230
i!_240
'_ 250
_i" 260
!270
_:-_280
290
[;'_:300
31o
320
f,_ 330
_? 350
360
i)! 70380
390
410.
420
43O
Ei 40
450
460
f! i470
_::_;480
490
I::::_500
K510
""':':520
REH PROGRAM 1
REH
ALT=O
DT=0.1
RANG=O
ISP1=320
1SP2=380
INPUT'ENTER INITIAL MASS';HI
M=M1
INPUT'ENTER ALTITUDE FOR G-TURN';AGTI
AGT=AGT1
TH'1.35_H
INPUT'ENTER LIFTOFF THRUST
TH2=TH21
THI=TH-TH2
MDOT1-TH1/ISP1
MDOT2=TH2/ISP2
ISP'TH/(MDOTI+MDOT2)
MDOT=TH/ISP
AMCI=O
HC2"0
Y'O
X'O
G0"32.2
RO=2.092E+07
VO'O
V'VO
T'O
PRINT
PRINT'TIHE V
PRINT
F$='###,# #####,#
H2=H-HDOTI$DT-HDOT2$DT
G=GO_(RO/(RO+ALT))'2
DV=ISP$GO_LOG(M/H2)-GSDT
AGI=DV/GO/DT
IF AGI>3 THEN 400
CHY'O.SZ(VO+VO+DV)_DT
IF Y+CHY>AGT THEN 580
Y=Y+CHY
ALT=Y
V=VO+DV
AG=AG1
GOTO 460
DV=3ZGO
H2-H/EXP((DV+GZDT)/ISP/GO)
AsDV/GO
V=VO+DV
Y=Y+Oo5Z(VO+V)_DT
ALT=Y
T=T+DT
DH=M-M2
HDT=DH/DT
TH=MDTZISP
HClmHCl+TH1/ISP_DT
HC2=HC2+(TH-TH1)/ISP2$DT
HC=HCl+HC2
(SHUTTLE II ENGINES) ";TH21
RANG ALT G'S MASS
###### ###### #.## #######
48
_:_ 530
,.. 540
_::550
_'_:_560
57O
!::: 580
ii :590
600
:_ 620
": 630
.... 640
650
II-_;:660
_,:i:670
680
t;" 700
_.: 710
720
,. 730
75O
76O
i.:i!:770
:::;780
785
I!il,,°: SO0
810
: 820
84O
845[)86O
87O
900
930
94O
96O
97O
• 990
1000
1010
[::.!1020
1030
1040
Ii!il.1060
1070
::ii!i 0801090
1100
1110
1130
PRINT USING
REH
H=H2
VO-V
GOTO 280
PRINT
PRINT'TIHE
PRINT'--
FS;T_V_RANG,ALTpAG_H,TH
V RANG ALT G'S HASS THRUST"
H=H+HDOTlZDT+HDOT2ZDT
DPSI=(PI/180)ZO,1
PSIO=PI/120
PSI=PSIO
GAM=I
ZO=SIN(PSIO)/(I+COS(PSIO))
PRINT'TIME V RANG
F$''### ##### #######
PRINT
N=TH/M
ALT PSI GAM THRUST MASS
####### ##,# ##.# ####### #######
PRINT USING FS;T,V,RANG,ALT,PSIZ180/PI,GAH,TH,H,AG
C=VO/(ZO'(N-1))/(I+ZO_2)
PSImPSI÷DPSI
Z=SIN(PSI)/(I+COS(PSI))
VlmCZ(Z'(N-1))Z(I+Z'2)
IF V1>7000 THEN 1390
V=V1
DT= C/GZZ'(N-1)Z(1/(N-1)+Z'2/(N+I)) -C/GzZO-(N-1)z(1/(N-1)÷ZO-2/(N÷I))
DX=O.SZ(VOISIN(PSIO)+VZSIN(PSI))ZDT
DY=O,SZ(VOZCOS(PSIO)+VZCOS(PSI))ZDT
AGm(V-VO)/DT/GO
IF AG>3 THEN 1060
X=X+DX
YmY+DY
THETA=ATN(X/(RO+Y))
GAHMA=PSI-THETA
GAM=GAMMAZ180/PI
ALT=(Y+RO)/COS(THETA)-RO
RANG=ROZTHETA
T=T÷DT
PSIO=PSI
ZO=Z
VO=V
IF ALT<IO0000 THEN 1020
ISP18340
ISP2=462
HDOTI=TH1/ISP1
MDOT2mTH2/ISP2
H=N-HDOTlZDT-MDOT2ZDT
IF N<O THEN 1390
G=GOZ(RO/(RO+ALT))'2
GOTG 720
N-3ZGO/G+((1-ZO'2)/(I+ZO'2))
C=VO/ZO'(N-1)/(I+ZO'2)
V=CZZ'(N-1)Z(I+Z'2)
DI=C/GZZ'(N-1)Z(1/(N-1)+Z'2/(N+I))-C/GZZO'(N-1)Z(1/(N-1)+ZO'2/(N+I))
DX=Oo5Z(VOZSIN(PSIO)+VZSIN(PSI))ZDT
DY=O.SZ(VOZCOS(PSIO)+VZCGS(PSI))ZDT
X=X+DX
RANG=ROZTHETA
4e
1140
-.1150
'1160
'1170
1180
i:._.1190
_:_1200
1210
I:.122o
_1230
1240
F1250
 !:I:6o
_'1270
1280
i 3oo
1310
l':1320
_:1330
_'1350
I:!:370
r_1380
1390
:_:1391i.:1392
1400
:_1420:ii:14 21
::_i1422
1423
I 424:;iI.o
1431
:_:1432
!!1435
1440
[1450
146o
_:1470
1480
i,:1490
_'_':1500
1510
1530
1540
.1550
'.::1560
':1570
1580
:!__.1590
_ii16oo
1610
1630
1640
Y=Y+DY
ALT-(Y+RO)/COS(THETA)-RO
T=T+DT
PSIO'PSI ._
.- . .ZO=Z ..
VO=V
TH=N*M
THI=TH-TH2
HDOTI=TH1/ISP1
MDOT2=TH2/ISP2
M=M-HDOTI_DT-MDOT2_DT
MCI=MCI+HDOTI_DT
MC2-MC2+MDOT2_DT
MC=MCl+MC2
IF M<O THEN 1390
G=GO_(RO/(RO+ALT))'2
PSIIPSI+DPSI
THETA=ATN(X/(RO+Y))
GAHHA'PSI-THETA
GAM=GAMHAZ180/PI
PRINT USING F$;TPV,RANG,ALT,PSIFGAHrTH,HIAG
IF V>7000 THEN 1390
Z=SIN(PSI)/(I+COS(PSI))
SOTO 1060
PRINT
PSI=PSI-DPSI
PRINT Vl
PRINT'TIME V RANG ALT PSI GAH THRUST
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
MASS G/S m
,m •
• SEPARATION
• 1Gm lid Im 1 I!! ell I _m ll ill mmelm 1 1 1
"time v Pont alt Psi slna2 thrust msss
###.# ###.# ####### ####### #.##"F$='### ##### ####### #######
H=(1-.155M1/M)$H
ISP=ISP2
TH=TH2
MDOT'TH/ISP
VO=V
PSIO=PSI
GAH2=PI/2 + THETA
GAMM=GAM2ZlSO°/PI
ZO-SIN(PSIO)/(I+COS(PSIO))
N=TH/M
PRINT USING FS;T,V,RANQpALT,PSI_lGO./PI,EAHH,TH,M,A8
C=VO/(ZO'(N-1))/(I+ZO'2)
PSI-PSI+DPSI
THETA=ATN(X/(RO+Y))
GAM2=PI/2+THETA
GAHH'GAH2SlBO°/PI
IF PSI>GAM2 THEN 2080
Z=SIN(PSI)/(I+COS(PSI))
V=C_(Z'(N-1))Z(I+Z'2)
IF V>25000 THEN 2080
DT=C/G_Z'(N-1)_(1/(N-1)+Z'2/(N+I))-C/G_ZO'(N-1)_(1/(N-1)+ZO'2/(N+I))
DX=.5_(VOZSIN(PSIO)+V_SIN(PSI))_DT
SO
1650
,i,:1660
_11680
_r1700
_.1701
1702
_-1710
1720
_1730
1740
1750
r. 1760
.1770
"_1780
1790
_.1800
1820
I_1830
!:1840
1850
1860
!i:i 188o
1881
1882
[:I 1890
,:,_1900
1910
f:_ 1920
_'1940
• 1950
1970
1980
ill2000
2010
-.2020
.:.12025
2040
2045
2050
:/2060
2070[iliii 2001
2090
_2100
_1:2110
_"2111
2112
21132114
2115
f_1:2116
_2117
DY=.5_(VO_COS(PSIO)+V_COS(PSI))ZDT
AG'(V-VO)/DT/GO
"X'X÷DX
YmY+DY
THETA=ATN(X/(RO÷Y))
RANG=RO=THETA
ALT=(Y÷RO)/COS(THETA)-RO
T=T+DT
PSIO:PSI
ZO:Z
VO:V
M:H-HDOT_DT
IF H<O THEN 2080
G=GO=(RO/(RO+ALT))'2
GOTO 1520
N=3ZGO/G÷((1-ZO'2)/(I+ZO'2))
C'VO/ZO'(N-1)/(I+ZO'2)
V=C=Z'(N-1)=(I+Z'2)
DT=C/GZZ'(N-1)=(1/(N-1)+Z'2/(N+I))-C/GZZO'(N-1)_(1/(N-1)+ZO'2/(N+I))
DX=.5=(VO=SIN(PSIO)+V=SIN(PSI))ZDT
DY=°5=(VO=COS(PSIO)+VZCOS(PSI))=DT
X=X+DX
Y=Y÷DY
THETA'ATN(X/(RO+Y))
RANG=RO=THETA
ALT=(Y+RO)/COS(THETA)-RO
TmT+DT
PSIO-PSI
ZO=Z
VO=V
THmN=N
HDOTsTH/ISP
H-H-HDOT=DT
IF H<O THEN 2080
G=GOZ(RO/(RO+ALT))'2
AG=3
PSI=PSI+DPSI
THETA=ATN(X/(RO+Y))
GAH2=PI/2+THETA
GAHH=GAH2_tOO./PI
PRINT USING F$_TpV,RANGpALT_PSI_lOO./PIpGAHHpTH_H,AG
IF PSI>GAH2 THEN 2080
IF V>24000 THEN 2080
Z'SIN(PSI)/(I+COS(PSI))
GOTO 1800
REH
PRINT
PRINT'INITIAL HASS _'lH1
PRINT'ALT FOR G-TURN _'_AGT1
PRINT'THRUST ( SHUTTLE II ) :'fTH21
PRINT'FINAL VELOCITY :'_V
PRINT'FINAL HASS _'_H
PRINT'FINAL PSI ;'IPSI_1OO/PI
PRINT'FINAL ALTITUDE :'_ALT/60SO
PRINT'FINAL GAHH :'_GAHH
INPUT'TRY AGAIN Y=I N=2";TRY
IF TRY<2 THEN 15
: 51
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FLOWCHART FOR TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
PROORAH "S2TRAJ"
P
|
TZHE OF FLIGHT, /CALCULATE
VELOCITY, RANOE, ALTITUDE,
G-FORCEr HASS, AND THRUST, I1"
I
PRINT TIHE OF FLIGHT, UELOCITY,
RANOE_. ALTITUDE, O-FORCE, HASS,
AND THRUST,
IS THE O-FORCE GREATER
THAN THE ALLOWED SAFETY FACTOR
OF THREE?
YES
NO
p
DOES THEALTITUDE EQUAL THE
SET O-TURN INITIATION
ALTITUDE?
NO
YES
CALCULATE TIHE OF FLIGHT, UELOCITY,
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE FROH UERTICLE, THRUST_
HASS, AND O-FORCE USING FORHULAS FOR
ORAUITY ASSISTED TURN HANEUUER
$2
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[ii
NO
NO
YES
IS THE
VELOCITY GRE
THAN 7000 FEET/
SECOND
IS THE YES
HASS LESS THAN
ZERO ?
NO
SUBTRACT OFF HASS OF BOOSTER I
• .°
i.
PRINT TIME OF FLIGHTp
VELOCITY_ RANGE_ ALTITUDEP
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE_ THRUSTP
MASS_ AND G-FORCE
IS THE
HAGS LESS THAN
ZERO T
NO
IS THE
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE
PARALLEL TO THE
ORBITAL COURSE?
YES
NO
P
IS THE _ YES
VELOCITY GREATER _ U )
THAN 25P000 /P
FEET/_ECOND
NO
ALTITUDEp /
PRINT FINAL TIHE_ VELOCITYp RANGEP AND /FLIGHT PATH ANGLEP THRUST_ MASS_
/G-FORCE
i!i;_;
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PROGRAH 2
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES PERTINENT MASSES AND UOLUHES
OF CERTAIN COMPONENTS OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE II PROGRAM.
REAL MR,MI,MSH,MC,MO2H2,HH2,H02
MC=40000.
200 PRINT =,'INPUT INITIAL MASS AND MASS RATIO.'
READ =,HI,HR
HSH=(HZ/HR)-MC
MO2H2-(HC+MSH)=(HR-1.)
THE MASS RATIO OF O/H IS 6.0
MH2-MO2H2/7.0
MO2=6.0=MH2
THE DENSITY OF 0 IS 71.42 LBM/FT
THE DENSITY OF H IS 4.43 LBH/FT
UH2-HH2/4.43
VO2-M02/71.42
UT-UH2+U02
PRINT =P'HASS INITIALLY
PRINT Z,'HASS OF SHUTTLE
PRINT _,'MASS OF CARGO
PRINT =,'HAGS OF 02 AND H2
PRINT Ip'MASS RATIO
PRINT =F'HASS OF H2
PRINT =p'MASS OF 02
PRINT _p" *
PRINT _t'UOLUME OF 02 AND H2
PRINT =,'VOLUME OF H2
PRINT =P'UOLUME OF 02
PRINT _,"
PRINT Z_"
PRINT _t'MANT TO CALCULATE HEM VALUES?"
PRINT _p" 1=YES 2=NO"
READ _,A
IF(A.EO.2)GOTO 100
PRINT ZP"
PRINT _P"
PRINT Zp"
GOTO 200
STOP
END
HI -',MI,'POUNDS MASS"
MSH -',HSH,'POUNDS HAGS"
MC ="PHCe'POUNDS HAGS"
MG2H2 -'_MO2H2_'POUNDS HAGS"
MR -'pHR_'POUNDS MASS'
MH2 -'_MH2_'POUNDS MASS"
M02 =r'PMO2P'POUNDS MASS'
UO2H2 ='_UTP"CUBIC FEET"
UH2 =',UH2,'CUBZC FEET'
V02 ='_UO2_"CUBIC FEET'
$7
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FLOW CHART FOR PROGRAM 2, HR.FOR
1
CALCULATE
MASS OF SHUTTLE
TOTAL MASS OF 02 AND H2
MASS OF 02
MASS OF H2
VOLUHE OF H2
VOLUME OF 02
TOTAL VOLUME
/ OUTPUT
/ INITIAL MASS
/ MASS OF SHUTTLE
/ MASS OF CARGO
/ TOTAL MASS OF 02 AND H2 /
MASS RATIO ,
MASS OF H2
MASS OF 02 .."
/ TOTAL VOLUME OF H2 AND 02/ "
VOLUME OF H2 ,
./ VOLUHE OF 02 ./
I_PuT " '/
EOIN_
t
ill
/
,/'
/
s'
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103
104
99
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PROGRAM 3
I ll ll_lll ! ! Jl ll lll l/ II ll l lllll ! il . lll ! 1 i mill i ll ! ! IlilmlllllJ
THIS PROGRAM TAKES A GIVEN VOLUME OF FLUID, ALONG WITH VARIABLES
FOR HAXIHUM DIAHETER AND LENGTHF AND FINDS DIHENSIONS FOR ALL
POSSIBLE TANK SIZES THAT COULD ACCOMIDATE THE VOLUME OF FUEL.
REAL L
OPEN(UNIT=IPFILE='TWOLOX.DAT'pSTATUSa'OLD')
PI=3.141592654
WRITE(6_102)
FORMAT(/////)
PRINT Z_'INPUT VOLUME (FT.'3)PMAX.DIAMETER (FT.),MAX.LENGTH (FTo)"
READ _,V,DMAX, LMAX
WRITE(6pl03)
FORMAT(" VOLUME RADIUS
WRITE(6FI04)
FORMAT(" ............
R=DMAX/2°
Xm(V-(4°/3.)SPI_R*Z3)/(PI_RSS2)
- L=X+2_R
D_2_R
WRITE(6PIO5)VPR,DPL
FORMAT(1XtF9°2pF11°4pF11°4PF12°4)
WRITE(I_8)L_D
R'.991R
IF(L.GE.LMAX)GOTO 100
GOTO 99
PRINT Sp"
PRINT lP"
PRINT ZP" TRY AGAIN??"
PRINT _P" YES'I NO=2 "
READ _,N
IF(N.EGol)GOTO 101
CLOSE UNIT=I
STOP
END
DIAMETER LENGTH')
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FLOW CHART FOR VOL,FbR
i i • |H :
INPUT/V,Dmax,Lma_ "
set uP table /for output/
±
IR=Dmax/2j
=(V-4/3_PIZR_*3)/(PI_R*Z2)
/
!
L=X+2R
D=2R
OUTPUT /V,R,D,L
OUTPUT/
L_D ,/
YES I
NO
R PRINT
Y AGAIN? /
! REA_N/
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PROGRAM 4
IllUll iiml_ •
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THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL TANKS GIVEN THE WALL
THICKNESS, THE DENSITY OF THE METAL, THE VOLUME OF FLUID,THE INSIDE
DIAMETER, AND THE FUEL MASS.
mmmmmmlmm_l mml_
REAL LO,MASSTANK,MTANKFUEL,HLIGUID
PRINT =,'ENTER WALL THICKNESS (FT.),AND METAL DENSITY(LBH/FT'3)?"
READ =,WTHPRHO
PRINT =,'ENTER VOLUHE OF FLUID(FT.'3), AND INSIDE DIAMETER(FT.)?"
READ =,VI,DI
PRINT =,'ENTER FUEL MASS ?"
READ ZPMLIQUID
PI=3.141592654
DO=DI+2.=WTH
RI=DI/2.
X=(VI-(4./3.)=PI*(RI)*$3)/(PI*RI*=2)
LO=X+2.=WTH
RO=DO/2.
VO=(4./_.)_PI_RO_3+X_PI*RO_2
VMETAL=VO-VI
MASSTANK=RHOSVMETAL
MTANKFUEL=MASSTANK+HLIQUID
WRITE(6,100)
FORMAT( • TANK AND FUEL MASS TANK MASS
WRITE(6,99)
FORMAT(" ..........
WRITE(6,98)MTANKFUEL,HASSTANK,HLIGUID
FORHAT(FI3.2,12X,FS.2,4X,F9.2)
WRITE(6,97)
FORMAT(//////)
PRINT _,• •
PRINT _,•
PRINT _,' TRY AGAIN ? YES=I •
READ _,NN
IF(NN.EQ.1)GOTO 10
STOP
END
FUEL MASS')
,)
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FLOW CHART FOR HETAL.FOR
BEOIN)
INPUT /
Wth,RHO,Vi,Di,HliQ/
/
CALCULATE
Do=Di+2Wth
Ri=Di/2
X=(Vi-(4/3)PIZRiZ$3)/(PIZRi$_2)
Lo=X+2Wth
Ro=Do/2
Vo=4/3ZPIZRoSZ3+XZPIZRoZZ2
Vmet=Vo-Vi
Htank=RHOZVmet
Mtank,fuel=Htank+Mlia
OUTPUT /
Htank,¢uel,Htank,Hlia//
I
TRY AGAIN?
i
 EAD/NN/
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ORBITAL VELOCITY PROGRAM
THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CALCULATE THE VELOCITIES
REQUIRED FOR VARIOUS ELLIPTICAL ORBITS
-_" REAL KM
R=3440o0
"." HA=220°
I -
i..i" HP=55°
NNN=I
KM=62746°8
WRITE(5,001)
FORMAT(//,?X,'Ha',3X,'HP',5×,'a',7g,'e',Sx,'VP',5×,'Va',5×,
@'Vca',7x,'Vdiff')
i:_ DO 105 K=I,12
,: RP=R+HP
RA=R+HA
_: DO 100 I=I,11
:, A=(RP+RA)/2.
E=(A-RP)/A
VP=SQRT(2,ZKMZ(1./RP-1./(2°ZA)))Z6080.
I..: VA=SQRT(2,_KMZ(1,/RA-1,/(2._A)))_6080.
! VCA=SQRT(KM/RA)_6080.
VDIFF=VCA-VA
NNN=NNN+I
WRITE(5,220)HP,HA,A,E,VP,VA,VCA,VDIFF
FORMAT(/,5X,2F6.1,FB.1,FYo4,3FS.0,F7.0)
HA=HA+5°
RA=RA+5.
IF(NNN°GT.28)THEN
WRITE(5,221)
FORMAT(//////)
NNN=O
END IF
CONTINUE
HP=HP+5,
HA=220,
CONTINUE
END
t, ,
_.';_
FLOM CHART FOR ORB,FOR
,,?
t
L •
ii !i
INPUT HP
im(RP+Ri)/2
e_(o-RP)/o
Vm-smPCE2KH<l/RP-1/(2m)_]
VI-saPCE2KH<I/RP-1/(2_)_]
VeamsmP¢(KH/Ra)
Vditf-Vea-Vi
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_00
ASTRO.FOR
THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CALCULATE THE
ORBITAL ELEMENTS GIVEN THE BURNOUT DATA
OR THE BURNOUT VECTORS GIVEN THE ORBITAL
ELEMENTS
MAIN PROGRAM
CONTROLS THE TYPE OF DATA TO BE OBTAINED
REAL I,K,M
COMMON/DATA/X,Y,Z,XDOTPYDOT_ZDOT,A,ECCENPTHETApOMEGAFI'W
WRITE(6,100)
FORMAT(SXP'IF YOU WISH TO FIND BURNOUT DATA TYPE I"p/,SX,
B'IF YOU WISH TO FIND THE ORBITAL ELEMENTS TYPE 2"p/,SX,
_'INPUT DATA MUST BE IN UNITS OF RADp NM AND NM/SEC')
READ(5,*)J
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
CALL ORBIT
ELSE
CALL BURN
END IF
WRITE(6,110)
FORMAT(//pSX,'IF YOU WISH TO CONTINUE TYPE 1")
READ(SP_)K
IF(K.EQ.1)O0 TO 050
END
SUBROUTINE ORBIT
SUBROUTINE ORBIT
CONTROL INPUT OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS AND
OUTPUT OF BURNOUT DATA
REAL I
COMMON/DATA/X,YPZ,XDOTPYDOT_ZDOTFAFECCENPTHETA'OMEGA'IPW
WRITE(6,300)
FORHAT(/_SX_'INPUT OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS'_/_SX,'A'')
READ(5,_)A
WRITE(6,305)
FORMAT(/,SX,'ECCENTRICITY "° )
READ(5,_)ECCEN
WRITE(6,310)
FORMAT(/,5X_'THETA'')
READ(5,_)THETA
WRITE(6,315)
FORMAT(/,SX_'OMEGA'')
READ(5,_)OMEGA
WRITE(6,320)
FORHAT(/,5X_'Im')
READ(5_)I
WRITE(6,325)
FORMAT(/_5X_°Wm ° )
READ(5_)W
69
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CALL BURNOUT
MRITE(6_330)X,XDOT_Y,YDOT_Z,ZDOT
FORHAT(//,BXe'RADZAL COMPONENTS',SX, SUELOCZTY COHPONENTS',
@//P2Xr"XDIR"P6XPFlO.2p1SXFFT.3P//p2X_'YDIR"p6XpFlO.2P15X_F7.3_
e//P2Xp"ZDIR'P6XPFIO.2_ISXpFT.3)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BURN
SUBROUTINEBURN
CONTROLS INPUT OF BURNOUT DATA AND
OUTPUT OF ORBITAL ELEHENTS
,r _
r" :
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REAL I
COMHON/DATA/XPYrZFXDOTpYDOTpZDOT,A_ECCENPTHETA,OHEBA,I,M
MRZTE(6_200)
FORNAT(/_SX_*IF THE COHPONENTS OF THE BURNOUT DATA ARE"
_"NOT KNOMN TYPE 1_ ELSE TYPE 2,")
READ(S_)J
ZF(J.EO.1)THEN
PRINT *_"ZNPUT THE ALTITUDE"
READ(S,Z)R
PRINT *,"INPUT THE UELOCZTY HAGNZTUDE"
READ(SpZ)U
PRINT ZP"INPUT THE ANGLE PSI"
READ(S_$)PSI ......
X'(3440.+R)*COS(PSZ)
Ym(3440.+R)_SZN(PSZ)ZCOS(-°4974)
Z'(3440.+R)_SZN(PSI)_SZN(-.4974)
XDOT"-I.ZU_SIN(PSZ)
YDOTsUSCOS(PSZ)$COS(-.4974)
ZDOT=-l._U_COS(PSZ)_SZN(-.4974)
ELSE
MRITE(6_400)
400 FORMAT(/,SXe'INPUT OF THE BURNOUT DATA IN COMPONENT FORM's  ,
L.::•
410
g5X_'X=")
READ(S,$)X
MRITE(6,40S)
FORHAT(/,SXe'Y'')
READ(S_)Y
RRZTE(6_410)
FORMAT(/_SX_'Z=")
READ(S_*)Z
MRITE(6_415)
FORHAT(/_SX_'XBOT_")
READ(S_)XDOT
_RZTE(6_420)
FORMAT(/_SX_"YDOT=")
READ(S_)YDOT
MRZTE(6_425)
FORHAT(/_SX_'ZDOT=")
READ(S_)ZDOT
END IF
CALL ORB_ELEN
MRZTE(6_440)A_ECCEN_THETA_OHEGA_I,M
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FORHAT(//,5XP'A='pF12,3e//pSXt/E='pF6,4p//_SX,'THETA-'r
eF6.4p//_SX_'OHEGAm'_F6.4p//_SXF'I_'FF6.4_//_SXF/W='FF7.4)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ORB_ELEH
.,*.:
500
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SUBROUTINE ORB_ELEH
CALCULATES THE ORBITAL
THE BURNOUT DATA
ELEMENTS USING
REAL I,KM
COHHON/BATA/X,Y,Z,XDOT,YDOT,ZDOT,A,ECCEN,THETA,OHESA,I,W
KH=62746.8
U=SQRT(XDOTZZ2+YDOTZZ2+ZDOTZZ2)
R=SQRT(XZZ2+YZZ2+ZZZ2)
CONST=RZUZZ2/KM
A=R/(2-CONST)
H=SQRT((YZZDOT-YDOTZZ)ZZ2+(XDOTZZ-XZZDOT)ZZ2+(X*YDOT-XDOTZY)ZZ2)
ALPHA=ASZN((XZXDOT÷YZYDOT+ZZZDOT)/(R*U))
ECCEN=SQRT((CONST-I.)*Z2ZCOS(ALPHA)ZZ2+SIN(ALPHA)Z_2)
THETA=ACOS((HZZ2/KM/R-I.)/ECCEN)
OHEGA=ATAN((YZZDOT-YDOTZZ)/(XZZDOT-XDOTZZ))
I=ACOS((XZYDOT-YZXDOT)/H)
W=ATAN((-1.ZXZSIN(OMEGA)_COS(I)+YZCOS(OHEGA)_COS(I)+ZZSIN(I))/
E(XZCOS(OMEGA)+YZSIN(OMEGA)))-THETA
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BURNOUT
SUBROUTINE BURNOUT
CALCULATES THE BURNOUT
ORBITAL ELEMENTS
DATA FROM THE
REAL I,N,L1,H1,N1,L2,M2,N2,KH
COMMON/DATA/X,Y,Z,XDOT_YDOT,ZDOT,A,ECCEN,THETA,OMEOA,AI,AW
KH-62746.8
EL=AZ(1.-ECCEN_Z2)
RnEL/(1.÷ECCENZCOS(THETA))
B=AZSQRT(1.-ECCENZZ2)
N=SQRT(KM/AZZ3)
U=SQRT(KHZ(2./R-I./A))
E=ACOS(1./ECCEN-R/(AZECCEN))
LI"COS(OMEGA)ZCOS(AW)-SIN(OMESA)ZSIN(AW)_COS(AI)
HI=SIN(OMEGA)_COS(AW)+COS(OMEGA)ZSZN(AW)ZCOS(AZ)
NI=SIN(AW)ZSIN(AI)
L2=-I.ZCOS(OHEGA)ZSI_(AW)-SIN(OHEGA)
M2=-I.ZSIN(OMEGA)ZSIN(AW)+COS(OMEGA)
N2_COS(AW)ZSIN(AI)
X=AZLlZCOS(E)+BZL2ZSIN(E)-A*ECCENZL1
Y=AZMlZCOS(E)+BZM2ZSIN(E)-AZECCENZM1
Z=AZNlZCOS(E)+BZN2ZSIN(E)-AZECCENZN1
CONST=NZA/R
XDOT=CONSTZ(BZL2ZCOS(E)-AZLlZSIN(E))
YDOT=CONSTZ(BZM2ZCOS(E)-AZHlZSIN(E))
ZDOT=CONSTZ(BZN2ZCOS(E)-AZNlZSIN(E))
RETURN 71
END
_COS(AW)$COS(AI)
ZCOS(AW)ZCOS(AI)
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FLOW CHART FOR ASTRO.FOR
HAIN PROGRAH
J
/DECISION FOR BURNOUT /
CALL iBURN .
YES I
CALL
ORBIT i
i
INPUT
DECISION FOR CONTINUATION, /
.o.------_
YES
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FLOW CHART FOR ASTRO,FOR
SUBROUTINE BUR_
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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INPUT /ALTITUDE, VELOCITY
ANGLE PS= /
CALL
ORB_ELEM
OUTPUT
s,e,theta,OHEGA,i,ome_a
FLOW CHART FOR ASTRO°FOR
SUBROUTINE ORB_ELEH
EGIN--)
/ CALCULATE ///V _R _a _H _alpha _e _theta, OHEGA, i, omega
i
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FLOW CHART FOR ASTROoFOR
S_BROUTINE ORBIT
BEGIN)
INPUT
a,e,thet_,OMEGA,i,ome_a
CALL BURNOUT
/ OUTPUT
• X,Y,Z,XDOT,YDOT,ZDOT ,,
FLOW CHART FOR ASTRO°FOR
SUBROUT2ME BURNOUT
I CALCULATE I"X,Y,Z,XDOT,YDOT,ZDOT
i i
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1. MASS REPORT
2. DESIGN DATA
3. GROUP WEIGHT STATEHENT
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\ABSTRACT
Thfs report describes progress made to ]reprove tntttal desfgn
considerations for the Zntemedtate-Orbtt Cargo Vehtcle. Z.t provtdes
a comprel_mstve overvtew of mtsston proftle, structural destgn and ..
cost ane|yses, and relates these to the overall feasibility and
usefu]ness of the proposed system.
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IN'I'RODUCTION
The dectston to |ntttate destgn of a new cargo vehtcle was based on
predictions of lmmtnent near-space equtpmnt needs to support the space
statton. As the US presses on towards the 21st century, many new aerospace
projects wtll requtre payload capabilities beyond that of present launch
vehicles. By devtstng a vehtcle capable of transporting cargo to an
tntemediate orbtt and |n essence "parking" tt tn that orb|t, the US w|]l
achteve the capabtl|ty of havtng "orbtta| warehouses" where mtertal and
suppl|es for orbtta] operations can bestored.
The mtsslon requtrments established for thts veh|cle are shown tn Ftgure
1. They call for an un,_nned vehtcle that wtll place a payload of 150,000 lbs
tn a 150 nauttca] mtle orbtt. The payload bay stze must be 25 ft by 90 ft or
33 ft by 100 ft. The stagtng veloctty must be a maxtlm of 7000 ft/s. The
fly-beck-booster whtch wt13 launch the cargo vehtcle tnto orb|t must see a
mxtmum of 3 g's. The proposed configuration ts shown tn Ftgure 2.
After separation frum the fly-beck-booster, the restriction that
acceleration be held to wtthtn 3 g's for human tolerance ts removed stnce the
cargo vehtcle ts unmanned. The vehtc|e it|l sustain a maximum of S g's. All
pre]tmlnary specifications were based an data obtatned from the Saturn and
Apo|lo projects. Subsequently, as a result of continuing research and follow-
on destgn considerations, the accuracy of destgn specifications has Increased
drastically. Research on the cargo vehtcle tncludes prectse trajectory
analysts, estimates of structural stzes and wetghts, fuel tank stztng, and
estimated costs of production.
As stated earlter, the cargo vcehtcle's mission requires that tt be
placed tn orbtt at an altttude of 150 nauttca] mtles. After tt has achteved
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the required orbit, the nose cone wtll detach from the cargo section and wtll
burn up as it re-enters the atmosphere. The cargo wtll then be removed
through the open end of the payloed bay. An orb|tal tranfer vehtcle (OTV)
will attach to a docktng mechanism (Ftgure 3) stmtlar to the one used on the
Saturn Command Module. Docking wtll be achteved by maneuvering the OTV close
enough to the mlttpl'e docktng adaptor (HDA),located on the ftrst payload
frame's forward spider beaa so that the probe on the OTV engages with a drogue
on the multtple docking adaptor. When the probe comes into contact wtth the
drogue tt will be gotde d into a socket at the bottoa of the drogue. Three
capture latches tn the probe head wtll secure the OTV to the ftrst payload
_.
frame. The OTV wtll wtthdraw the f|rst payloed frme froa the payloed bay
(Figure 4), towtng the remaining frames forward untt1 the second frme is in
place tn the space ortgunally occupied by the f|rst frame. The OTV wtll then
separate the first payload frme froa the second payload frame and proceed to
the space station wtth the first payloed frame tn tow. After transporting the
first payload frame to the space station, the OTV will return to the cargo
vehtcle and engage the IOA on the second patload frame's forward sptder beam.
The OTV wtll remove the second payload frame, tow it to the space statton, and
then return to the cargo vehtcle. Zt wtll repeat this off-loedlng procedure
unttl _11 the cargo ts secured at.the space statton. After cargo off-loading
ts comq)leted, explosive bolts wtl| separate the upper and lower sections, each
of which will be equtped wtth an HI)A, for transportation to the space statton.
rhts wtll save the fuel tanks, fltght Instruments, engtnes, and empty payload
bay for future use.
Although tt would be more economical to tow the entire cargo vehtcle,
cargo included, to the space statton tn one trtp, considerations for the capa-
bilities of the OTV d|ctate that the components be transferred Individually.
-2"
TRAJECTORY
A direct ascent trajectory will be used to place the vehtcle tn the
parktng orbtt. In thts approach, the engtnes burn continuously from 11ft-off
to orbital Insertion. When burnout occurs, the vehtcle ts at ctrcular
satellite speed and the angle between the orbttal direction and the velocity
vector of the vehicle is zero. When ustng this approach, angle and velocity
are critical. If the angle or velocity ts Incorrect, the vehtcle wtll not
attain the proper orbtt. Therefore, extra fuel space has been made available
so that the engtnes can be used for orbttal corrections. Reactton controls
located tn the nose cone wtll be used to pitsh the vehtcle so that errors in
the ascent trajectory can be corrected by re-firing the engtnes for short
pertods of time.
Ustng a TRAJECTORY program, the trajectory data were calculated. For
brevity, a summary ts gtven here and important events are illustrated tn
Ftgure 5. The program and the flow chart are shown tn Appendtx A.
Vehicle Mass - 383,247.3
Payload Mass - 150,000 lbs
Propellant Mass - 1,108,133 ]bs
$tructura| Mass - 233,247.3 |bs
lntttai Mass
at Separation - 1,491,380.3 lbs
G-Turn Altttude- 1800 ft
Thrust - Cargo - 1,531,100 lbs
- Total at
Ltft-off - 10,221,000 lbs
Separation Velocity - 7080 ft/s
Separation Altttude- 46.92 nmt
-3-
Separation Ranger- 38.87 nat downrange
Burnout Veloctty- 24,352 ft/s
Burnout Altttude- 159.4 nmt
Burnout Range - 720 nmt downrange
Refertng to Figure 5, point A denotes the commencement of the gravtty
asststed turn. Point B denotes the potnt of booster separation and potnt C
denotes the potnt of orb|tal Insertion.
The next step was to Invest|gate the advantages of the conventional burn-
coast-burn trajectory. Zn thts approach, the vehicle's engtnes burn at a very
htgh rate up to a certatn potnt. Thts maneuver places the vehtcle tnto an
ascent elltpse wtth apogee at the destred orbttal altitude. When the veh|cle
reaches the apogee of the ascent elltpse, the engtnes are agatn ftred to
accelerate the vehtcle to ctrcular orbital speed and to altgn the vehtcle wtth
the direction of the orb|t. Zt was Initially presumed that 11ft-off mass
mtght be reduced significantly through use of thts approach. However,
subsequent analysts Indicated .that use of the burn-coast-burn trajectory would
not result tn a significant reduction of 11ft-off mass.
i
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STRUCTURES
Continuing development of _he cargo vehicle led to extensive research in
the area of vehicle structures. Originally, structural weights were assumed
and structural materials were not even considered. In addition, two cargo
bays were initially included in the design. HOwever, because of design re-
spectf|catton, only one cargo bay |s used in the ftna] destgn. Spectftc
cslculated structural stzes and weights of the lower and upper sections are
listed below and shown |n Figure 6.
LOWERSECTION
Alumtnum 2014 To Alloy
89.0 ft (height)
Overall Size .- 34.0 ft (diameter)
Fuel Tanks - 67.0 ft (height)
- 33.0 ft (diameter)
Engine Compartment
and Engine Cones - 19.0 ft (height)
- 34.0 ft (diameter)
Instrument Unit and
Separation Wall - 3.0 ft (hetght)
- 34.0 ft (diameter)
Overall Metght - 109,913 lbs (Est. 113,368.78 lbs)
Fuel Tanks (Dry) - 36,500 lbs
Skin - 29,845 lbs at .25 tn _thtcknesS) "
Znstrummnt Untt- 6,000 lbs
Thrust Structure - 7,000 lbs
Engines (4) - 28,568 Ibs
Other -2,000 lbs (Ptpes, Insulation, Mirtng, Bulkheads)
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UPPER SECTION
Alumtnum 2014 To Alloy
101.0 ft (hetght)
Overall Stze - 34.0 ft (diameter)
Sktn- 101.0 ft (hetght)
- 34.0 ft (dtameter)_
Payload Structure - 100.0 ft (hetght)
- 33.0 ft (diameter)
Sptder Beams (2) - 1.0 ft (he|ght)
- 33.0 ft (d|ameter)
Overall Wetght - 123,334.0 lbs
Sktn- 47,065.0 lbs at .375 tn (thickness)
Payload Structure - 37,715.0 lbs
Sptcler Beams (2) - 4,000.0 lbs
Payload Containers - 9,127.0 lbs
Cone - 12,000.0 lbs
Znterstage - 6,000.0 lbs
Restraints - 7,424.0 lbs
TOTAL STRUCTURALSIZE AND WEIGHT
Total Structural Mass - 233,247.0 lbs
Total Structural Height - 223.0 ft
Lower Stage - 82.0 ft
Payload Stage - 101.0 ft
Interstage - 3.0 ft
Cone - 30.0 ft
(ngtne Cones - 7.0 ft
-6-
The structure of the cargo vehtcle can be dtvlded tnto three main
categortesz the lower sectton, the tnterstage, and the upper or payload
sectton.
LOWER SECTZON
shown in Ftgure 7,The lower section ,as ts composed of an instrument
unit, a tat1 untt, a propellant tank unit, and an engtne unit.
The instrument untt (F|gure 8) ts an unpressurtzed, cylindrical, loed-
supporting structure. It wtll be 34.0 ft in dlemeter and 3.0 ft htgh. It
wtll weigh approximately 6,000 lbs.
The instrument untt will be constructed in three segments to facilitate
shtpptng and packaging. The structure conststs of inner and outer stage
sktns, a honeycomb core, and forward and aft tnnerstage rtngs. $pllce plates
connect the three segments. After assembly of the |nstrument untt, a door
destgned to act as a loed-carrytng member durtng f11ght provides access to the
electronic equipment tnstde the structure.
The instrument mounting panels, which are used for mounting various
components of systems housed tn the instrument unit, attach to welded brackets
around the tnner periphery of the instrument un|t.
The instrument unit houses electrical and mechanical equipment. Thts
equipment is used for guidance and control and monitors the vehicle's f11ght
performance from ltft-off to orbit. The instrument untt houses several
systems such as guidance and control, measuring and telemet_, instrument unth
command, tracking, and electrical systems.
The tat1 untt (Figure 9) is composed ltnly of the thrust structure.
This structure provides a mounting point for the four engines and the
instrument untt. Engtne thrust Is transmitted through the thrust structure to
the instrument unit and then up through the propellant tank system. The
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forward end of the tatl unttts enclosed by ftre walls and the aft end ts
enclosed by heat shteld panels.
The thrust structure conststs of the barrel assembly and thrust supports.
The Instrument untt ftre wall panels are also housed tn the thrust structure.
The bottom of the barrel assembly wtll contatn the heat shtelds for the four
engtnes. \
The heat shteld panels seen in Ftgure 9 enclose the aft end of the tatl
untt assenlbly to form an engtne c(xnpartment that protects the eng|nes from the
heat of engtne exhaust. Each panel ts a layer of corrosion-resistant steel
heneycomJ_ sandwiched between two layers of corrosion-resistant steel sheet. A
plaster-tTpe thermal Insulation Is trowelled tnto the cellular openings of the
honeycomb.
The flame sh|eld closes the area between the engines. The flame shteld
ts made of corrosion-resistant steel. All parts of the Flame shteld that come
tn contact with the engtnes are Insulated.
Flame curtatns wtll be installed between the heat shteld panels and the
four engines' thrust chambers. This wtll prevent engtne exhaust flme from
entertng the engtne compartment. The curtatn w|11 be made of stltcon rubber
tnsulattng__matertal sandwiched between a double thickness of fiberglass cloth
tape on the stde closest to the engtnes.
The propellant tank untt (Ftgure 7) wtll house the propellant tanks.
These propellant tanks wtll Incorporate the principle of the common bulkhead,
which comprises the top half of the liquid oxygen tank and the bottom of the
11qutd hydrogen tank.
The common bulkhead causes problems because the Hz is so much colder than
the Oz; therefore, the bulkhead wtll be well Insulated between the two
ellipsoid sphere halves fomtng tt. The Insulation wtll be a honeycombed
pheno|tc matertal that wtll be fttted between the base of the LH, tank and the
topof the LOX tank. It is estimated that the common bulkhead will save about
12.0 ft tn length and 12,250.0 lbs tn wetght. For tnfomatton on tank stztng
see Appendix S.
The propellant ptpes for the H2 wtll run_hrough the center of the Ox
• tank and Instrument untt to the engtnes. They wtll be Insulated. The ptpes
for the O, tank _tll also run through the center of the instrument unit.
Ftns wtll not be used on the cargo vehtcle. It was determined that
durtng the tntttal boost phase the combined booster and cargo vehtcle could be
stabilized by the use of the combined thrust vectoring capabilities and the
|tfttng surfaces of the booster. Wtth 10.5 degrees total pttch and 8.5
degrees horizontal yaw, the resultant force can be made to counteract the
moment produced by the adverse difference tn the center of pressure and the
center of gravtty.
After separation from the booster, the atmospher|c conditions at 47
nauttcal mtles altttude are such that the aerodynmtc effects are very minute.
Therefore, stability must be maintained us|ng non-aerodynamic effects (t.e.
thrust vectoring).
The enqtne untt (Ftgure 7) cons|sts of the propulsion system. The lower
stage wtll be powered by a cluster of four engines. Each engtne develops
395,000 lbs thrust for a total thrust of 1,$80,000 lbs for the whole rocket
(see F|gure 10). The four engines wt|l be gtmballed for thrust vectoring. In
addition, each engtne wtll have an extendable nozzle for added thrust after
separation.
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INTERSTAGE
The tnterstage forms a structural Interface between the lower section and
the upper or payload section. It Is a cylindrical, skin-stringer-type
alumtnum structure. It ts 3.0 ft high and 34.0 ft tn dtanmter. It wtll weigh
approximately 6,000.0 lbs.
UPPER OR PAYLOAD SECTION
The payload section (Figure 11) wtll be of aluminum sktn-stl"lnger-type
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construction. It wt11-be 101.0 ft tall and have an outside diameter of 34.0
ft. It will be constructed In t_o parts, an outside shell and an Internal
frame whtch itll hold the payload.
The outside shell will have an aluminum skin, 8 horseshoe beam longitudi-
nal members, and nine rtngs. The 8 horseshoe beam members and skin will
provide most of the structural Integrity of the system. They w|ll also
provide support for the payload framo tracks. The nine rings will provide
support for the system. The 8 horseshoe beams wtll be supported by alumtnum
rings on both ends. The aft rtng wtll be attached to the ]nterstage. The
outside shell will be 101.0 ft long and have an inside diameter of 33.5 ft
(see Figure 10).
The payload frames (F|gure 12) will each have 8 I-beem type longitudinal
me_bers and will feature circunrferenttal aluminum bands placed at regular
intervals to provide additional structural Integrity. The.fore and aft ends
of each payl, ld frame will be capped with sptder beam supports. The aft spider
beam of the rear, st payload franm will help transfer weight and thrust
between the interstage and the payload bay. Each payload franm wtll have an
Inside dtumter of 33.0 ft and an outside dtanmter of 33.25 ft.
The 8 horseshoe beam of the outside shell will act as tracks for
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movement of the payload frme I-bem ma_ers durtng cargo off-loading. The
tracks and I-bern wtll be coated wtth Teflon and sprayed wtth slltcon to
provtde smooth, virtually frtcttonless movement.
The nose-cone wtll be made of aluatnua skin-stringer-type construction.
Zt wtll serve as an aerodynamic fairing and wtll also house the vehicle's
reactton controls. The nose-cone wtll be 34.0_ft tn dtmeter at the base and
30.0 ft h|gh. It wtll have the shape of a tangential ogtve.
-11-
FUEL SECTION ..
Knowing that the total mass of the propellant Is 1,108,133 lbs and that
the mtxture ratto ts 1 part oxygen to 6 parts hydrogen, the masses of the fuel
and oxtdtzer were found. The mass of the oxygen was determined to be
approximately 949,828 lbs and the mass of th_ hydrogen was calculated to be
approximately 158,304 lbs. The dens|ty of the oxygen will be 71.2 lbm/ft s and
the denstty of the hydrogen wtll be 4.43 lbm/ft J. By dtvidtng the mass of
each propellant component by tts particular denstty, the volume necessary to
?
accommodate the required amount of propellant can be determined.
949,828 1bs
• ........... - 13,340.28 ft 3
7z.2 lbm/ft'
158,304 Ibs
v,.. 3s,7346,8t2
The oxygen wtll be held tn an ellipsoid shaped tank wtth radtus equal to 16.5
ft and height equal to 23.4 ft. For detatls on the tank stztng see Appendix B.
The hydrogen wtll be held |n a cylindrical tank Joined tn tandem with the
oxygen tank (Figure 7). The upper end of the cylinder will be closed with a
curved cap equal tn voluma to half that of the oxygen tank. The bottom end of
the cyltnder wtll be Jotned to the oxygen tank, whtch wtll intrude half |ts
volume upon the cylinder, reducing the cylta_der's volume by an amount equal to
half the volume of the oxygen tank. The ne_ effect of the upper cyllnder cap
tn tandem connection wtth the oxygen tank wtll be to provtde space for a
volume of hydrogen equal to that available tn the standard, unenhanced
cylinder. To detemtne the total weight of the fuel tanks, the heights of the
• -12-
ellipsoid and the enhanced cyllnder were c_|ned. As stated previously, the
ellipsoid hetght was determined to be 23.4 ft. The hetght of the cyllnder was
calculated from the cylindrical volume equatton (Appendix 8) and was found to
be 41.78 ft. Thus the total fuel section hetght wtll be 65.18 ft, rounded up
to 67.0 ft to accommodate orbttal maneuvering purposes.
-13-
costAN .YSZS
The costs for the vehtcle were detemtned ustng the Launch Vehtcle Cost
Model program at the Marshall Space Fltght Center. A compilation of all data
used In the program and the results are presented In Ftgure 13.
The structural weight used tn the program was 187,288 lbs and tncludes
the vehicle sktn, fuel tanks, |nternal supports, pipes, Insulation,bulkhead,
wtrlng, frame, forward and aft skirts, tunnels, tnterstage, and nose fatrtng.
The base heat shield protects the thrust structure, propellant tanks, and
other stage elements from excessive heat and gases gtven off by the engtnes
durtng thetr burn. A wetght of 1,000 ]bs was used for this component tn the
program. The avionics, whose weight was estimated to be 250.0 lbs, will be
composed of the following components: (1)Guidance, Navigation , and Control,
and (2) Communications and Data Handling. The electrical power equipment
weight used in the program was 500.0 lbs. This we!ght wtll be comprised of
batteries of fuel ce||s, a power distribution system, relays, tnverters, power
transformers, cables, and wtrtng. The propulsion Components other than the
engtnes were estimated to wetgh a total of 1500.0 ]bs and will tnclude a
propel lant feed system, reclrcu]atlon system, prope] 1ant managmnt system,
pressurization system, plmbtng, valves, lines, and gtmba|ltng bearings. The
teta| cost for the vehicle elements other than engines is $1.12473 bill|on
dur|ng the design, develolment, test, and evaluation (DDT&'E) stage and $41:!.21
million trot the total ftrst unit (TFU).
The structural tooltng, systems test harD, rare and assembly, and systems
test operations wtll cost an estimated $2.60864 btllton for DDT&E. Ground
support equipment (_E) durtng DOT&E wtll have an estimated cost of $453.44
mtllton, while systems engineering and Integration ts estimated at $322.55
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mt111on durtng DOT&E: and $34.12 mt111on for the TFU. The estimated cost for
the progrm management ts $129.65 mt11|on durtng DDT&E and $16.47 mtllton for
the TFU.
The engtnes and Incidental costs are the ftnal considerations. The
engtne parameter used tn the progrm was calculated by dtvtdtng the product of
weight, vacuum thrust, spectftc t mpulse, and, chamber pressure by 10,000,000
(thts parameter Is known as the "composite variable"). Use of thts parameter
.tn the program ytelded estimated costs of $44.1 milllon durtng DDT&E and
$40,000 for the TFU. The Incidental costs tnclude a contractor's fee of
$498.17 m1111on durtng DDT&E and $65.5 mt111on for the TFU; progrm support
costs of $121.7 mt111on dur!ng DDT_E and $10.67 m|111on for the TFU; and cost
contingencies of $626.74 mtllton durtng DDT&E and $81.6 mtlllon for the TFU.
A simplicity factor of 1 was used tn the cost analysts progrm stnce our
vehicle was designed based on prevtous Saturn project data. Also, surface
fltght controls and hydraulics were neglected due to the elimination of
aerodynmtc ftns from the ftnal destgn.
-lS-
CONCLUSIONS
The goal of the ongoing research described In this report is to perfect
the design and production of an unmanned, ]nte.rmedtate-orbtt cargo veh|cle for
use wtth fly back booster. Recent work has led to s|gntftcant enhancements in
the projected capabilities of the vehicle, Including an Improved mtsston
profile, a cost-efficient development and production plan, and an innovative
approach to cargo storage and transferral.
The overall design of thts cargo veh|clemeets and exceeds all required
standards set by NASA. It can be seen that aerospace projects of this nature
wtll leed to the advancement of the US space program tn the near future.
-15-
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GROUNDRULES FOR CARGO.VEHICLE
-UNMANNED
-PLACE 150,000 Ib PAYLOAD IN 150 NAUTICAl.MILE ORBIT
-PAYLOAD BAYI 25'0 X 90'L OR 33'D X IOOiL
-PROPELLANTI LIQUID OXYGEN/LIQUID HYDROGEN
-FIRST FLIGHT IN 1998! DESIGN FREEZE IN 1990
I
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TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS DATA
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ORIGINAL PAGE ItS
.OF,POOR QUALITy
TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS PROGRAM
"CTRAJ"
15-
20
30
40
3{)
,.::. ,._
? ,:)
7Z
9 0
?5
100
.,°
:I.20
:t30
_..._0
•I _-_
a. _J _.:
.,_-
!70
.1.8_
].'_0
200
210
222
230
24O
250
260
270
28O
29O
This is a _eneral PurPose trajectory anal_sis Program utilizin_
the _ravit_ of the Earth to achieve the\Proper attitude for'insertion
into a low Earth orbit. This maneuver is called a _ravitY assisted
turn maneuver. Since this Program was used to model the traJectors
for an unmanned carSo vehicle, the forces due to high acceleration
were of secondary importance, and not limited, The carSo vehicle
was used in conjunction with a reuseable flYback, booster which
returns to a landin_ strip after stamina from the car_o vehicle.
The Prosram is set up so that stasin_ does not occur until the
total configuration is accelerated to 7000 feet Per second. As
another limit the Prosram ceases e_:ecution if all of the mass is
burned as fuel for obvious reasons.
ALT=O
DT=O.I
RANG=O
ISP1=320
ISP2=JGO
INPUT'ENTER INITIAL MASS';MI _
M=M1
INPUT'ENTER ALTITUDE FOR G-TURN';AGT1
AGT=AGTi
TH=I.35_M
INPUT'ENTER LIFTOFF THRUST (CARGO ENGINES)';TH21
TH2=TH21
THI=TH-TH2
HDOTI=TH1/ISP1
MDGT2=TH2/ISP2
ISP=TH/(HDOTI+MDOT2)
MDOT=TH/ISP
MCI=O
MC2=O
Y=O
X=O
G0=32.2
RO=2.092E+07
VO=O
V=VO
T=O
PRINT
PRINT'TIME V
PRINT
F$='###ot t#t##,¢
M2=M-HDOTISDT-MDOT2_DT
G=GO_(RO/(RO+ALT))'2
RANG ALT G'S MASS THRUST
"32-
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
45O
460
470
q80
_._90
50O
510
520
530
54O
550
560
570
,-,80
5?0
600
_20
630
640
650
_70
68C
700
710
720
730
740
750
7,'0
."80
785
790
800
810
L_O
$30
DV=ISP_GO_LOG(M/M2)'G_DT
AGI=DV/GO/DT
REM IF A81>3 THEN 400
CHY=OoS_(VO+VO+DV)_DT
IF Y+CHY>AGT THEN 580
Y=Y+CHY
ALT=Y
V=VO+DV
AG=AGI
GOTO 460
DV=3_80
M2=M/EXP((DV+G_DT)/ISP/GO)
A=DV/GO
V=VO+DV
Y=Y+Oo5_(VO+V)_DT
ALT=Y
T=T+DT
DM=M-M2
MDT=DM/DT
TH=MDT_ISP
MCI=MCI+TH1/ISP_DT
MC2=MC2+(TH-TH1)/ISP2_DT
MC=MCI+MC2
PRINT USING
REM
M=M2
VO=V
GOTO 280
PRINT
PRINT'TIME V RANG
PRINT"
F$;T,V,RANG,ALT,AG,M,TH
ALT G'S MASS THRUST"
H =H ÷MZIO T 1_DT +MDOT2_DT
DPSI=(PI/180)EO° 1
F'SIO=PI/120
PSI=F'SIO
GAM=I
_SIN (PSIO)/ (1+COS (PSIO))
PRINT'TIME V RANG ALT PSI" GAM THRUST MASS "G'E
F$=" ### tfff# @###### ######t ff •f #_ •# ftff@@_, t,ffffff @. _.
PRINT
N::TH/M
PRINT USING F$;T,V,RANG,ALT:,P_'..I_IBO/PI,GAM,THTM_'AG
C=VC,."(ZO" (N- 1 ))/(1+Z0_2)
F'SI=F'SI÷DPSI
Z=SIN(PSI)/(1÷COS(PSI) )
'.;1=C,.'x(Z" (N- I'))_ (1÷Z'2)
IF 91>7000 THEN 1390
V=VI
_'T= C_.'G_Z'(N-I) W{(I/(N-I) ÷Z"2/'(N÷I) )-C/G_ZO'(N-I >._(I/(N-I)÷zo'2/(N÷I) )
DX=O.5_(VO_SIN(PSIO)÷V_(SIN(PSI) )_(DT
DY=O.5_(VO,IcCOS(PSIO)+V_COS(PSI) )_(BT
AG=(V-VO)/DT/GO
IF AG>3 THEN tO&O
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840
845
850
860
870
880
900
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
"1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
I130
1140
1150
1160
117¢
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
ORIGINAE PA-GE IS
OE-POOR QUALITy
X=X+DX
Y=Y+DY
THETA=ATN ( X/( RO+Y ) )
8AMMA=PSI-THETA
GAM=GAMMA_ 180/PI
ALT= (Y+RO )/COS (THETA )-RO
RANG=RO_THETA
T=T+DT
PSIO=PSI
ZO=Z ', -
V0=V
IF ALT<IO0000 THEN 1020
ISP1=340
ISP2=462
MDOTI=TH1/ISP1
MDOT2=TH2/ISP2
M=M-MDOT 1_DT- MDOT2_DT
IF M<O THEN 1390
G=GO_(RO/(RO+ALT) )'2
GOTO 720
N=3_GO/8+ ((1-Z0"2) / (1+Z0"2) )
C=VO/ZO" (N-1 )/ (1+Z0"2)
V=C_Z'(N-1)_(I+Z'2)
DI=C/G_Z'(N-1)E(1/(N-1)+Z'2/(N+I) )-C/G$ZO'(N-1)Z(1/(N-1)+ZO'2/(N+I) )
DX=O,5_(VO_SIN(PSIO)+V_SIN(PSI) )_DT
DY=O.5_(VO_COS(PSIO)+V_COS(PSI) )IDT
X=X+DX
RANF_=:F:O_THETA
Y= Y 1""L,7"
ALT=" v,+RO)/COS( THETA)-F'O
T=T+DT
PSI' - "cTO P.._.
Z0=Z
VO=V
TH:=N._M
THI=TH-TH2
MDOTI=THI/ISF'I ._
MDOT2=TH2/I SP2
M=M-MDOT I*DT-MDOT2_,DT
MCI=MCI+MDOTI_DT
MC2=MC2+MDCT2,_I]T
MC=MCI+MC2
IF M<C, THEN 1390
8=G0_ "".....(r, J/",_:O+ALT ) )"2
F'SI=F'SI +DF'SI
THETA=ATN(X/(RO+Y) )
GAMMA= F'SI- THETA
GAM=GAMMA_lBO/PI
PRINT USING F$;T_V,RANG,ALT,F'SI,GAM,TH_M,AG
IF V>7000 THEN 1390
Z=SIN(PSI)/(I+COS(PSI) )
GOTO 1060
PRINT
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1391
1392
1400
1420
PSI=PSI-DPSI
PRINT V1
PRINT'TIME
PRINT"
OR/GINAE Pf_GE_5
OF POORQUALITY
V RANG ALT PSI GAM THRUST MASS O'S"
1421
1422
1423
1424
PRINT
FRINT"
PRINT
PRINT'---
SEPARATION
1430
1431
1432
1 _35
.,.4 _0
1450
!460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
!620
.:.._30
1640
1650
:I.,_30
1680
!701
!702
:1.71_
172C
:;.730
1740
1750
1760
1770
17SO
1790
2080
2081
2090
2100
2110
PRiNT'time
PRINT
F$='### #####
M=M-1020000
ISP=ISP2
TH=TH2
MDOT::.TH/ISP
VO=V
PSIO=PSI
GAM2=PI/2 + THETA
GAMM=GAM2_ISO./PI
alt msi.. _am2 thrust mass
\
_###### ###.# _##.# @###### @######
ZO=SIN_PSIO)/(I+COS(F'SIO_)
N=TH/M
PEIHT USING F$;TTV,RANS,ALI F'SI_I80./F'I,GAMM,TH,M,AG
C=VO/(ZO-(N-I))/(I+ZO'2)
PSI=PSI+DPSI
THETA=ATN(X/(RO+Y))
GAM2=PI/2+THETA
$
OAMM:GAM2_ISO./PI
IF FSI>GAM2 THEN 2080
Z=SIN(F'SI)/(I+CGS(PSI)_
V=C_(Z'(N-1)),(I+Z'2)
IF V>25000 THEN 2080
DT:C/G_Z'(N-Z)_(I/(N-I)_Z"21CN+I))-C/G_ZO'(N...I)_(I/(N.-_._.FZO-2/(_-_.I)_
DX=.5_(VO*SIN(PSIO)+V_SIN(PS1))*DT
DY:.5_(VO*COS(PSIO)+V_COS(PSI))_DT
(CARGG VEHICLE) :';TI.121.
AG=(V-VO)/DT/GO
X=X+DX
Y:Y+DY
THETA=ATN(X/(RO+Y))
R_NG=ROITHETA
ALT=(Y+RO)/COB(THETA)-RC
T::T fZ:T
F'_i C=F'SI
ZO=Z
VO::V
M=M-MDOT_DT
IF M<O'THE;4 2C80
G=GO_(RO/_RO+ALT))'2
GOTO 1520
REM
PRINT
PRINT'INITIAL MASS :';MI
F'RINT'ALT FOR G-TURN :'_AGI'I
PRINT'THRUST
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2111
2112
2113
2114
2115
2116
2117
PRINT'FINAL VELOCITY :';V
PRINT'FINAL MASS :';M
PRINT'FINAL PSI :'_FSI_IGO/PI
PRINT'FINAL ALTITUDE :'_ALT/60_O
PRINT'FINAL GAMM :';GAMM
INPUT'TRY AGAIN Y=I N=2"_TRY
IF TRY<2 THEN 15
k ....
ORIGINAL I A._.c, ....
DI_ I_OR QUALITY
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FLOWCHART FOR TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
PROGRAM "CTRAJ"
i i
ENTER INITIAL MASS, CARGO ENGINE
THRUST, AND GRAVITY TURN INIATION
ALTITUDE
CALCULATE TIME OF FLIGHT,
VELOCITY, RANGE, ALTITUDE,
G-FORCE, MASS, ANDTHRUST
PRINT TIME OF FLIGHT, VELOCITY_
RANGE, ALTITUDE, G-FORCE_ MASS,
AND T_RUST,
DOES THE
At.I'ITUDE EQUAL THE
SET G-TURN INITIATION
ALTITUDE?
YES
CALCULATE TIME OF FLIGHT, VELOCITY,
FLIGHT F'ATH ANGLE FROM VERTICLE, THRUST,
MASS, AND G-FORCE USING FORMULAS FOR
GRAVITY ASSISTED TURN MANEUVER
-.37..
IS
THE ALTITUDE
"GREATER THAN 100,000"
FEET ?
NO
\
YES
NO
DECREASE FUEL MASS FLOW TO
MAINTAIN THRU_
IS THE MASS
LESS THAN ZERO •
?
YES
IS THE
VELOCITY GREATER NO
THAN 7000 FEET/
.-___
NO ._.
SUBTRACT OFF MASS OF BOOSTER si
ISTAGING OCCURS
CALCULATE TIME OF FLIGHT, VELOCITY, _f,__RANGE, ALTITUDE, FLIGHT PATH ANGLE,
THRUST, MASS, AND G-FORCE.
-38.,
PRINT TIME OF FLIGHT,
VELOCITY, RANGE, ALTITUDE,
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE, THRUST,
MASS, AND G-FORCE
IS THE
MASS LESS THAN-
ZERO ?
NO
YES
IS THE
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE.
PARALLEL TO THE
ORBITAL COURSE?
NO
YES
IS THE
VELOCITY GREATER
THAN 25,000
FEET/SECOND
?
NO
YES
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE, THRUST, MASS, AND
G-FORCEPRINT FINAL TIME, VELOCITY, RANGE, ALTITUDE,J
-.39-
DO y_U WISH
,_TO RUN ANOTHER TRAJECTORY_POSSIBILITY .
NO
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_L_u_zcem L:at L:_, _kNK !_
I I
Y"Zuel." 1 ,lo8,1_1_ lbs
._Zcad " 150,000 lhs
P4_Z/_2 " 6
- 9_9.1128. z9 lb:
t_ m "/1.2 l):m/f_ _ - 4.43 lhs/ft"
vo2 - 13,3_o._8j rt3
Vm m lw:mzfm a m c
b - 11.?0 £t----> h " _ m 2_._0 ft
V - Taah - qra:h
h,, ;1.78 tt
_ZG_ Cl" _ _ ]2¢ _-'_:
_c
ORIGINAI_ PAGE I_
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APPENDIX C
C.G. _C1_
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C,G.Location (DW)
I
ZLejCCJ Z
Engines 28568
Engine Compartment 15250
Instrument Unit 6000
Fuel Sectlon 60095
Interstage 6000
Upper Stage 105334
Payload 150000
Nose Cone 12000
5
' 13.5
37.59
81.68
133.68
133.68
19418
Total. C,6, Location (Dry) = 104,71 feet
C.G. Location (Wet]
Engines 28568
Engine Compartment 15250
Instrument Unit 6000
LIQuid Oxygen 949828
Fue! Section 60095
Liquid Hydrogen ..... 158304
Interstage 6000
UpperStage 105334
Payload 150000
Nose Cone 12000
5
6
13.5
26.7
37.59
59.29
81.68
133.68
133.68
194.18
Total C.G. Location (Wet)- 50.21 feet
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